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Raising Ducks.
Ii is an erroneous idea that ducks cannot be kept without water.
They can he

reared just

easily

chickens, with
In fact,
oung ducks should never be allowed a
Xo one would think of
ream of water.
nnging a newly-hatched chicken into a
isin of water to swim: neither does a
■ung duck's first idea of the world lead
a water-course,
(hi the contrary, they
Bono as a Manure.
need to lie kept dry and warm lor the
rst week at least, and also tree from
The bones of all animal creation arc
min. W ater will not cleanse them from composed of three substances
-phosphor: min.
They are just as liable to the ic acid, lime and gelatine of glue, three of
:„•» a> chickens or
turkeys, and ire- the best fertilizing substances to produce
outiy die of it. To he prolitable, ducks good seeds. But where do t lie bones of
■,
11!ii'e care, as w'eil as other poultry. animals come from
Certainly from the
soil, through the grass, hay,
Hie old birds should lie kept from a run
grain, etc.,
me
1
ti'eain.
hey will follow a stream a consumed as food. Therefore, every horse,
seat distance, and often forget to return
bullock, cow, sheep and hog sent off the
\\ hen allowed to ramble
farm without returning a like quantity of
then bonu s.
; will, they ii .1:111 \ drop their eggs in
bone to the earth, causes our land to yield
less and less every year, till the land bei-le and marshy place-, frequently in
comes what is termed worn out.
11.■ water:
never making an attempt at
Besides,
11,■ —I : consequently the eggs are lost, or
every load of bay and every bushel of
i
damaged by a chilling ox- grain sold oil' the farm carries away the
fertility
ISllI f.
same material, as it is the
hay and grain
I Hlek; 11-IIIItl lie kepi enlllillecl b.s llienithat makes the bones of our cattle, horses,
in .in enclosed yaid. They do much etc.
Five per cent, of all plants are comt’oi.
The female will then make rey- posed often mineral substances, of which
o' nests and deposit their eyys therein.
bone forms a large part, and which comes
\ shallow trouyh. liv-hls tilled w it It water
directly from the earth, while the fat of
all they require. Ducks are cnor- the animals is composed of carbon, oxyi.s feeders.
flies will feed on esers- gen and hydrogen, three of the gases
that a common barnyard fowl ssill that plants take exclusively from the air.
uni a yood deal more. Ian rail lie ni the forms of carbonic acid and water,
ated and do quite as sscli. 'files' will which constitute about ninety-four per
eedil.s eat meat, '(-raps from the table. cent, of all plants.
! kinds of yruili. is ssell as se.yetable
■od. I’m this reason, it is not expedient
iiF.AlUNi; AXl) TlllXKIXti FaKMEKS.
We believe that the great want of farm
allow them a run with other fowls.
a
eis. as a eiass, is more education.
consume all the food, and lease
We
oihers in the lurch. Kaeli saricly complain ni the overreaching avariciousaid be kept by itself.
Ducks, when ness of other classes. We complain of
lowed to mix with hens, annoy them the manner in which we are imposed
0 ally,
but when kept separate are upon by those who compel us to pay ex■;
inlerestiny birds if riyhtly man- travagant prices for what we want to
d.
flies are yrcat lasers, and their buy. and who in turn give us but small
althouyli not relished so ssell In compensation for our labor. We must
no hiyllls esteotned for culinurs
make our intelligence as a class equal to
1 lies a ro considered llllsurpassthat of others. We must prepare ourin lorn ny custards and schesto till the responsible position in
hut
tl iy there is ]icrhaps society, and then farmers will exert an
a m ss Is
laid eyy of a iniluenee more in proportion to their numi.,t i• \c,
i.i:
-a oi I., yliorti hen.
'fho svliite of a bers and the vast industry which they
a ], s ,'.;j i> sliyhil.s
colored and a little represent. Farmers are not lacking in
:oslili then is a difference ill duck's natural intelligence.
Their minds are
_y.-. as tjn-re is ill hen's cyys.
strung, and many often surprise them1* elm diotild not bo allossed to ranyo
selves and tellowmcn by tlieiraecomplislin"l dossil a water course, piekiny up inents when they have been called into
irci arious lis iny, that lakes more llesii
positions which hare afforded them the
their 1 ramo-. than it puls on. The discipline and culture which alone were
lice of writers i to keep all kinds of wanting to develop their good qualities.
If we were shy of investing in patent
k and poultI'.s in yood thris iny Colidi!!. as otiii rsviso thin are unprofitable.
right and mining stocks, and all attempts
in get rich suddenly, and would put a
belter, unless one lias ample eoniein i' and lime on hand, not to keep little money every year into books and
"i I a
rye a pen of I need iny birds: hots'- lirst-elass papers, we would lind ourselves
i'. that is just as one's means and
growing stronger, and attaining a higher
-to- iiyyost
N ouny ducks make rapid
position of iulluenee ill society and public
is th, and in
etmsoquetii e he.is s feeders, affairs.
[ Husbandman.
flics will come into marketable condiSimi'i.k
Mktiiuh Fin: Tanninii a
ni at the tiye of tlirec months, and rcadLa.mu-Skin w i i ii tii i: \\ mil. on. Make
s c"unnand yood prices,
I'hcrc are seva
si mug .soap-suds, using
al sarictics. cliicl umony sshicli stand;
hot water;
I’l kiti. \ le.-burs and Hound. Hither when it is cold wash Ihe skin in it, care•f i lie '• vat iet ies arc la rye. and of course fully squeezing it hetweeen the hands to
'•quire more time to come to maturity. get tiie dill out of Ihe wool; then wash
the soap out witli clean eold water: next
I'lie common, yrn\ ducks are s cry prolific
:id earls come up to maturity
the l'e- dissolve alum and salt, of each half a
tale often raisiny tsvo broods in one pound, in a little hot water, which put
into a lull of cold w ater sullicient to cover
•-on
I'iie sonny are better hatched
idol the natural parent.
'flies should the skin, and let it soak in it over night
kept quiet, ills and svartll for three or or twelve hours: now hang the skin over
a pole to drain : whim well drained
our days after liatcbiny, and he yiven
spread
: "tie
or stretch carefully on a hoard to dry.
Ss\ eit
feed
i ft to I Indian meal.
It
need not he tucked if drawn out several
..'Ided with boiliuy water. D the set's
food Ini' cross iny birds,
flic donyii times with the hand while dry ing. W hen
i"iiid not he too iiIT. neither should il
yet a little damp sprinkle pulverized salt
too thin.
\ ft tie experience in the pet re and alum (an ounce each mixed loi.itter. however, ssill correct matters in
gether) on the llesh side, riddling it in
It is now to hang in the shade for
In respect.
Sour, masts feed, or meal well.
;
ati.s description, is not suitable for two or three days, the llesh side in. until
It produces sour, hard crop.
'"iiltrs.
perfectly dry. W'hen entirely dry scrape
tile llesh side with a lilnnt knife to reHid illdieeslinh.
move any
N otiny duck
arc extremely fond
ot
scraps of llesh. Trim oil' all
artli ssii :- and yreedily devour Iheni.
projecting points and rub the tiesli side
with pinnace nr rotten stone, and with
for this purpos. tlies are earls awake ami
the hands. 1’repared in this way it is
111 to rateh the fust and latest svortn
white and beautiful, suitable for a doormi dares to appear alios e the surface of
I he; are yreal forayers, and
earth.
mat, and also nice for the feet in a sleigh
oft warm rains, ’flies will or wagon in cold weather.
under oil' to the nteadosvs and search
To destroy I mgs on squash and cucumi’iie!.d.- and yrasslioppel's. and soon
II II to be apt
at till
business. ! In I IP ber vines, dissolve a teaspoouful of salti In
current s ohmic. D. t ■. H. of t'ulpetre in a,pailful of water; put one pint of
cp;icr counts. \ a., makes the enquiry. this around each hill, shaping the earth
mans ducks to one drake.’
This is so that it will not spread much, and the
■ordiny to the s iyor. activity and aye thing is done. I 'se more saltpetre if you
can alford it
it is good for vegetables,
i he male in quest imi. In < ml inary cases.
The bugs burmakes a eonipans and three svould but dentil to animal life.
a cross'd :
that is, a trio is sutlieient, row in the earth at night and fail to rise
in the morning. It is also good to kill the
it there is S' HI let hilly "SS iny to tlie hr.1,
"grub" in peach trees, only use twice as
at her to the variety. This is a matter
judyinenl and experience to detcr- much, say a quart to each tree. There
1 tucks lay loiiy clutches, mid tsvo was not a yellow or blistered leaf on the
i.des. ssith the proyem thereof, would twelve or fifteen trees to which it was ap'u-idute a I a rye lloek in one season.
plied last season. No danger of killing
1
a consent rated
Hinlts ih'iUlcinan.
any vegetable with it
solution applied to .beans make them
i!\

as

as

water sullicient to drink.
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Wo All

Must “Pay the Piper.”

scattered doubtful seed
Of wayside bramble, common weed.
Beside the blooming heather,
And reaped therefrom, through sun and rain.
The golden fruit, or yellow grain.
AVheu came the autumn weather.
Xo

one ere

AVhate'er we sow, that shall we reap—
If smiles, we laugh : if tears, we weep.
With hearts of joy or sorrow,
If love, we reap of love ten fold :
If war. we gather ills untold
To cloud the coming morrow.
Xo
A

one can

build upon the sand

dwelling that will tinnly stand

When raging storms sweep o'er it.
Their toil and labor would be naught.
And all the art and cunning wrought.
In ruin fall before it.
Xo one can drain the deadly draught
Of dissipation, but, when quailed.
The dregs will show the viper.
And all this goes to show the truth
Of this old saw. iu age or youth.
We all must “pay the piper."

■

■
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■"

llay
Ii

is

amorally

supposed

wonderfully.
correspondent says lie protects his
squash vines from llie hugs by tile use of

grow
A

Making.
ihat

even

knows how to make hay; hut
may of them manage their haying very
i-.dly. 1 consider the following points
iriuer

kerosene,
it. which

lie
are

merely moistens

ashes with

placed in the vicinity of the

lb has tried it two years success! vines
to the case :
I'he cHicicney of the remedy must
fully.
for
in
ad\
alter.
eady
hay ing
entile from the odor.
that your marl lines ai e in good order,
d .i' tar as possible guard against <loIn a recent number of Forest- and
iiy breakage, tli. loss ot nuts. t\e„ 1 Stream. .1. \. Ikivis gives the following
li.u ing duplicate parts of machines as a certain
plan to drive crows from the
a are most liable to get out of order:
corn held :
A very successful plan has
■11 also keep a supply of extra nuts on been tried
by placing in Mr. Crow's way
d. to be Used ill 1 lie ease of losing one a number of
grains with a horse-hair run
dr the machine is at work.
them,
lie is bound to swallow

ipplirable
I

11 -T

through

begin your baying early if you bate one. and 11is note of alarm is soon sound.••h to cut. as y ..ii lose less by cutting a ed.
It is impossible for him to dislodge
l of Volt! gras- before it is ripe for the
the grain, and if lie can lie watched a
lime than you do by waitinglill all of sullicient
length of time he will lie seen to
;r grass is ready to cut : and then lia\e
; nit his own throat in scratching at it.
.nt a part of ii a week or two after il
!!is usual note is changed, and 1 can asi_dit to lie cut.
sure you life to him is such a
misery lie
I
n
When tlie time routes to

o

commence

which should he when there is a
.sport of fair weather, go ahead, and
itot wait until the dew
is off, on ncmt of any injury the hay may sustain,
.mi will ne'er he able to see any difielire in value between hay from grass
: with or without the dews
upon it. of
"irse, men diller on this point. and they
ill differ to the end of time.
I dust as soon as the sun lias dried the
ppn surfaee of the grass, the spreadag operation should commoner ; and y on
liould have help enough to do the work
No grass out during the previous
well.
dteriiooii, and up to 111 oYloi k 1 lint day,
liould remain nospread ai dinner-time,
unless it be such as is light, and is left in
ooil shape to dry by the machine, as is
•tleu the aso. Keep the grass ntm ingas
>ug as possible before yon begin to proeet it for tile night; and here we will say
dial we never would allow a load of bay
lie put into any barn that was out the
■ante day, except w hen the grass had been
i. lay i-il to be cut till it was
past its prime,
ml partially dry, so that a few hours of
sun and wind snllieed to cure it.
I never
in :,

any reason to regret curing liny well;
I have thrown away tons of it that
hail been mowed away, in my absence, in
a half cured state.
No grass can lie inured by two days of sun and air, when
aw
an

■

111 me

|ii'n|ii'i- nine.
When the time comes to commence
Inlying, von should have all other work
lilushed, as the cultivation of crops; because you should he ahle to devote your
whole time to your hay when it is ready
* * cut.
Xo half-awake farmer is lit to
Irue the management of cutting from all
o inn tons of
hay. as it requires energy
and good judgment to nitre and house, or
tank it well. Xor should a farmer he ah‘•ut from the held an hour; and he should
let his help understand that he ‘•means
business.” In the morning lie should be
up before the sun rises, and see that his
men are tip also: and if anything is to he
got ready for the day's work, see that it
is attended to before breakfast.
A man
■ an
impart a wonderful degree of “movability" to his hired help, by letting them
know what is expected of them, and selling them an example of activity, farmer
A. always is found in his fields in
haying
lime at work at seven o’clock in the
morning, hut farmer 1!. comes yawning
along to work an hour later, apologizing
by saying that he “could not get ready
earlier."
ui

>

could 'even wish that lie were dead.' ll
has been noticed that after the note of
alarm lias been sounded all the crows in
the vicinity will leave the held and approach it no more that season, it is a
simple tiling, yet all who try it find it a
success.”
Mn.k. We tested one of our
Jersey cows a short time since; (wehave
only owned her a short time,) she, is a
golden fawn : has a deep yellow skin; a
good milk mirror, and a v ery handsome
eovv.
She calved last July.
Wo give
her one quart each of corn and barley
meal and two quarts of shorts, with hay
and roots lor daily rations.
She yielded
in return
during the week .'lit quarts of
milk, from which we made Hi pounds of
butter; being an average of I pound of
butter to fit quarts of milk. It is our aim
in breeding to get cows that will
produce
the most butter from a given
quantity of
milk, and intensify that quantity as much
as possible. This is the standard of most
Jersey breeders to keep the Jersey in
her present high rank as a butter cow,
and to raise her still higher by a course
Kirn

JIM.

We belonged to the surplus population,
dim and 1, but we did not know it. The
big world into which we came was crowded to overflowing with just such punny,
unwashed, ill-fed little wretches as we
were: but we didn't knoiv it, and so we
came unconscious into the sunless, teeming alley, where countless others like ourWe didn't know we were
selves herded.
a problem, dim and 1 : we didn’t know
that we and our kind were baffling the
wisdom of statesmen, dim and 1 ; but if
we had known all about it. I doubt if we
could have occupied the situation more
philanthropieally. We slept as quietly in
the underground cellar, down whose oozy
steps the rain and rain of years made
slippery passage, or bestowed ourselves
need be, under some
as naturally
as
stranded wagon or cart, as if it were precisely the thing heaven had adapted ns
for from the beginning.
dim was older and bigger than 1 : a
tall, likely lad; fifteen of these hardening
and toughening years had made him keen
and sharp as a terrier, and just the hid
to look after a forlorn waif of a little girl
And dim, after he had
like myself.
blacked boots all day, or sold papers of
an afternoon, was sure to look after me,
and we took supper together out of the
same bowl of porridge.
dim wasn't my brother, oh no! I used
to w ish he was my brother, though sometimes, just because 1 w as so proud of him.
The old man that kept that cellar, you
see. had picked dim up from somew here
when his folks died, and picked me up
from somewhere when my folks died, and
so we
had somehow fallen together all
alone.
Just down

beyond the jog ol'our alley,
where il turneil a sort of gray corner, and
was darkei and dirtier than ever
just
there stood an old gra,\ church, with a
clock in the tower -an old. old mossy
church, and an old, old clock that had
passed its withered hand over its wizened
face, and looked sleepily through them
down into our alley, on one side, and into a busy,
noisy thoroughfare on the
other. The old clock had dozed there
till its head was all on one side, and you
couldn’t In- sure whether it told the right
story or not: hut of a summer afternoon,
when it was getting quite dusk down in
our alley, a red ray from the setting sun
used to settle for a minute right on the
face of the sleepy old clock ; then it would
seem to rouse up out of a pleasant dream,
and strike the hour as sharp as need be.
and then 1 knew il was time to look out
for Jim.
I’d see him turn the corner w ith
his old straw hat on, and his patched
shoes, or barefoot, maybe, for that matter, and we’d set off for a stroll together
a stroll to the wharves.
We generally hunted the wharves. Jim
and I. when we went a pleasuring. They
were grand, the wharves, so busy ; so altogether ditl'eront from our alley, with
the ships crowded round them, and the
buttering Hags here and there on the
masts, and the busy sailors getting in
freights. Sometimes Jim would get a job
for half an hour, and leave me lurking
among the cotton bales or sitting solitary
in some safe corner till he came back.
He always came back. And then sometimes he would linger about there till
nightfall. Then the wharf was silent and
solemn, and you could hear the water
rushing up against the great beams underneath. and see here and there a light
gleaming from some lone lantern among
the shrouds, and the gray water stretching beyond, we know not whither: and
if Jim and I had owned it all we could
not have loved it better.
lint one day Jim got a job that lasted
longer than usual, and I grew scared and
uneasy as night came on, and he didn’t
come hack.
Wandering from the place
w here lie had set me. shy and fearsome
as a water-rat, but as determined, 1 looked for him every where, but in vain; then
1 went back to my post, for hadn't lasaid. as he always said. “Don’t he afraid,
I’ll come back, for sure, you
Jenny.
know.” And then 1 waited, till dually 1
fell asleep among the bales and barrels
and forgot my troubles.
In the morning, a forlorn and desolate
little creature enough. I learned from
some compassionate ’longshoremen that
tin' ship where Jim had been at work had
sailed away with him aboard. A wild
and passionate burst of weeping greeted
this news, and a pitiful throng of people
gathered about me Teightmen and sailors mostly, but among them suddenly appeared the face of a Quaker lady, who
was distributing books among the sailors.
They told her my tale, and seeing me
utterly friendless, she wilted my tear
stained face with her w hite handkerchief,
I had no friends.
and took me away.
I
was no better than a masterless dog, and
worth far less.
Hut she took me to a
great clean, bare and quiet place an institution they called if where there were
many others at*hotneless and w retched as
I.
And there they washed me, and made
me so clean and fresh that I thought that
the real me, the lagged, red-eyed, unkempt surplus atom of humanity that
had been me, was gone away over the
seas w ith Jim, and this rosy
cheeked
child was another tile, newly come into

away one bright summer to the seashore!
I cannot tell you how I felt when I first
saw the sea
stretching away from the
white line of shore, throbbing and sounding as it brimmed to the horizon’s edge,
i bis was the sea ; the glorilied sea ; the
sea no longer grimy and smoky and
gray
with getting its living, but the' sea translated. purified, made holy as if after death.
The days went and came, shining and
beautiful, and every day 1 walked on the
shore with Louis, ran races with the
breezes and picked up shells, or gathered
sea-weed, or watched the sunset gilding
rlie sails of some far-flitting ship. Louis’
face was sweet in tlio.se days, and kind as
sunlight, and his voice was music to me,
for he said that we were old friends now,
and had known each other so many years
that we ought to love each other always,
one afternoon we strayed further than
usual, and the twilight deepening as we
walked, I think we both forgot evervtliing, save that we were young and
happy, and life was glorious. Love! The
word dropped warm from his lips, and
.seemed to color all my future with rose
tints. All my past seemed sinking out of
sight. The gates of paradise were open,
and J was free to walk therein, if I would.
Not for me the barrenness, the disap
pointment. that blighted other lives. 1
might make mine what 1 would, with
wealth and love for my servants, and
luxun and .joy at my command. Ah,
well ! remember that afternoon by the
lie long line of white beach, the
sea;
over-hanging cliffs, the twilight touching
the water with golden glow, and glittering nil the tall masts, and a ship lying at
anchor beyond, till, life was so beautiful! Oh, love was so sweet! A lightness
of heart, a capricious, intangible, elf-like
mood fell upon me, born perhaps of the
verv over-llow of bliss. I remember clapping my nanus as 1 skipped along, and
challenging Louis to race. Perhaps he
had urged me too persistently to respond
to his a licet ii m, to say when 1 would he
his wife. Wife! 1 wanted to he no man’s
wife just then, hut only to love and live,
"Would 1 answer him
sighed Louis.
‘■When you catch me,” 1

responded,

mockingly. Hitting about the sand. Away
I went with Louis following breathless.

We rounded the curve of the shore, and
I was just about sinking down upon the
sand to wait for him, when an old boat,
with broken oar, caught my eye: il lay
swinging in the shadow just where a
great rock overhung the beach. Lightly,
thoughtlessly, I stepped into the tiny
handkerchief
craft, and waving my
laughingly to Louis, caught up the oar,
and set myself alioat. 1 scarcely thought
what 1 was doing ; it was a mere caprice
born of lightness of heart and youthful

thoughtlessness.

Hut a

single glance at
me to the folly

Louis'countenance mused

I was committing.
“Come back ! come back !” he cried :
••the current will carry you out of reach

in

a moment.”
Still laughing, I endeavored to obey.
Dexterously 1 worked the broken oar.
diligently i steadied the frail little vessel : but all my efforts only seemed to
bear me further and further from the
anxious face that was watching me.

Perhaps if Louis had then plunged into
a few strong strokes of his,
arm might have reached and saved me.
the water,

1 do ii.it know. Louis was no swimmer;
and besides, that was not his way of doing things. 11 is was a deliberate and
thoughtful rather than a rash and venturesome nature, lie called to mo eagerly that he was going for help: 1 should
I should drop the oar: in a few
wait.
minutes lie would get a boat : I saw the
solitary shore, the deserted lisher huts,
the far stretches of sand he would have
to travel before reaching the little village : I saw it all but dimly now.
Wearily I dropped the oar and sank
back into the boat. Surely 1 need do
nothing more, lie would not let me die
alone within reach of his loving arms!
Night was creeping on with twilight on
I could see that lone
its garment's hem.
and shadowy ship lying at anchor beyond
the bar. if only 1 could reach that ship!
Hut the current would drift me past her
in an instant. Wildly and longingly now
I call for help, stretching my arms out
yearningly toward that silent vessel, but
nothing answered me. The shore had
grown far and dim, and dimly, strangely
the stars coming out with their unfamiliar
Sad, solitary
beauty made me afraid.
and deserted, was I going to my death
out of all that bright afternoon, that
over-llovving love, that fullness of life and

pleasure proffered

me

!

Afraid '!
Well, yes I was afraid for
one brief moment, as 1 cowered back into the boat, shrinking in the solitude of
the awful waste of waters, a fear of that
unknown world into which 1 scented sailing oppressed me. Hut 1 bethought myself that if I must die it was better to die
bravely. Hut was he dead.' dim, my
only staunch friend, whose glad, good
face had brightened my wretched childhood. oh, where was he
It is said that in the hour of death the
memory of past ev ents is preternaturally
vivid. And as my mind reverted to those
old days, forgetting my later life, forgetting my later friends, and forgetting
Louis. I felt sure that I was going to die.
A trance of peace came upon me, in which
I seemed toclasp dim’s warm hand again,
as in the days of old.
"dim! dim!" I called aloud, rousing
myself as from a dream, yet dreaming
The
still. Hut nothing answered me.
darkness was growing deeper, and the
current more rapid, and Louis with his
soft taper lingers would never reach me
:

now.

1' ni'oiiscions, hull’ delirious, I must have
heen, perhaps, lor it seemed to me that
Jim, on whose name 1 called, was a spirit,
and that his presence, somewhere near
me, was upholding me in this hour of
need, as I drifted further and further
away from all earthly hope. I low long I
know not; it seemed to me I had been on
my way all eternity, and had I or had I
not heard through that death dream an
answering cry.' Did I or did I not see
mistily as through a veil, the spars and
shrouds of that silent vessel that had
me worm.
Thou one <la\ there came a. grand and I afar off been watching m\ struggles with
And, great (led! was it Jim's
stately lady, who took me away to live death.'
with her, and he her own little girl. The face dear old Jim's face bending over
lady wore shining silks, and lived in a me, and was this Heaven '!
splendid house, and had a lad in a velvet
■■.My dear," said .Mrs. Ilelden, coining
jacket who was about as big us Jim. It into my room one morning, "you are getol systematic breeding.
[Country (leii- was like a strange bright dream if 1 could ting quite strong again : the sea air lias
11onian.
hare only forgotten Jim. Hut I could not. done you a world of good -in fact, you
Jim was surplus population no longer; look better, I think, than before
your acFarm Paragraphs.
perhaps he was drowned: his tagged cident. I am thinking we may’as well
The average yield of butter per cow in jacket and crowuless hat might he buried return to the city as soon as yon like."
now away down under the sea.
I was lying on a couch near..tlie winNobody
Vermont., is said by J>r. Hoskins to be not
about me now wore patched shoes or dow, looking out upon the sea.
over I'to pounds per annum.
t rowset's out at the knees, and
“Well." said I absently, in $’half rev
nobody, it
Machinery out of doors all winter is the seemed to me, not even Louis, w ho was erie.
best remedy we know about for making so kind to me, even he, had an
You feel quite strong, do you not,
eye as
farmers poor and manufacturers rich.
bright as Jim's, or a hand as warm. And dear
••oh. yes ma'am," said I, rousing myIt is officially announced that the rind- so i never forgot Jim, but always in my
heart of hearts I seemed listening and self: "quite strong stronger than ever:
erpest has so far been suppressed in del
for him.
since that night when Jim saved my life,
many that the importation of hides from waiting
Sometimes I used to lure Louis down swimming out to my sinking boat
that country is again permitted.
against
to the wharves, and always when i walk- the current, and risking his life to
help
It pays to furnish the liens
clean
ed
good
by myself my steps turned thither- an unknown wail -unwitting that it was
nests.
Clean eggs always sell best and ward, and thus it was that I never lost his little
nursling of old who was in deadare best ; and yet there are scores of dozsight of the ships, and dimly, faintly, un- ly peril since that night a world of new
ens of dirty,
forbidding looking (id'd'S t<> reasonably, looked for the return of Jim. thoughts had come crowding in upon me,
lx* found in market.
Hut it began to be years since dear old sharing w ith me their strength, and makWe are apt to count our gold and sil- Jim went away, and' Louis was a tall ing me ashamed of the idle, silken life 1
home from college, and 1 was
was leading.
I know not what premoniver as a very important
product, lint youth
last year the corn crop of this country well, folks called me a young lady and tion of change, of banishment, was tugsaid that I would marry Louis some day. ging at my heart this morning as I looked
was six times as valuable as all the
gold And
perhaps they might have been right: out over the gleaming waters, and tilled
and silver mined in the country.
but how could I be a lady, you know
my eyes with tears.
A correspondent of the New England with an old straw hat and a
“You are sorry to leave the sea-shore
ragged jackFanner says that the way to cure a kick- et stowed away in my heart i Kvon after said Mrs. Belden.
ing heifer is to sing while milking. Hut I grew up 1 had fits of silent fretting for
“1 was thinking of Jim," said 1 honestit must require considerable philosophy Jim that seemed as if
they would eat my ly. “How can I leave Jim !"
to sing instead of doing the other tiling if life
Mrs. Bolden's facy Hushed.
away. Mrs. Belden said it was beshe happened to kick the pail over.
cause I was
growing, and she took me
“Jenny,” said she severely ; “of course

all think a good deal of your sailor
friend for saving your life ; hut you must
ho aware that he is no tit
companion for
you, and that his constant attendance
upon you since that accident has been
much annoyance to myself and Louis.”
At that moment Louis’ tall figure
appeared at the door, a queer smile was on
his pale thin face, as holding out his long
white hand to me. said, “Jenny, your
sailor is below.”
“I have been telling Jenny,” said .Mrs.
lielden, “that we must get her away from
the sea shore to free her from these low
associates.”
Low associates 1 Jim, my prince of men,
my savior!
'■1 see but one course,” added Mrs.
lielden, as Louis stood silent.
1 too saw but one course; and yet these
two had been so kind to me all these
years,.they made my life so luxurious and
pleasurable; should I go away from them
into the obscurity and poverty of my early
life again t
At that moment Jim’s sun-burned face
appeared at the door, lie stood with his
cap in his hand, eager, yet modest, his
lace alight, his eyes gleaming, behind
Louis’ calm countenance.
I sail day
after to-morrow, Jenny, and I couldn't
risk the chance of not seeing you.”
Mrs. lielden made a haughty gesture
with her hand, as if she would have
warned oif the intruder.
‘‘Wait, mother," said Louiseahnlv. “Of
course Jenny’s good sense will tell her
w lmt is
right, and she belongs to me. you
know.”
1 saw Jim give a great start.
The
blood fiushed up hotly into his brown
cheeks, there was a pause for a moment :
then Jim said, passing his hand over his
forehead, as if lie were not quite clear as
to w hat lie had heard :
“is it so with thee, my little Jenny .’
W ill my little girl lie happy always away
from her poor old Jim f”
“Poor old Jim!” That was what 1 used
to call him in my childish days, stroking
his head and comforting him when lie was
in trouble. Should 1 desert him now
For answer 1 took from my linger a
glittering ring which Louis bad made me
I unclasped a costly bracelet be
wear.
bad given me, and drew a gold chain
1 put the shining heap
from my neck.
into his hands.
■•Louis,” said I, -1 have loved you with
these, and perhaps for these; but I loved
Jim without them long ago, and I will
low him w ithout them the rest of my life.
Forgive me, Louis; i am not lit, as you
see, for wealth and splendor. It is natural
for mr to return to mv kind. Come, let
w o
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The London law courts have recently
brought to light a romantic story something like that of the Annesley' peerage
ease which Charles lleade seized upon in
his story of the “Wandering lleir,’’though
in this ease the heir is an heiress. Some
years ago Mr. Gardner, a well-to-do
farmer at Melrose, in Scotland, married
a young lady of the neighborhood, and in
a very few weeks after the marriage his
wife presented him with a daughter. Mr.
Gardner was an elder of his l’reshytery,
and being well aware that a tierce light
heats upon that otliee, and being anxious
small, sickly, pale child perfectly dazed with terror and bewilderment.
to save his reputation and his wile's, he
The mob was
thundering at the doors, and a mo- hired a discreet nurse to take charge of
ment later the nuns came
Hying to her to say the the child. The scandal was thus averted
rioters were thronging into her room
through the
windows. At the same instant came the crash of and years went by without the gill herthe windows all along the front, smashed in with
self or any one else discovering the secret.
volleys ot stone. Bidding the nuns and such of Meanwhile, the daughter, Margaret Gardthe girls as dared remain with her follow, she led
ner, had become a mill-hand in a factory
the way to a door opening on a sunken
paved court
leading to the garden. "Never.” says Mrs Whit- and at the age of twenty-one discovered
ney. "shall 1 forget how calmly the moonlight slept by some means the story of her birth and
on its fair pavement.”
It was planted with white
parentage. She at once sought out her
roses in full bloom and
unutterably peaceful. The
and demanded recognition, but
tin b had
stopped to plunder her room, where was parents
Mr. Gardner disputed her legitimacy, dea large sum of
money just received from the pupils,
and she escaped to the bottom of the garden, where
claring that her father was a shepherd
their progress was stopped by the substantial board
named l.aidlaw and that he (Gardner)
fence. There she ranged her Hock on die
grass
had married her mother, whom he loved,
border of the walk leading past the brick burial
The girl, howvault, bidding them efface themselves as much as to save her reputation.
possible in the bushes and shadow. The nuns clus
ever. like immortal Harry VIII., thought
tered round her feet: the girls
lay motionless in this was “too thin and bare to hide ofvarious hopeless attitudes; some of them slept the
fenses," aud declining an offer of a thoussh op of exhaustion in spite of the horrible noise.
Horrible noise, indeed! The mob had overrun and pounds to hold her tongue, brought
the building from basement to garret. Thov ran- ail action in the Scotch courts to
compel
sacked thi* cellar first, in search of cells ami cap
her recognition as a legitimate daughter
fives, while more practical spirits moved quickly
in jtr. unu -Mis. i,mutter.
1 lie case was
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Mrs. Whitney has had the fortunate idea of telling again a story of very thrilling interest, so old
that to the present generation it will he new, while
old people in whose youth the event occurred may
not ho unwilling to hear of it agai n.
In 1 SBl the finest Ursuline Convent in Ni-'.v England stood on Mount Benedict in Charlestown.
It was built expressly for a boarding-school for
the children of rich* parents. Protestants preferred. Mrs. Whitney's father resolved on sending her to the Convent, which she entered after
the summer vacation of 18134. Dr. Lyman Beech
er had, during the preceding winter, been denouncing fiercely “the Devil and the Pope*' in a <
course of lectures delivered in Boston.
Mr. Cod
dard was a violent Unitarian, and resolved to ed
ueute his daughter at the convent from a spirit of
antagonism to Dr. Beeelier.
in’,
neeeaer, it mis just oeeii saiil. had been
liercely denouncing Cutholk* convents. At the
same moment there was published a book called
“Six months in a Convent." which purported to
relate the attempts to make a Catholic of the author and heroine by force. The. mother-Assistant
of the convent. Sister Mary John, principal teacher
of music, haring been overworked in preparing for
the musical celebration with which the academic ; from window to window in the
upper stories, lootyear concluded, fell sick of brain fever, and one ing
Then the superior stories became lit up and
hot day. eluding her nurses, tied in her night-dress crowded ; the noise of
and tearing down
breaking
down to the house of a Protestant Yankee. Mr. furniture, the crash of
glass, pictures and china,
Cutter, just outside the grounds, lie placed her the thumb r of heavy pieces Hang with cheers from
in charge of his wife and gave tin* news at the eon
the windows down upon the pavements, the snapvent, and the Superior and attendants drove down
ping ami wailing of the breaking of harp and
and removed her. Some passers by must have guitar strings, made a tearful
babul. Then, begin
witnessed the struggle that ensued when the poor ning on the second
story, tin* windows were tit up
Sister, screaming and raving m delirium, was half
with a more brilliant light. Men could be semi goforced and half persuaded into the carriage; lienee ing from room to room
heaping books, bedding,
il is not surprising that in ;i few hours a startling curtains,
clothing, all sorts of cumbustibles on
! story was alloat that a nun who had been impris
the floors, and. after an ominous pause, the tiro
oiied in the undergound cells of the convent had
burst from the heaps, palpitating and brightening
at last escaped, blit had been followed by tin* Su
till 111 a very short time the wi plows began to
perior to the house where she had taken refuge glow like openings in a wall of flame. Vs tin*
and carried hack to the convent by force, in spite building burned the rioters withdraw, tlmir last
of her desperate resistance. The Boston truckmen act before leaving the music nunc,
being to throw
were then a well organized guild, and had warmly
a piano bodily out <>f the window.
All this time
espoused tin* cause of tin* author of “Six Mouths Louisa's charge slept on her lap. muttering in
in a Convent." finding her story fully confirmed.
dreams about her mother in New Orleans, her Aunt
J as they honestly believed, by the “escape and cap Fanny and her doll.
tun*' of Sister Mary John : they held secret indig
As with a wild yell the rioters
disappeared men
nation meetings, ami many persons believed an at
were heard moving
stealthily behind the fmiee,
tack *n the convent to he impending. Mr. Cod
which they began to tear down. Fortunately they
j «!ard was warned of this, bill lie and most sensible ■proved to he friends. Mr. Cutter and some others.
j people thought it impossible that any danger was They broke a gap in the fence and pulled the fugi
to be apprehended for a school composed almost
I ives through as
noiselessly as might l e then they
entirely of Protestant scholars.
stumbled down through a potato--field to Mr. Cut
1
\fter a fortnight in tin* convent MissCoddard tor's house. After
waiting here awhile in full sight
was taken home for one Sunday.
Her father drove of the blazing ruin Sister
Mary John relapsing
her back oil the following day. and on the road
into delirium- their host hurried them away,
was stopped by an old acquaintance, who laid bis
for the in*>1) was on the Superior’s trail.
Nearly
hand on tin* reins ami endeavored to induce him a mile
away, up Winter Hill, they halted, anil
to turn back, wbiic he rapidly and eagerly assured
knocked at several substantial dwellings, but no
him that a mob would probably destroy the eon
one would open or even answer
Finally, as tho\
vent that night.
(Mi the Saturday, however, the
were about to move further, a
night-capped old
Selectmen of Charlestown hud formerly notified gentleman. Mr.
Joseph Adam*, bobbed his head
the Superior that the building was in danger, and
out of the window, took them in. locked the doors,
had sent a Committee lo consult with her as t«* Ict put out the lights, and, when the mob went
by
defense, and asked permission to examine the
seeking intelligence of tin anus' hiding place, did
vaults so as to be able tocontrudict then-port:* some excellent dramatic "business,"
expressing
that they were dungeons for tin* punishment of
sleepiness, surprise and disgust at being rapped
refractory nuns and secret place*, of torment and up to have such absurd questions put t<* him, lied
sister
John,
however,
iniqiiitv.
Mary
explained to Ihc rioters like a good hearted < hristiau gent!
t<> lie* Committee tin* taels relative to tier illness
man. and sent them on a fool's errand. Meanwhile,
and its results.
the Superior had recovered her spirits and wnv
At dancing lesson tie* Superior ridiculed unspar
bantering the girls. Feeling anxiously in her pock
those
who
dared
tell
ln*r
she
was
in
dan
inglyevcn
ets she found iicr snuff-box. and her face brighten
ger, particularly tie* Selectmen's delegation, whom
ed. "Old friend, 1 didn't forget you then." she
she called vulgarians and pleb.-iaus, and gloried in
aid. but the box was empty. "If 1 onlv had a
her haiurhty reception of them, lew example natclean pocket handkerchief and som* snuff." she
\i this moment the
the girls.
infecting
"I should be happy.”
urally
said.
us purl in peace."
portress entered to say another Selectman was in
Only an outline has, of course, been given here
Mrs. lielden rose: her eyes were like the parlor and insisted on seeing ln-r on urgent of the
story told with wonderful directness and
the llaniing sword that drove Adam and business, 'fhe Superior Hared out, ami. seolding vividness in this hook ofvJOO pages.
the portress roundly, ordered her to go back and
live from Paradise.
She would have
shut tin* door in his face, if nothing else would
The Mormon Trouble.
spurned us from her presence.
make him go. The portress soon reappeared:
Hut Louis laid his hand calmly upon “Madam, he refuses to go. and pray, hear me,
Tin' New York Herald lias ail interesther shoulder. ".Mother," he said, “Jenny madam he says tin* Convent is really in great ing letter liimi its Salt Lake eorresponddanger." The infatuated woman was obdurate,
is right.”
and only yielded after a hysterical appeal from etit einieerning affairs in that territory.
I have often said to Jim since, ns we Sister
Mary John. But ns this nun was leading The spirit of tile .Mormon leaders at the
two were chatting in the cabin of Jim's the Selectman to the cellars the Superior hurried time of the Mountain Meadow massacre
after them, seized the lantern from the Sister and
is shown in a letter to John l>. l.ee from
good ship:
thrust it into his hand. Hung open the cellar door
“Captain Jim, Louis was a gentleman, and pointed down the steps with a peremptory Noting in |S.-,s. assuring him that the
after all, though he wasn't mail enough gesture. “There, sir," she cried, “if you want t
president had condoned the Mormon ofto saw my life.”
fenses : -He pardons you because he can’t
play the spy in my house, you shall do it alone
Co down wit h your lantern and look about you at
kill you without its costing him too milch,’'
your leisure -then* is no mail here to pr<*\ cut \ mi."
writes Brigham;
About Women.
but lie calculates to
The unfortunate citizen stepped forward, hesitat
\Ve
ed, and at last, daunted by the imperious woman'.'* spit on his hands and begin again.
me ilti\ a lady whom I had had the
must save our provisions and get ready.”
eye. suddenly put down the lannwn and tied, pur
of
in
to
in
a
dinner
counsued
tin*
derisive
taking
pleasure
laughter ami taunt
by
Superior's
At the time (Jell. Sidney Johnson's army
try house near London, spoke to me about ed imioniiniously by the girls who had crowded was
approaching. Young declared mat I ial
the baleoiiv over tin* entrance to see his en*C fall
some ladies who on a previous day had
• •Li exit.
law in the territory .forbidding the passage
attracted her attention, adding, '1 know
All lIn* pupils went to bed at ?:!»•* a- usual, after
of any person through t tali without a pass
they were Americans.” ••Mow;'” I asked, the vesper hell and chant, and the excitement died from Mormon authorities, but the Arkan■•oh, we alway s know American women !” away. .Miss (ioddard had slipped on her night
sas trav elers did not havethe proper pass,
"Kilt how, pray
She thought a mo- gown over the rest of her clothing, after taking
off her frock, and had not been discovered by the for which they suffered horrible butchery.
:
and
ment,
answered
"Ky their beauty nun in charge of the dormitory at retiring hour. But link upon link in theehain of ev idence
they are almost always pretty, if not I imhic t<> sleep from tin.* excitement, she stole which will convict those at the bottom of
more
by their line complexions, and by softly to tin* window, raised it very gently and the affair is being riveted. The suborditheir exquisite dress.” I did not tell her leaned old. So cooling and soothing wen* the
breezes and sounds of night that the child's head
nates. aghast at Lee's punishment, propose
that I thought that she was right : hut drooped lower and lower: site made an «*tl'ort to
to have those who ordered the murders,
that she was so 1 had by that time been wmkeii herself, and opened her sleepy eyes to t heir
in the name of a false religion)
convinced. And yet I should say that full width to see a bright falling star curve down (committed
The district
to the horizon.
For an instant she watched it ; suffer as well as themselves.
the most beautiful women ! had ever seen the next was the lirst moment of her life that she
has ev idence in his hands fixing
attorney
were Englishwomen, were it not for the
realized the meaning of the word "appalled." She the
guilt ofa number of prominent officers,
memory of a Frenchwomen, a German, heard a sound a shout, a cry, a howl, what
but wishes to complete the chain, and is
and a Czech.
Kut the hitter three were which, child as she was, she recognized. It came
from more than a mile away, for the mob gave one
working in a cautious, though effective
rare exceptions.
Beauty is very much roar as it crossed Charlestown bridge, and then ob manner, to attain the desired result, and
commoner among women of the English
served profound silence till it reached the convent
it is believed that the conviction and punrace than among those of any other with
grounds.
ishment of the originators of those heart
There
was. then, silence: so long maintained
which i am acquainted: and among that
crimes is in the near future.
that the little watcher almost fancied sin* had
rending
race it is commoner in ‘•America” than in
dreamed the cry. when suddenly a horrible yell
England. I saw more beauty of luce and w ithin a tew yards of the window, and a host of
If there must be divorces -and it is
figure at the first two receptions which I black figures rushed into view, turning the corner altogether probable there must be it is
at tended after my return than ! had found of tin* Bishop's house, robing o\ er the ground as it
worth whih to undertake to model them
seemed in tin* dim starlight, like a cloud.
She ran
after the case which occurred in a Conamong the hundreds of thousands of woto a companion's bed and shook her. screaming.
men whom I had seen in England.
The
Wake up. wake up: tin* mob lias realh come." necticut court the other day.
When the
\11 the girls suddenly wakened, screaming in eon
ty pes are the same in both countries: hut
trial had been in progress for some time
and
such
a seem* of confusion as can he im
cert,
they seem to come near to perfection agined ensued, the terrified children thronging the counsel for one side announced that
much oftener here than there. Beauty of round the not less terrified nun. who
kept hyster- he had reserved the worst testimony and
feature is. however, sometimes more clear- ically imploring them to dress themselves, not an was about to introduce some of it when
allowed,
the Judge said that lie had a few rely debited in England than here. The easy task in the panic and with no light
be attracted.
mouth in particular when it is beautiful lest tlu* attention of the mob should
marks to make.
Both the parties to the
Now they heard two gun-shots tired in rapid sue
is more statuesque. The curves are more cession outside, and
simultaneously loud screams suit, with their children and some of
decided and at the junction of the red of from every dormitory. .Some one rushed in cry- their friends, were present. The Judge
the lips with the white there is a delicate- ing, "They have shot the Superior: she went to said he had been thinking of this case
tin*
of the high steps to speak with them, and
ly raised outline which marks the form of theytop
wouldn't listen, and tlicv shot her." Sister with particular reference to bringing
the feature in a very noble way.
This Mary Austin sank back in wild hysterics, when a about tin amicable settlement, and he
It gives tall girl came running in, ‘Tying. "The Superior is didn’t like the idea that either
may also be said of the nostril.
party
not hurt: they shot at her, but they did not hit
a chiseled etlect to those features which
should suffer by the presentation of unher. 0. Sister, >/<> slop crying so terribly : do hear
is not so often found in “America :” but me. .She
clean
evidence;
he
referred
to
the
chilis just as safe as you are!" and thus eon
the nose itself, the brow, and the set and jured the poor Sister sat up. her veil drenched and dren in such terms as to put nearly ail in
carriage of the head are generally liner her linen head piece half off. disclosing her round, the court room in tears. Even the lawshaven poll. A moment later tin* Superior eu
among “Americans.” In both countries, tered. surrounded
yers wept, and when a lawyer weeps in a
by a crowd of trembling juu
however, the head is apt to lie too large iors, who,
room it
is for no ordinary thing.
forgetting their aw e. clung to her des- court
for perfect proportion. This is a charac- perately. She had her usual grand air, though ex
Tile Judge concluded with a proposition
teristic defect of the English tpye of cited to the highest pitch.
that there should be a consultation bemoh had never ceased io caii ibr iier, order
tween the counsel and the parties to the
beauty. Its effect is seen in Stolnard's ingThe
and
with
oaths
to
outcries,
lu*r,
savage
bring
figures, in Etty's, and in [hose of other out lu*r miserable victims. Sin* would have eon case before it went any further, this was
Ynother defect is in fronted them at once, but the nuns clung to her agreed to, and to the satisfaction of all deEnglish painters.
the heaviness of the irticulation.
Really with prayers and tears, till at last -for she had a cent people the conference did not have
line arms are rare: Inti tine wrists are man’s courage, and tin* taunts of tin* mob stung much difficulty in arriving at an amicaher to recklessness she lore herself from their
still rarer. Snell wrists as the Yiennoisc arms and rushed out
ble adjustment. This is divine law on
She
upon tlu* landing.
! women have —of which i saw a wonder- knew nothing of tin* world and was utterly lack earth, and the Connecticut Judge deful example in tho Yiennoisc wife of a ing in tact : she had been used to command all serves a niche higher up in tile temple
her life, and looked upon tin* moh with immeas
are almost unknown
Sussex gentleman
than most of his kind should occupy
arable contempt as
as creatures to be
among women of English race in either cowed by threats. The mob stinted ln*r with a
The Last ok Tamle Kook, on the
country. It is often said, even in Eng- storm of objurgation, which she bore without
land. that "American” women have more llinching. interrupting them at last in ln-r loud, “1th nil. the last of what was so long
dear
voice,
to
and
a
'csire
Cu
intimating
speak.
beautiful feet than Englishwomen have.
known as Table Iioek broke oil'and fell
riosity as to what she would ay made a sudden
This 1 am inclined to doubt. The "feet silence,
into the river.
I'he mass w eighed nearly
and it is possible, thinks Mrs. Whitney,
may lie smaller; and they generally look that had she known how to address the mob it sixty-live tons, and up to IS7H m er IlMlil
names of visitors had been carved upon
smaller, because Englishwomen wear might have dispersed. But she answered tin* ri
as violent as t heir own. delivered
»ters in
it.
The portion which fell on the “1th
larger and heavier shoes.
They are w ith thelanguage
utmost arrogance and imperiousness of
obliged to do so because they walk more manlier. "Disperse immediately." .-lie said, "for composed only half of the original rock,
and because of their inoisti relimale. Kill if you don't, tin* Bishop has JiUMtli Irishmen at the balance Inning fallen in !S“p. on
his command in Boston, and they will whip you
mere smallness is not a beauty in a foot
Saturday, .bin. I, |s“!b a surface of tlie
all into tin* sea!'
■■Think." said Mrs Whitney,
more than in any other part of lhe body.
rock supposed to be the size of half an acre,
"of tin* **lleel of such a speech as that upon a
Beauty is the result of shape, proportion body of American truckmen and mechanics." forming the bed of Maiden Walk, broke
and color; and feet are often cramped Breaking the silence with tierce yells, they tired loose, and was precipitated into the imout of shape and out of proportion in at her twice, and tlu* nuns pulled her back by mense chasm below. The crash was heard
main force and barred the door.
I other countries than China.
A foot to
There was even then a long wait, and the girl for a distance of five miles, and the effects
lie beautiful should seem lit for the body
in the immediate vicinity resemble the
wandered round the dormitories, always seeing a
v\ hich it supports to stand upon and walk
suecesssion of painful sights. In one lay a novice shock of an earthquake.
'I'he water runwith.
It is said by some persons, who by in a dead faint, her pale face laid hack in ln*r white ning under the bank is supposed to hav e
veil : in another, a young girl,she who, in the last
caused the fall on the “ Ith, and the shock
saying it profess to know, that nature. stages of consumption,
was so anxious to mortify
i prodigal ot charms to
hnglishwomen in ln*r poor, dying tlesh that she persisted in fulfilling when the rock struck the water was disi bust, shoulders and arms, is chary of her duties to the utmost limit of her strength; in tinctly felt three miles from the fall. SevI them elsewhere, and that their beauty of others were girls laughing, crying and groaning in
eral of the trees which stood on the rock
hysterics. The calm was at last broken by tin* are now seen
figure is apt to stop at the waist. Upon joyous
standing in the river as
cry that the mob was going oil', and ii was
this point I do not venture to give an seen slowlv i*et renting from the terrace walks erect as when in their original places on
W here the rock shelved off
opinion; hilt I am inclined to doubt the towards tlu* Charlestown road. "But the crowd tile rock.
halted and a couple of hoi.tires, fed w ith fencing,
from the bank, at it distance of twenty
judgment in question upon general physi- were
and tar barrels w ere thrown on.
ological principles. The human figure is makinglighted,
tlu* scene bright as day. Presently there feet from the top, call be seen the root
the development of a germ, and it is not was a faint tinkling and
of a tree estimated to be two feet in
speck of light up
the Charlestown fin* engine
hut at
natural that, whatever may he the ease preached
diameter.
of
tlie
the
hill
the
Bremen
with
the
top
parleyed
with individuals, the type of a whole race
rioters and withdrew.
Their slight opposition
SrovEMtts ok the “Swamp Anhui,."
in one country should present this incon- kindled tlu* mob to rage: a barrel of rum had
Dr. Shepard pointed out to me the posisistency.
Possibly those who started been broached near the bonfire, and tin* crowd tion
ot (ieneral (iilmore’s “swamp angel"
this notion were unfortunate in their oe- howled and danced about them furiously, till sml
easions of observation and comparison. denly some of tin* number snafehed brands from battery , and said that only the other day
|
the piles, and. whirling them aloft and calling on
e
| diehard Grant White in Galaxy for May. the rest to follow, placed themselves at the head his workmen dug up one of ti unexploded shot in the medical college yard. It
of the dreadful returning tide of rioters that now
When a Newark lover leaves the house surged back toward the convent with a hoarse mar was rather large for a war souvenir, and
I
like a great wave rising to ingulf it.
about as dangerous as a rattlesnake.
i of his adored one at a late hour in the
In all the awful distraction that followed, voices
The cap was perfect, all ready for the
and
walks
homeward
evening,
musingly
were heard calling:
"Where is Maria F !" The
No
light tap that would explode it.
beneath the twinkling stars', his fond fan- Superior wants her," and Mrs. Whitney
or
cy pictures her, clothed in white samite, Louisa (Ioddard. as the reader prefers caught a soaking would ruin the powder tilling,
of some of tin* nuns urging that lovely
and so after looking it over he had it
resting sweetly upon her pillow, with her glimpsecreature into a front room.
The Superior
unbound hair tossed about her sleeping fyrmng
carefully and deeply reburied, he hopes
her
as
a
forlorn
and
forward
she
was
hope,
put
face, and angels bending over her couch held far out of a window to pipe to the crowd: bey ond resurrection. A negro some time
“(io away! go away ! My father is a Judge, and
ago found one of them, and he thought
whispering heavenly dreams. Perhaps he
will put you all in Prison."
This solemn he would break it
at that very moment, though, she is in
up and sell it for old
farce over, the Superior rallied the children in tlu*
the pantry gnawing hungrily on a ham halls, and singling out those of the older girls w ho iron. He got a sledge-hammer and struck
it on the point. It exploded, blew the roof
hone.
seemed to have the most presence of mind she
[Newark Call.
committed to each one of the smallest children of the house off and dealt destruction in
\\ e noticed in the
village our day last week, a with a few solemn words of charge, clasping their every direction, but strangely Sambo was
hands together with her own tirm palm. Seeing
young girl, sav fourteen or liftecn years of age,
not injured beyond being stunned by the
clad in an eoi-skiu dress, as it is called, with a
Louisa (ioddard, she almost smiled. "Why, you
lie roused himself, looked
pull-hark or tic up of the tightest kind, and she are as bravo as a little lion!" she said, anu gave concussion.
was barefooted.
So much for fashion.
(Bruns- to her care, after obtaining a solemn promise not wildy around, and exclaimed,
Lordy
wick Telegraph.
till
to leave her
both were in a place of safety, a
I w bar’s dat iron ?”
—

—

massy

deeideil against her by the Judge Ordinary, whereupon she appealed [o the full
• 'ourtof
Session, who gave judgment in
her favor. Against this her parents appealed and the case found its way to tint
House of Lords. This court of ultimate
appeals decided as the lower court had
done in her favor holding that when a
child is born after marriage the presumption of its legitimacy is prima facie so
strong that the onus ot' disproof rests with
those who deny it. The romantic generosity claimed by the father in marrying
his wife to save her reputation did not
quite jump with the otter of X I .nun after
tile wife's reputation had been irreparably
damaged, and looked, so their lordships
thought, more like a desire to screen
himself. At any rate, the fact remained
that the Court acknowledged the legitimacy ot the girl and slit* becomes the
natural heiress of her father's wealth,
which is considerable.
The

President

on

Finance.

President
WASHINGTON, June 1J.
Hayes, although in former years predi
posed to adhere to the prevalent doctrine
of finance w riters in favor of a single gold
standard, has materially changed his \ iews
during the progress of Hie general disco.sion regarding the vwisdom and propriety

of tile net of h-7! which dellloilelAed the
old legal tender silver dollar.
Ilo is now
in favor of it- r. mtmitizatioii and of the
readoption ot the double-standard of gold
md silver; or in other words, lie favors
:lie full return to the condition of things
in relation to these subjects which existed
prev ious to the legislation of |s;:>, being
convinced that such return to the forinei
system will greatly promote the resumption of specie payments, an object that lie
regards of first importance. While, how
ever, he considers the legislation of 1-7.'!
to hav e been hasty and uncalled for interference with the legal tender powers of a
large portion of our circulating medium,
lie lias not yet formed any determination
to bring the subject officially to the attention of Congress, although it is by no
means improbable that lie may hereafter
conclude that some recommendations on
his part of the nature atiove outlined, w ill
be advisable.
A historic character lias passed aw r.
with the death of Keniamin Havens. :ii
Highland Falls. New York, lie was the
original and only “Kenny Havens, o," of
the song of that name, which every officer
in the regular army knows as well as lie
knows the position of a soldier,
old
Kenny kept a tavern near the West Point
Military Academy for nearly half a century. and dispensed a cheerful and llowing hospitality to the cadets who came
to see him on the sly, for his place was
"tabooed" by ihe authorities,
timing
those whom he could rail friends were
Kuriiside, Longstrect and a hundred other
generals of more or less distinction- Hi-ideal hero was Andrew Jackson, and he
held Jell' 1 >av is in high esteem. 1'lir song
which immortalized the old man's name
was written by O'Krien, an Irish cadet,
who fell in the Kverglades. lighting tindei
Dade, wherever our llag lias gone that
There were origisong lias been heard.
nally ten verses, but the poet ol every
class has added a stanza until now there
must lie a hundred.
The song begins:
(’time, till your busses, follows nil. uml stuml up
in :i low
To sinjrinjr spntimpiitallv vw'iv ‘jointr for to *ro.
In tin* army tlmiv's.sobriety. promotion's von slow
So we'll si'.itronrromiiiisi riirosof Mciiny il avows. (

The fate of poor O'Krien is
rated in the words :

eoininenio

Hark ! from tho vales of I'lorwla tlwiv voiuos a wail
of woo:
His hoatlamoiitr the beauteous t|ower>. 'fBrian's
lviug low.
V

#

No

lie'll drink petite O.ijiiil;,- ;tl iteie
veils'. 0!"

more

\

lie

it is now in order for some of the old
West Point hoys to wind up tlie whole In
a stanza celebrating old Kenny's death
and burial.
is

It

curious thing to liml

a

a

wreck

ship striking a rock, lint
to a rock striking the ship: yet this iwhat seems to hav e happened in the ease
of the iron screw steamer Knight Tern
plar, which, on Feb. -J, oil' the Dull' of
Tunis, seems to have been struck by a
rock from a submarine volcano, while in
due,

not to the

IIMKI fathoms of water, at a distance of
ten miles from the nearest known group

of rocks.

Tiie shock

was

accompanied

I iv a rumbling noise and by a seething
of the sea into white foam all round tlie
ship, and though the ship w as not' stopped
in her course, she soon began to till,
and had to he steered to tho island ol

Dalatia, where the captain ran her on
shore in a shallow place, vv liieli lie aceorn
plishod within four hours of the submarine
shock. When examined by divers, and
subsequently in dock at Malta, u appeal d
that at a distance of about lift ecu feet
from the stem of the vessel some niin- or
ten feet hud been torn out of hm
by
something which hud mos-rd hm course
at right angles, and the ship had also
been struck in a similar way on the after
part from the same direction, and a good
pari of her keel twisted. Mr. William
I'oppin, ex surveyor to ihe Koard of
Trade, is quite satisfied that a rock
driven through the sea by a submarine
volcano had struck and wrecked the
■

ship.
The

[London Spectator.
Mountain

Meadow

Massacre.

Among papers submitted to Attorney(tenoral Devons by District
\ttornoy
Howard of Utah arc the unpublished
portions of Lee’s confession. They arc
said to implicate Hrigham Voting and
other high members of the Mormon
Church in direct complicity with the
Mountain Meadow massacre.
Hitherto
these ante-mortem statements have been
made known only to Devons and Marshal
Nelson of Utah. The chief dillieulty in
procuring a conviction upon Lee's statement arises from a dillieulty of procuring
witnesses now widely scattered.
‘‘Hut I pass" said a minister one Sunday, in dismissing one theme of his subject
to take up another.

••Then I make it
from the gallery
who was dreaming the happy hours away
in an imaginary game of euchre. It is
needless to say that lie went out on tinnext deal, being assisted by one of the
deacons with a full hand of clubs.

spades!” yelled

a

man

more English salt lias been
this year than last, owing to
the low rates of freight. Shipmasters
prefer to take salt at nominal rates rather
than make the trip in ballast.

Very much

imported

A Nowburg father offers f 10.lion tor u husbiuui
for liis daughter, and any man who marries tier
will receive that sum. As she weighs over :RMi
pounds, this is S33J per pound.

The

N’!*'"'

War

in

tho

^ okk, June 17.

East.

cable
special.! An officer high in the confidence oi the Russian Government says
the relations between England and Russia are of a most critical
kind, short of
actual war. The two countries stand on
the very verge of hostilities, and the
slightest indication might at any time
precipitate a conflict. The Czar complains of England throwing her moral influence in favor of Turkey, and thus encouraging the Porte to take action which
would not he ventured upon hut for the
reliance placed on the ultimate aid of

[Herald

England.
Count Sehouvaloff is instructed to
represent to England the serious concern of
the Emperor, and to intimate in plain
terms that Russia did not care what

policy England adopted provided the
present indecision and suspense were put
an end to.
Count tschouvaloft' is even instructed to say explicitly that war would
he preferable to the
present uncertainty.
This uncertainty is of considerable adto
the
Turks, and actual hostili\outage
ties on tile part of
England could not be
more disadvantageous to Russia.
Russia
wants

England

to

speak

out

definitely

whether she means to tight or not, and
will probably insist on a discontinuance
<>f the almost open support given to Turkey and a more exact observance of neuIn Berlin the belief is gaining
trality.
ground that Russia is determined to take
-lu ll action as will force
England to declare herself definitely. Prince Bismarck,
it is known, is strongly in favor of the
Gortsoliakotr note and entirely disapproves of the vague and uncertain attitude of England.
According to reports received in Berlin
Earl Derby does not intend for the present to reply to the Gortsebakolf note.
1 be British Ministry lias decided to wait
the course of,the war, so they may the
better decide what course* is the best to

adopt.
Ill]-:

ISATTLE

liEKOUE

New \oi:k, June If).

K A US.

A cubit:

special

says of the battle before Kars that Saturday's light was renewed at daylight Sun-

J'iie Russians had elfected a lodgment in one of the outer earthworks the
previous night. The struggle was .sanguinary in tile extreme. The Russians
held tlie ground tin: whole of .Monday and
■Monthly night. On Tuesday the Turks
began to light, assuming the offensive by
the most desperate sorties. Affording to
a correspondent from a Turkish source
this resulted on Tuesday in the dislodgment of the Russians, who have been inefficiently supported. The Turks succeeded in surprising the Russians by a
Hank movement, and the slaughter that
lollowcti was very great. The Russians
asked no quarter and the Turks offered
none.
The Iasi action of the Russian
gunners was to spilfe the few Turkish
field pieces they had captured in the redoubt. This was after it became a handto-hand struggle and the guns were of
no further service.
Retreat, meanwhile,
had become utterly impossible. Asa result. nearly every gunner's corpse was
found near the gun he served. Their
enemies speak of the heroism of the attacking Russians. The Turks again assumed the offensive, and gaining courage
and desperation with son-cess sallied out
to attack the main body of Russians in
the open ground. Meanwhile reinforcements were hurrying to the Russians from
l’ennek. Ardahan, ijtunny, kagis liman.
Sourieamielie Soghanlu. The sorties of
the Turks were barren of result, and
only served to tire out tile men. while
tlie Russians repulsed every attack with

day.

apparent

ease.
ON THE DANEHE.

London, June 17.
As regards the
Kuronean seat of war, the principal point
worthy ol remark has been the extraordinary stringency of the precautions taken
by the Russians to prevent anything
transpiring relative to their operations.
\lthough the correspond; 'ts in Roumania
number tfcjo, not one has been able to give
any real information as to when the Russians intend to cross the Danube.
This
increased socresy, taken in conjunction
with the issue of decrees, new loans and
the large addition to the army, is interpreted as a sign that Russia no longer
hesitates, and important events may be
expected as soon as the Danube, which
according to all accounts, is falling, is in
condition to permit operations. Of course
opinion relative to the locality of the Russians advance must be formed from tiltindications observed from the southern
bank ot tile Danube. The observations
seem still to indicate somewhere not far
from Nikopolis as the spot where the most
serious etldrts will be made.
The Ruslans are making a notable concentration
■ if
troops at the mouth of the rivers Rode
and Alula, across which they have thrown
bridges. Then- is scarcely any doubt
that the troops concentrated between
these two rivers form the operating
It seems as though the Russians
army.
would make an attempt to cross this part
ot the river whilst
energetically engaging
Rustchuk with heavy artillery. This latter conclusion is
supported by the arrival

good quantity of heavy artillery, especially mortars, at Kiurgevo, and the
tact that the Russians have occupied the
island of Stokau opposite the town and
ire
establishing batteries there, despite

of

a

the Turivish lire.
The Turks also think
that a passage will be attempted in force
between Nikopolis and Sistova, and have
considerably re info reed the camps and
garrisons at those places.
A priv ate letter from the Danube states
that the Russians are extremely busy constructing bridges and repairing roads, so
as to secure the utmost
facility of movement when the decisive moment arrives,
the field telegraph now connects the
headquarters of all the Russian corps
with those oft;rand Duke Nicholas. The
ratts which the Russians have been constructing below ttalatz are quite readv
lor bridging purposes, and large numbers
of them are being towed up to 1 brail.
1 his quite supports the general opinion
that the crossing will take place at (iliiaect, below 1 brail.
Till-: MONTKN KOKINS.

London, June

There is great excitement in South Servia in consequence
of the operations of the Turks against the
Montenegrins, loud demands being made
therefor Servia to support Montenegro,
"ho, unless they receive speedy assistance, seem to have little chance of being
able to.long withstand tlu converging
Turkish columns, whose object is todrive
the Montenegrins south and westward,
and prevent them from joining hands
with the Servians, thus cutting oil'Hosnia
and Herzegovina from the rest of the emThe feeling in Servia against the
pire.
Prince of Montenegro being left to be
crushed is so strong that it is believed
Prince Milan cannot safely resist it, and
it is also thought incredible that Russia
should allow the Montenegrins to he
abandoned. Although the reports as to
the probable action of Servia are very
conflicting, the above fairly represents
the reasons why Prince Milan’s visit to
Ploiesti is regarded of great importance,
as it will probably he decisive.
Of the
neutrality of the co-operation of Servia,
from Constantinople, strong additional
continuation is received that ex-Sultan
Muurad has, in a great measure, recovered. As those discontented with the present regime favor his restoration his recovery considerably complicates the internal situation.
A Ragusa despatch says Niesie has been
revictualled. On the southern frontier of
Montenegro the Turks were totally defeated by (.Jen. Petrovies in an engagement before Danilograd.
Mehemet Ali
telegraphs to the Porte from Kolaehin,
June loth, announcing that he totally defeated the Montenegrins in the neighboring forests, the latter losing upwards of
200 killed.
The Ottoman troops have returned to Kolaehin.
R.utrsA, June 17. Intelligence has
been received from Sclavonic sources that
there was a sanguinary engagement, lasting through Saturday, between 10,000
Turks and :UMH> Montenegrins at Itasuoglavika. The Turks were defeated and
pursued to Spitz, leaving 2000 dead on
the field.
A

17.

TtIKKISH DEFEAT.

Xew York, .1 uue 19.

Cable specials say there is

no longer any doubt that the Turks suffered a severe*
defeat at Kars. Every effort is being made by the
authorities at Constantinople to conceal the truth
in reference to the Asiatic campaign from fear of
discouragements. All news from Muhktar's headquarters is tinged with eoleur de rose.
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We must have no greater force than is
necessary to do the postotliee work. I cannot. 1
dare not. and ! will not give special privileges to
any agent. If 1 give you specific territory I must
do so for every other agent.
I might as well disband the force us to do this. Kvery agent must
he u worker. He must not only lie ready but willing to go anywhere, in all sorts of weather, on
horseback or afoot if need be. to do whateve is
needed.
Like a soldier, lie must obey orders
without complaint or objection or criticism.
1). .M. Key, Postmaster-General.
Truly.

pline.

11 is

honest and
lie is

as

this,

honor to the country, audshould

are

before

ever

certainly

paid

more

than

were

to any American citizen

in that country. In the tirst
English admiration of pluck is

right of way and salary of engineers.
But the raising of the $111,000 per mile

was

still

a

problem difficult of solution.

A

computation shew that a partial cash payment and mortgage to produce enough to
ensure the $10,000 per mile, would require at least $6000 per mile, which
would he $.'136,000 in addition to present

against all odds.
tion

Gen. Grant’s reputa-

there is

wholly military. He is
recognized as the successful

known and
leader of the great armies that conquered the rebellion, by unyielding persistence, and ranks there with her own

great

Now that the

cause.

naturally desires

is over,

war

to do

England

something

to re-

trieve her mistakes—something to smooth
the wrinkles of the old hate. The visit
of the ex-President gives this opportu-

nity, and at the same time
to honor a successful soldier.

an

occasion

Hence the

The amount few believe

subscriptions.

doubtless be that the friends of the Bangor and Bucksport road will unite with
Ellsworth and push the narrow gauge
road eastward to the latter city. The
track will then be narrowed from Bucks

port

to

Bangor,

run

from Ells-

worth to the latter city. All of the three
will derive benefit from the road,

especially Ellsworth,
minus.
The region
will bide its
With

people.

and trains

places

Such rules

by

the

the eastern towns, at present, to make up
the required amount, and the result will

time,

as

the eastern ter-

of that point
which cannot be far
east

more prosperous days, and
away.
that growth and development which are

come

to the

country from the enforcement of Gen.
Key’s wholesome ideas would he imIt would reform and

mense.

purify

the

civil service, by driving out the party
hacks and removing the useless barna-

cles, and replacing them by active, honest and capable men.
There is always,
after a change of administration, a disgusting scramble of caucus packers and
small beer politicians for places, of the
duties of which they have not the slightest comprehension.
And the Democratic party call furnish
its full

lie

proportion

of this class,

li will

fortunate thing
country if a
reform in this particular shall be started
for the

a

1 >}

Gen.

Key’s ringing letter, and shall

progress until not only this administration, hut those that follow, shall recognize the public demand for reform -and

disturb the pleasure of this occasion
by undertaking to recount the means whereby the
will and judgment was defeated. The result as de
flared iu Louisiana and Florida and at Washington
is not and cannot he made satisfactory to the
country, for the obvious reason that it was not
true.
A great and sincere people will rest their
tinal judgment only upon truth, and never upon
fraud successful through technicality. Lvcii should
the President and his Cabinet adopt a part or the
whole of the policies and purposes for which the
Democratic party has been contending many years,
and which became so distinctly defined last rear
even that cannot remove or quiet the public dis

shall

so

quicken official and public

sciences that

permit

a

con-

administration will dare
renewal of the old abuses.

Speeches

no

ol‘ Tilden

and

Hendricks.

The speeches made at the ManhatCluli reception, in New York, last
week, which will he found in this paper,

tan

monetization of silver. Thu issue would
then be upon the extent to which silver
should be remonetized, whether it should
he used in the payment of customs, etc.,
restricted to the uses for which greenbacks are now available.
Should the
or

campaign turn upon this issue, it will be
very interesting. The Republicans of the
East who mostly favor the gold standard,
would hardly he.anxious fora Republican
victory, since it would probably determine the party policy against them.
Solon Chase's Greenback Party held
State Convention at Skowhegan last
week. Solon, the Chronicle maker was
a

there, abundantly and pervadiugly.
was

passed.
Skowhegan was

greenback currency

erend gentleman is,

was

as

Rev.

tin1 Maine Regis-

men

ter makes no mention of such a

do not forget nor forgive this fraud upon
them till this infamous assault upon the

So whether the
Skowhegan.
greenbacks have allied themselves with
universal salvation or eternal damnation,
with Calvin or John Wesley, is a question

principles of free government. It is well
to keep the memory of the fraud fresh in
the minds of this generation, and to take
that it be not overgrown and obliterated by the lapse of time.
care

(lovernor Hendricks well says, notwith-

standing the great wrong perpetrated,
that there will be no factious opposition
to the administration because of it, and
no endeavor to embarrass its policy. The
(lovernor sees, as does every intelligent
citizen, that to hinder and annoy the administration, while it would accomplish
nothing towards righting the wrong,
would injure the country. The Democratic party will never countenance useless assaults upon the administration, especially at a time when the condition of
tin! country so much demands harmoniand

intelligent supervision. Hut it
give notice that fraud must not
again capture the Presidency.
ous

means

to

It is said that the Maine

Republican

State

Convention will, by agreement,
straddle the question of endorsing the

Hayes administration, and say nothing
about it. This will be a great relief to
the custom house and post office occupants, who would otherwise of course be
expected

to make a

fight for their chief.

The tornado that last week visited
Massachusetts, tore down buildings and a bridge over the Connecticutriv-

western

something unusual for steady going New England. It is hoped that these
western productions are not to become
settlers among us, like the potato bug.

er, was
1

tating the Republican plank, it will declare in favor of making the old silver
dollar of 1RH grains lawful money to the
same extent that greenbacks now are.
And, if reports from Republican sources
are entitled to any credence, the Ohio
Democrats will demand the complete re-

11. C. Munson of
made
the candidate for Governor.
It is dillicult to determine who or what this rev-

of the Democratic party should be
made at this time, to show that the party
and the people, though they acquiesce,

Indianapolis, I ml..
being purposely

Matthews and Sherman succeed in dic-

ple was so shamelessly overborne, and the
lapse of time has only strengthened this
It is lit that these calm but
forcible utterances of the representative

switch

It looks very much as if the silver
question would he the leading issue in
the coining Ohio campaign.
It' Hayes,

member of the executive committee. A
set of resolutions favoring a continued

conviction.

misplaced. The engine, baggage, express and
mail cars were thrown from the track and badly
damaged, but the passenger coaches and sleeping
ears did not leave the track.
Earnest II. (’ole, it
postal clerk, was the only person seriously hurt.
*ut a number received
slight injuries. Every ef
fort is being made to discover the
perpetrators of
the outrage.

accomplished fact.

the highest positions in the gift of the
people of this country. Few really doubted this at the time the verdict of the peo-

men

Speeches were subsequently made by
Gov. Robinson, Lieut.-Gov. Dorsheimer
of New Vork,.Indite Abbott of Massachusetts, and Senator McDonald of Indiana.
At II o'clock the proceedings terminal
ed and the guests were serenaded by
Grafulla's Band.

ill become

He
Chairman of the Convention, author
of the resolutions, speech maker, and

zens.

The Democrats will make no factious opposition,
liur will seek to embarrass the de facto Admiiiis
trution, but will sustain it in what is right because
it is right and for tile welfare of the country, ami
not at all because of any fealty to the party that
stands defeated and condemned by the people. Tin*
people cannot allow the selection of their Chief
Magistrate to become a thing of chance or of sharp
practice. The "fraud first triumphant in Ameri
can history" must hi* assigned t.> its proper
place
among the crimes against a popular government.ami
made so odious that no party will dare to attempt
its repetition.
He who is elected President must
he inaugurated. I' lit il this is settled and made sure
no Democrat can he seduced from his devotion
and allegiance in any way, not by tin* allurements
of office, nor even by the strong appeal in flu*
abandonment by the Administration of vicious
and dangerous policies and adoption of
principles
Iletter doctrines and measures.
Democrats will not entrust their most cherished
principles to the keeping of a power, which is at
tained by vicious and corrupt means. They will
rather continue their faith in the right of the ma
jority to rule in accordance with the constitutional
provisions. All Democrats rejoice with unbound
ed joy that free republican (Jovernmciits are once
more allowed to the States of South Carolina and
Louisiana. They rejoice in the good fruits that
must follow. They know that peace and good order
must prevail: that capital will he made secure and
labor safe, contented and happy: that enterprise
will revive and the cruel burdens of the fiovernment and public corruption be lifted from the
shoulders of labor: and that production will increase and h’nds advance iu price. Hut they know
that in tin* language of (iov. Morton, it hail become
"inevitable." flood government in tin* States was
not a free will olferiug upon tin* altar of tin* country. For years the Democrats have contended in
Congress aud before the people for free republican
states throughout the South, and finally it became
"inevitable." because the right and truth wen* too
strong to be longer suppressed.
In this the Democrats rind reason to stand more
firmly with their party. Out of power, with no
to dispense and no money to distrbute.
jiatronage
but animated hv tin* spirit of our institutions, anil
inspired by the sentiment of the right of local selfgovernment as inherent in the people, the Demo
cratic party, during tin* past ten years, lias restored
one State after another, until now the tread of tin*
soldier is heard in no legislative hall : but in every
State the people are governed by laws of their mvii
enacting and by officers of their own choosing.

an

w

those of comparatively private citiHut they were the utterances of
who wore rightfully chosen to till

were

content.

and the shore line railroad

clergy-

at

man

involved in doubt. We must await the
enlightenment of the Chronicle maker.
As

general thing, the poetry concerning spring and early summer don’t amount
to much. “June” is always made to rhyme
with “tune,” and there is a pervading flata

ness about this

product, which is hatched
of love and leaves. The fact
is that the subject, like, horses kept failure, is very much overworked at this seain the

season

But here is a poet who has caught
son.
his subject, like Absolom in the tree, by
the hair of the head—
June to-day hath been unbinding.
All the beauty of her hair,
And the fragrance of her tresses
Lie about us, everywhere.

There is

pervading exuberance in
those tresses, like the richness of Mrs.
Squeers’ treacle. But why should “the
fragrance of her tresses lie about us" ? Is
it

a

insinuation that the readers have
unsavory odors, that even the fragrance
an

BY

(H R

and

Things.
Senator Roscoo

overcome.

day.

New York, June, 77.
Oitr George : As you seem to have your head
full of receipts, can you inform me how I cau
clcau a Russia leather pocket book !
Mollie.
I presume the only way that I can mollify you,
will bo to answer your letter. It is the funniest

There

pital

a

literary.

A private letter from Washington says :
••Sherman is raising-in the Treasury
Department : soldiers, Republicans, and
some

of the most etlicient clerks

are

being

turned out of ottice without a day’s notice.
I have never known the Department to
be so demoralized and discouraged as it
is now. Sherman gives no reason for his
action, and pays no attention to the civil
service policy of the President. Discharges
are

taking place every day.”

We

sorry to record it, but the editor of the Gardiner Journal gives an acare

count of his success in

links—those

trapping bobocharming summer singers.

Me says “We caught two bobolinks while
were on the road to Somerset Mills
and West Waterville." To think that so
we

many years of a brilliant editorial
should lead to that.

career

A halibut was caught oil' Hampton Beach. N,
li.. the other ilav, that weiglicil, when dressed,
two iumdred and taeuty tliree
pounds, and was
seven feet four inches long. [Boston llaily Ad\.

Alt anxious world would like to have
the Advertiser paragraphed, who is prone
to eritieism, explain what it was that

had the dimensions and weight given
whether the day, the state, the beach or
the halilmt.

They have conferred several university
on Gen. Grant, given hint the freedom of London in a gold box, Ac., Ac.
titles

it will lie difficult for
to get down

again

our

late President

to the level of other

people.
The Lewiston Gazette, in its innocence,
wants to know what we mean by sug-

gesting that the Fourth of July may lie
celebrated by stirring up something in a
pitcher, it might be a punch, made with
the spirit of 7ti.
There is trouble with the Indians in
Idaho and Oregon. They have become
hostile, and have killed many whites,
burned houses, and at last accounts were
ravaging the country. Troops are being
forwarded.
Massachusetts agricultural paper
tints mentions the decease of a patron
A

Mr. R.

many years a subscriber to the
IMoughimin. and died while working on his farm
with hoe in hand.
was

lit! had,

for

so

speak, hoed

to

out Ids row.

The New Volk Herald isn’t complimentary to Solon Chase’s grecnbaekers.
It says.
Tin* soft money lunatics of Maiue held a
volition yesterday and passed the usual set of

resolutions alient

a

con

crazy

currency based on the resources
wants of trade.
What they
a ffood-sized madhouse.

of the nation and the
most need in Maine is

Due hundred and two

years ago last
animated discussion
between certain loyal subjects of Kino

Sunday there

was an

George and sundry rebels,
Hill, near Boston.

on

Bunker

Some of the papers are giving Blaine
credit for raising a pretty lively Gail. The
Boston editors think it

more

cutting than

their east winds.
A majority of the Democratic State
Committee have decided to call the State
Convention in August, probably Tuesday,

August 14th.

just pack your Saratoga, and buy a ticket for
Niagara, and hang around there a day or two. and
you will never send to me again for a receipt to
clean a pocket book.
Sue

Ckimpino.
\Y lieu we see the young
the United States, tripping along our
streets, with their hair all frizzed and crimped,
and banged, we little know the suffering and the
danger that they pass through, in preparing them
selves for the occasion, nor can we realize how
was

women

they
all

of

as it were, when they get the job
aud then discover that there is a

must swear,

completed,

thick fog hovering round, that will lay their crimps
as flat a case knife, before they have been on
the streets live minutes. 1 say we of the male

out

who
in

comb

hair with

lingers when
hurry,
fully comprehend what
it is to stand in trout of a looking glass for half an
hour, and brush and comb, and braid and twist,
and tie and curl and crimp, before we are ready to
sex.

can

we are

our

our

cannot

a

show ourself to the rest of tin* world.
She was in her room arranging her tresses. Bart
of them were on the bed. and part of them laid on
the marble of the bureau, and part of them were
growing on her head. They were beautiful locks,
a little too high colored perhaps, a trifle too gay
for mourning, but still they were rich looking. The
exact shade was the Lewiston, being a little be

yond Auburn,

and iu the night they were gorgeous.
That head of hers got her into a dreadful tix ouee.
Sin* was standing in front of her house one sum
mer’s eve, aud a young man was encircling her
waist with his arm. and was telling her of tlowers
and moonbeams, and whispering words of love in
her eager

when the stillness of the night was
rude voice belching out. “look a here

ears,

broken, by

a

young man. you just stop hugging that lamp post,
and stagger home. It's after 'leveii. ami I'm going
to turn this light out," ami stepping up to the as
touished couple, he saw his mistake, ami dropping
his ladder he exclaimed, “Holy father, if 1 didn't
take your head for a street lamp !"
She had arrived at that part of her labors, when
became necessary to crimp the hair on her fore
head.
She lighted the gas jet. and held a slate
pencil in the flame till it was sufficiently hot, and
then wound a lock of hair around it. B\ some
it

miscalculation, she touched her forehead with tie*
hot pencil, which caused her to start suddenly,
and the pencil slipped from her lingers, and un
wound itself from her hair and dropped.
She had on a dressing sack, which was loose at
the neck, aud in its haste, the pencil iusu a<l of
dropping onto the floor, as a modest pencil should,
dropped down the neck of her sack. There was a
start, an‘d a pair of hands grasped a snow white
neck, and then she yelled. The harder sin* clutched
the pencil, the worse it burned h.*r, and when she
loosened up her grip, the hot slate dropped further
down to a new spiff, aud then she yelled again.
She went round the room lik** a figure in the
German.
She tipped over the chairs and she
kicked off’ tier slippers, and still the pencil burn
ed her and she yelled. Her mother came into the
room and breathlessly asked—“What is the mat
ter?" and she hopped up and down and she veiled.
A
a

hot pencil will cool off'after a while, and so will
mad girl, but the pencil will cool quicker than

the girl. After a time she reached one hand down
her neck, and pulled out that slate pencil and
threw it into the grate, breaking it into a tlious
and pieces. She did not utter a single word all
the time, blit she yelled.
This is not a fancy picture that 1 have painted,
nor a fairy tale that I have told: but it is a true
little story of a real little girl who lives in classic
Boston.
Wanted Some Stiff. He opened the door
of the barber's shop and cautiously looked in. and
He

asked—‘ Have you got any stud' that will
color this black?" illustrating his question by
ilrawing his linger across his upper lip. He was
told that he had. and was asked how much he

gently

wouhl have.

••Well, give us about ten cents worth. You see
this is my first attempt, and 1 don't want to go i:i
\ery steep, for the darned old thing may go back
oil me.
1 don't know as you can see it, but it's
there. Taint much of a mustache, hut it does
well enough for the country ;
and getting his
••stuff," he handed out his ten cents, remarking,
•When l get home I'll go out behind the barn,
where nobody can see me, and I'll daub the old
thing over;" and he passed out into the world with
more responsibility on his shoulders than if he had
the Russian

war

to

close up in thirty days.

\\ ill you
Our Ueorge
please advise me what to
do? I wish to get married very much; but my
hair is red, and my eyes are a greenish grey, and
I have a pug nose, and no one seems to take a
fancy to me. Please tell me how to go to work
to get a husband.
Mkuitaulk.
1 don't exactly get your meaning, Uitty.
1 can't

tell whether you want very much to get married,
You sec there
or want to get married very much.
is a big difference, don’t you !
Now 1 should suv
that Brigham Young wanted to marry very much,
for he certainly has done so; but 1 cannot tell
whether you would be satisfied with one husband
or not.
One thing in your letter leads uie to think
you would not. You say, “no m,. seems to take
Is there any job lot of—well, half
fancy
a dozen—who would be willing to take you f
If
so, you better close yourself out to some good n
sponsible parties. Your hair you can paint, and
you can put your nose iu a nut cracker and change
the style of that, and a quirk tempered husband
could give you a pair of Mack eyes.
Your case
to

a

me."

and I would suggest that
you embrace the thirty nine, articles of the Presbyterian creed, aud live right up to them, and you
will not want a husband or anything else. That
will keep you as busy as tleas on a dog.
seems

to

be

hard

it

one.

I notice an item iu a New York pa
An Offer.
per. to the effect that A. 11. Bogardus has sent an
offer to Kughind, “too shoot any man in the world
at 100 birds, for *fb00D or *10,000."
Now as business is a triile dull with me. I will

make
man.

a

better

woman

offer than this. I will shoot any
child, at a hundred birds, or at

or

anything else they may name. I will shoot them
I will shoot them
to a barn door if they prefer it.
for one dollar each, and find my own ammunition
and weapon. It seems to me that the great trouble
is going to be iu iinding the 100 men that are willing to be tired. It must necessarily, bruise a

considerably, to shoot him at a bird, even if
he misses the bird. About the safest way for the
man. would he to shoot him off' into the bay. and
then he could have a boat handy to pick him up.
and if he was well greased aud not rammed down
too hard, I think he would not fare very badly. If
any one accepts my offer, he can save money Ingiving me the job. and I will express to his friends,
0. I).
what remains 1 can gather up,
mail

A

Sensation

Spoiled.

Mekidian, Miss., June 12. Thu investigation bv United States olliecrs in the
ease of McClellan, an alleged British subject killed in the Kemper riot, develops
the following facts: McClellan served as
daddies” is what
it volunteer a short term in the Confeder-

The ‘‘dollar of our
the advocates of silver currency demand.
The Eastern Normal

School.

ate army in 18(11, and afterwards sought
to avoid conscription, claiming lie was a
British subject. The British Consul at
Mobile declined to protect him on the

are now

Europe

Satur-

llo patients in the Insane Hos-

In the quiet nest;
Barefoot boy upon the pavement

is in Canada, and

Whistling a tune:
Dog adown the nearest alley
Barking at the moon ;
Happy mother o'er her darling

Rev. JohnS. C. Abbott died at Fairhaven, Conn..

Breathes a cradle song ;
Cornet player over yonder
Bio wet h fierce and strong;
Cheerful housemaid crooning love songs
Dn the kitchen stairs ;
Maiden in the parlor sitreaming

Sunday, aged nearly 72 years.
Four of the largest steamers sailed from New
York Saturday tilled with provisions.
Ex-U. S. Senator 1>. I>. Pratt died of heart dis
at Logausport. I ml.. Sunday, aged 01 years.

Operatic

ease

Hymns

The U niversalist State Convention will be held
at Rockland on the 20th, 27th rml 28th of this
month.
The grasshoppers are devouring
Minnesota, particularly the wheat.
are laid bare.

in
Whole fields

everything

airs :

praise from lighted vestry.

The days have shortened just
tiee it ?
llow

you off for caterpillars and currant

are

Couutry by ways

has 2000 inhabitants, and ha*
Alfred. V. V
had a glass of liquor sold in its limits and
a
never had
pauper to care for

bloom of

ild

w

are

steamei

made lovely by the

now

roses.

The Odd Fellows
on

Almond Bartlett of Kangelv. n voiiug man about
years of age. was taken bleeding at the nose a
few days ago, and hied to death.

are

contemplating au excursion

May Queen.

The odor from the early crop of
now borne on the breeze

is

new mown

Sunday morning John Ryan of Sabuttus. in com
ing to Lewiston to attend mass, was thrown from
his wagon and killed by his horse running a wav

Prosperous people who can afford them
enjoying lamb and green peas

The estate of the late Augustus ilemmenwuy is
the largest ever entered for probate in Norfolk
county. Mass. ; it aggregates nearly nine millions.

The agriculturalist, with a pocket
potatoes, may now be looked for.
It is most time for

The store of Corey A Richards of Kockport was
robbed last week, and from SS7 to Sss in scr: »
stolen. Wilbur Thomas was arrested on suspicion.

The

haying: but the mingled

ruin

it

as

used to do

W
It
Connor was launched itt
the midnight tide of Wednesday

on

White for many years landlord of ticin th.-. city, dn d on Saturday, aged

.losiali .\

Phenix lions,
seventy.

The Oardiner Reporter is trespassing upon tie
of salt water newspapers, by diseussin
clam bakes.

Jell'erson Davis has won a suit
It is decided
that the estate Briertield." iu Mississippi, belongs
to him, although his brother. Joseph K. Davis,
never conveyed to him the title thereof.
*•

province

A large hand
passed through
lower bridge.

coach from Dcadwood was robbed of treasure
miles in rth of Hatcrc-k. W 'f on Thursday,
by two armed disguised men. The passengers
three men and one lady, were unmolested.
A

d'»

gypsies, with covered teams
city on Friday, crossim.' th

of

this

The Sunday camper out by the sad sea wave-,
has not been numerous of late. Perhaps trout in.
is better fun.

Responsible parties have made a formal offer to
build the Shore Line road from Bin ksport to K11>
worth for S17S,out! or for fS Opo per mile ready for
the ears, the company securing tin* right of way

Frank C Voting, of Belfast, for along time
resident of Salem. Uhi-.. leas returned to tins
city, an invalid.
Or.

horse at Lewiston jumped ov.-i a
canal, taking the carnage with him
carriage sav.- I herself by eaU-him
bold of tin? fence as tin* carriage went over. Tinhorse was drowned.
A runaway
fence into the
A lady in the

a

about time for the excellent lady who own
to remonstrate about the
boys that
bathe in its range.
It

is

telescope

a

Wm. Rector, a mail -It» years of age. and a elc*-!:
iu one of the departments at Washington. D. <
wound up a quarrel with bis wife in that city by
shooting himself through the bead, resulting in
almost instant death.

Tile Masonic building association have selei larchitect, and work on the block will
umii.
diatcly commenced.
an

The Kennebec Journal says
A number of
hard working mem with families, in this city, talk
of forming a colony and settling in the Aroostook
county. That is something practical, and more
substantial than t!,,- Black Hills dreams

The police could make an honest dollar b\
plaining of those who have unlicensed dogs

••

line is SlO in each

on

Tie-

ease

The Transcript says tle-re is a good .teal of
It is the kind that they pu:
ger in Our tieorge.

A man deposited in the Yndrosroggin County
Savings Bank at Lewiston. Saturday, a package of
bills, the identical money drawn from the bank
during the temporary scare of a v <*ar ago ID* has
lost in dividends about >17A by tin* opeiutha

ginger

into

probably

snaps,

North port

been greatly improve

has

avenue

from the square down to the residence of Mr.
H inds, by widen-ug and putting additional culvert.'.

A farim-r at Morris. Minn
was startled the
other day by the sudden falling near him <*f a
stone some tour inches long by two thick, and ev
identic a chip from a meteor, lie stooped
pi.-k
it up. Imt found it so hot that be could not touch it

-r been a strawberry festival
There hasn't
tld* seas*.i: of abundant berries ami cream. Tin
churches seem t«,
u Li in t nd fill of their treasuries

It is reported that (lem B. K. Butler has been
engaged as counsel for the fair and blooming widow
of forty who has sued Hon. Simon Cameron fir
breach of promise. This will he likely t<» make tinsuit an interesting one as well as somewhat amus
ing.

When the circus

conics,

for pickpockets

look nut

that follow the show for purposes of robber}
The bettm way is to take but little money with
you.
The street Arabs are now around with a wooden
that, by aid of a rubber strap, propels an ar

sued her lather
She -ays that
a widower he otic red her Sho'n to get
She got him a wife, ami mm h re
He denies the contract and -ays

A Cattaraugus. .V V girl lias
for *.">00 for breach of eontraet

gun.

while hi* was
him a wife.
fuses to pay
did his own courting.

ingly

with great fore.

row

The doves suffer accord

.1

The tanner’" barn."

A cumin bird recently escaped from the rc.si
deuce of h P Mantes. i>n the east ."id-- and fo.u
day* afterwards was found in the barn ot .I..* 1!
Kaler. nearly two miles distant.

The potato bug is reported as having arrived ;.
Northport. and tramps are inereasiug in nuuibe
Paris green is said to be the correct thing for ti.
J). b.'s; hut how about the trumps

Miss Nellie Williams, aged k.*, was burned to
death Sunday morning in Beilevillc. V .1. while
she was pouring kerosene oil on the kilt lien lire
the can exploded and her clothing ignited
Sic
ran screaming into the garden.
Her father wrap
ped her in a carpet. She died two hours after
ward.

The temperance lecture by Prof, llaim s. on Fr
wa." very good, in matter and mai

day evening,

one present.
Tin* Pr.
for tin* ministry, but failed
hit tin- mark of that high culling.

A dead body was picked up at North Haven
Thoroughfare. Saturday, supposed t-. be that of
Henry Reed, sou of Benjamin Reed, of Seal c«,ve.

lessor

Desert, who was knocked overboard last NT
vernber while eathookimr an am-hoi
Ne.uly all

\

buried

gin

|

Tin* mu of salmon in tic IVnol -cot the y ear
the largest it ha bee.i l<u twelve or lift-.-n
years. The salmon tishei v thus lar ha- I1 a

■

is

most important source of revenue to tin- p.
of this section
ll- value ail! be oj 11 | \'e d when
it is -tated that probably tbr the <* ;ts..n t h 1
w
1
he a cattdi of lift ecu thousand salmon

Fn

\

:.i\

ot

was

hand, who proved that tin- lii|m*i was l’*»r medic,
nai purposes, ami it wa- ordcr*-d to be returned

been suggested that a clock should he
the tower ot the Masoj c- block about to
ill* erected
The present city clock is ollt of sight
ft

I'hn

more.

j

'file fellow who extorted money

from Monsou
that he had foun i a gold
be
mine in Howard, will
prosecuted. Urn- gentle
:
man in Monson paitl VT toward purchasing an
terest in the claim, and gave hi- let.- f.»1 >:{00 ..r
Others who thought a rich mine had
*100 more.
heeil discovered there in vested in it to some ex
tent, and have lost

has

ed

:ii

business people. It is thought that individual
to the amount
iv.pared can easih
be raised.

«d

{ "uhscriptioiis

parties, representing

j

tin* meeting of tin* Mann* Mcdit •al Associa
Portland, last week i>i It S Haskell.,-:
Stockton, was elected \ n-c inv'clent. Hr. Pendh
ton. of this city. wa> cln-seii a delegate to tin
New York Medical \s>i-< albm and alv* to U:e
Portland School ..f Medical lastruetioi!
At

t ion. at

Portland

Wednesday resolutions were adopted recommend
ing the removal of the Maine medical school from
ad

j

presi

The

graduating

term

of tie-

tral district closes this week.

Jewett of North Berwick, vice
president R. S. Haskell of Stockton, and W. <»good of North Yarmouth, secretary (holding over)
Dr. Charles O. Hunt of Portland

.schools in the c.-i
\t the eommcuc*

there will he some
There will he tom
terms in a year, instead of three as formerly. gi\
iug a vacation at the Christmas holiday* There
will he the same number of school weeks, hut the
terms u ill he shorter.
incut

of the next school year
in the arrangements.

change

Duncan Barnes of Hallovvell. was seriously hurt
a vicious horse.
The horse had ju.-t been tin
harnessed when he sprang at him. knocking down
Thomas Sinclair, who was standing near, and
then made for Barnes, who had retreated to Unstable: caught him as he wa- ascending tin- stairs
and bit him severely in the legs, arms and body,
and throwing him to tin* Hour, would soon have
killed him had lie not been beaten otf with clubs,
after much ditlioulty.

by

'I'lie meeting of the French Chamber
Deputies, Saturday, was the occasion
of a stormy debate. President MucMalmn
sent a message to the Senate demanding
the dissolution of the Chamber of Deputies. Berthmont in the Chamber of Deputies moved the Left's reply to President
MaeMahon's message, and made a lieree
attack on the government. \I. Fourton,
.Minister of the Interior, made a reply.
Numerous interruptions occurred and
great excitement prevailed. After Four
ton had concluded, (iamhetta rose to
reply. His first sentences were met with
Almost
a storm of insults from the Right
every word was met with howling and
imprecations of the Right and \ociferous
applause from the Left. After a hit made
by (iamhetta the members would rush
into tlic area in front the tribune and
menace him with threats and uplifted
The Left would also rush to the
arms.
area and at times a collision seemed inFor live minutes the Chamber
evitable.
was a perfect pandemonium, the President losing all control over its atigrv
elements during this time,
(iamhetta
with folded arms stood unmoved in the
tribune. During the remainder of the
speech there was scarcely a pretense of
order. Interruptions,denunciations,oaths
hurled at him from the Right and met
w ith the w ildest
applause from the Left,
and amid all the disorder and violence
(Iamhetta continued his speech unmoved.
Never was a great orator more terrible
in invective or scathing in irony.
His
stentorian voice was heard above till the
din and clamor of his enemies, and he
compelled them to listen to him. Concluding itis speech he was overw helmed
Due
with congratulations by the Left.
Cazas attempted to reply, but the Chamber adjourned till Monday

on

ijiiantity

had befop
claimant was on

lu.dgc's

Whoever sells offers tol sale or gives aw .1
any crackers, sipiibs, rockets, or other tire work"
or tires or throws the situie in any town, without
the license of tin- municipal otl'n ei." thereof, "hall
he punished by fine not exceeding t«-!i dollars, to
«
the use of said town” (Se.
hapter PJS. lbvised Statutes of .Maiin

A singular treasure trove ease is up before th.
\ man bought a house ami
Dearborn (1ml.) court.
some laud of another, and in tearing up the door
of tic house found >1 hMl in gold, which tin* for
mcr owner had hidden there, ami forgot to remove
when he sold the property. The linder wants to
keep it. and the other man wants t" clutch 0 once

association

Mo,.iv.

ease,.?- the sm.il!
Iron;

an

The in*w iron bridge on the Maim* « eiitral Rail
road, over the Pivsnmpseot river at West Hat
mouth was placed in j>ositioii on Sunday. The
bridge was tested informally by running two Into
W ith the weight of these
motives rapidly over it.
engines, about eighty live tons, the defection in
the centre of tile span was S of an inch.

elected for

hearing in the
recently sc *-d

.li.st'ee

even

educated

Metropolitan presses,” says tin- Bella."l
are seeking after Our George,
lie h.
offer to go upon the stall of * proimuent daih
Tln-re is a good deal of ginger m tin young iua
and we leave some turn- foreseen that he will tale
a front rank among American humorists
(Port
land Transcript.

•*

The

interested

was

The
.lourin'.,

••

having

ami

m-r.

Mt.

at

an axe

then received.

The editor of the Troy Times, who was in \1
lmny when Mr Blaine was there last week, -a
"We conclude, from the way Mr. Blaine talks n
private conversation, t hat lie has made up his mind
that the Republican party does not endorse tie
policy of the President."

the Maine Medical Association

hog rat: .:i front of a locomotive
railroad. a fow days ago. and lost
head, which was cut off as cleanly as though

The little daughter of Patrick Norton, who .1
short time ago was shockingly burned at a lire
brush, died on Saturday from the effects of injure.*"

v

wa

be tilled wit;

Belfast

the

his
with

Win. Bardwell, an Hast Whately man. about ?»
old and quite decrepit, went into the woods
alone leeently chopping, and was caught by a fall
tree
which lodged across his legIT i.i\.
ing
partly immersed in water, from noon until that
night, by which time lie had released himself by
digging with his hands.

body

year to

s

An tintbrt unate
oil

years

The

fh

lsed better.

distress, until his cries brought relief

clothing was preserved.
by the town authorities.

are

plenty, although his presses may not hurst ot.:
with new v iim. The hay crop has seldom prom

A lad by the name of House, who was at work
for Mr. Nathan Thurston, in I'nion. was shocking
lv injured last Saturday, while engaged in cutting
down a tree, which, tell upon him. crushing him
to the ground, and holding him. in the greatest

to Portland.
in the afternoon,

new

full

ship

new

Searsport.

Mrs. .Maud l\ Stevens of Portland, while on a
isit to Mn. Charles Hammond at Well.-, a sister,
dropped dead Tuesday evening, probablv fr. uu
heart disea,- c.

Brunswick

are now

Rev. Mr. Knapp of Bangor, exchanged pulpits
last Sabbath with Rev, Mr. Bi.xby ot this city

v

dent Dr. T. 11

has

of

and molasses don't How

Washington (New York) marketmeii sold 711.000
quarts of strawberries on Saturday. They regard
it as the largest sale of the fruit ever known in
that city.

journed

X<>

About time to be tixing lip your gear for tinker

never

In

m.

mackerel.

few

the

v.

minute.

one

t

worms

Joseph Tarbox of Hiddeford fell troin a hayloft
days ago and a nail was driven into his foot.
He died Friday of lock-jaw.

a

of

Band upon the bav;—
Crushed by one melodious discord,
Dies the summer day.
s.

The patrons of husbandry of Penobscot and
Waldo Counties will join iu a celebration on the
coming fourth at Etna.

j

[Original.]

twilight Mi'sic.

Augusta.

lodges,

City "and County.

Rustling breezes uiid the grasses.
Soothing flowers to rest;
Faintest chirp of tiny birdliug

New York had ninety-three lires last Fourth of
July, all from fireworks.

Should you be dyspeptic, and not built for late
suppers, a meander through Stewart's will certain
ly tix your pocket book all right. All signs fail in
a dry time, and if none of these remedies effect a
cure,

at

of the

News

Coukliug sailed for

Sitting Hull, with 850
will settle there quietly.

double breasted pocket book, a hackman will clean
it for you iu an incredible short space of time.
Some night after you have been to the theatre,
just prance into Delmonico’s and order a supper,
right from the shoulder, without looking at the
bill of fare, and I'll give bonds that it will clean
any pocket book that a young lady is able to carry.

Castink, June I I. The graduation exercises of |
ground that he forfeited such claim b\
th** Eastern Normal School took place to-day he
his acts. He performed many acts of citfore
au audience
very much larger than usual.
Those poets
The exercises consisted of essays by Miss (trace J.
hut never voted. He was armed,
sometime have a very clouding obscurity. Haynes of Bangor, Miss Cleuiantina K. Hobart of izenship,
and obtrusive on Chisholm's
(luilford and Miss Hester M. Pierce of Ellsworth, threatening
behalf the day of his death. His characThe new Corporation Hall, in Camden, and of orations by Charles E. Hasey of Bangor.
William C. Small of Stockton, Joshua M. Frost of ter for honesty and courage was good.
was to have been opened last evening
Bangor. The class history was read by Susan M.
of Ellsworth, and the valedictory given bv
A tramp entered the house of 1). B. Dennison,
(the 20th) by a splendid entertainment, Haynes
Alton A. Jackson of East Jetferson. Mr. (j. 'l\
in Great Fulls, Wednesday evening, during the ah
of
Prof.
Belcher’s
Fletcher,
the
of
made
his
the
Art
Enterschool,
consisting
senee of the family, and demanded the domestic
Principal
annual report to the Trustees. The total attend
to deliver the money and valuables in the house
tainment, and the Spaulding Bell Ringers. mice during
the year was 33f>; for the spring term or be murdered. She
begged for her life. The
j
138.
hail
all
the
them
Prof. Belcher gives a most elegant enterNearly
graduates
reported
tramp stood in the ball and allowed her to go up
| selves during the year as teaching.
under pretence of getting money, when she
stairs
tainment of the kind. No doubt there
(lovernor Connor addressed the graduating class
procured Mr. Dennison’s revolver, and ordered
of twenty three young ladies and twelve young
from the top stairs the trump to leave or she
was a crowded house.
gentlemen in a few well uttered words of counsel would shoot, lie made threats of her life. Be
and encouragement, and presented them with
fore he reached her she tired and he fell. Two
Among the West Point graduates, the their diplomas. The day has been a tine one and | other tramps coming to his assistance and taking
other day was a colored cadet named the old town never presented a lovelier appear- him away, he remarked, "John, 1 am hit." The
ance.
all night.
police searched in vain for tin* tramps
Flipper. Mr. Blaine took Flipper by tin;
Three strangers seen looking about Wednesday
Fred Douglass has visited his former master,
The girl fed the one
are supposed to be the ones.
dipper and remarked that he would be Thomas
who attacked her just before night. She is only
Auld, at St. Michael’s, Talbot Co.. Md
his friend when he needed one.
from which place he rau away TJ years ago.
about JO years of age.
aforesaid cannot

Generalities.

GEORGE.

place the
of a New York girl ask
thorough- question that I overheard
ing. If there is a place in this world where they
in
nation.
the
ly ingrained
Nothing know how to clean pocket books, it is in your vilpleases them so much as that bull-dog lage. During a prolonged stay there, mine was
courage which holds its grip to the last, clean all the time. Unless it is an old fashioned,

generals. So the ovation springs in large
Brunswick, appeared and let in a little part front her appreciation of a successful
light upon the prevailing darkness by a soldier.
proposition to build a three and a half
Hut there is still something besides that.
foot gauge road, or fourteen and a half
During the great war in which he fought,
inches less than the common gauge, for there was intense
feeling engendered by
$1(1,(MH) per mile—this offer to include the open sympathy of
England with the
rolling stock and. all expenses except rebellion, and by her material aid to that

and such enforcement of them have been

The benefit which would

I will not

Fully fledged.

The honors

of Men

Observations

of the Grand Southern Railroad of New

long needed at Washington, where the
practice lias been to serve the interests of surely in the future for the coast of Maine,
the part} in power, and to sacrilice the the time will come when increased wealth
will second the public desire and need,
public service

victory glorious.

not

an

talk

straight-forward

be honored

(.icntlemen- 1 thank you for tin* honor you do
1 appreciate it in part as an expression of
personal respect and confidence, hut more as a
declaration and assurance of your support of the
principles and policies of which, in tin* honorable
association with your distinguished citizen. I was
made a representative m the political contest of
last year. J beg to assure you that 1 appreciate The
honor you showed me tic* most highly because of
your devotion to tin* political principles which ex
perieiiee has shown to he essential to tin* preserva
tion of a good and pure <ioveriiment and the pros
polity of the people. Very earnestiv tin* Demo
crats of this great city ami Srate ami of Indiana,
as also of other States, contended for and demand
e*l the restoration of local self government in all
the States where it has been denied.
They in
sisted upon a reduction throughout tin* entire pub
lie service of tin- expenditures, not by hundreds,
nor y*t l»y thousands, hut by many millions annually Therein was involved also a great redue
tion in the vast arnu ot office holders, and tin*
substitution of an holiest for a dishonest Admiiiis
< •intending for results so notahlv
tratioii.
right
and honorable, tln-ir cause was grand and their

Thousands of mocking birds are caught annually
in Georgia ami shipped North, to be sold at high
prices. A cargo was shipped through Georgia a
Few days ago containing 150 young mocking birds

lianlly worth while to inquire who
what the official is that makes such

nr

me.

near

or-

Abroad.

—.

When <i11v. Hendricks rose to speak he
greeted with long continued cheers
and applause, and his remarks were frequently interrupted with manifestations
of approval and hearty endorsement, lie
said

a

meeting

Grant

The reception accorded to Gen. Grant
in England may lie made to mean much
or little, as it is viewed in different
lights.

processions, the receptions, the speeches,
and the honors by nobility and royalty.
can be raised.
It is all well enough. The honors will
At this point Ellsworth stepped in, and
be accepted as paid quite as much to the
said that her subscription and that of the
country thill Gen. Grant represents, as to
towns west of her, can easily be made up
the representative.
Vttil it must be alto $8000 per mile for the twenty miles
lowed that lie bears himself modestly anil
between that city and Bucksport thus
becomingly. Let the eagle take the lion
ensuring so much of the road, if she can by the
paw, and give a shake for the betbe allowed to control the subscriptions of
ter feelings of to-day, and the bitterness
that portion of the route. This proposinow buried, let us
hope, forever.
tion caused some feeling on the part of
the eastern men, who accused Ellsworth
I’lie Authors Publishing! ,'o. of New York
administration party. The following is of a sellish desire to take care of herself have
just published a valuable contributhe Secretary's reply
in the matter. But still they could not tion to current political literature entitled,
PoSTHEElOK IlKCAi: 1 MI N 1, /
“Is Our Republic a Failure f A Discuscontrovert the argument that, if they
Washington, Juue to.
ij
Mr.
Special Agent: Hear Sir—Mr. Par- failed to raise the sum called for, as sion of the Rights and Wrongs of the North
ker. chief of the special agents of this department,
has handed me a letter of yours written to him on seemed to be admitted that they must, and the South,” by Miss Emily II. Watson,
the llltli iust. You certainly labor under serious the
proposition of Ellsworth did no in- of Boston, a former resident of this city.
misapprehension in the belief that it was my understanding that you were to serve in your state justice to any one. The matter was final- Miss Watson of course decides the quesonly. I should not deserve ihe position 1 hold if
ly compromised by the passage of a reso- tion in the negative. Her book was subI were to make that or a similar understanding.
The special agents of the depredation branch of lution giving the Hancock county direct- mitted in
manuscript to gentlemen emitlie service arc charged with tile important duty
ors
to
to
construct
the
road
Bucksnent
in
and of both political
literature,
liberty
of detecting thieves and rascals.
A stranger is
more likely to succeed ill this duty than one who
and has their hearty and unanias proposed, provided that the $600(1
parties,
port,
is well known: hence our agents must often he
for the whole distance could not be raised mouscommendation. The New York Sun,
sent where they are unknown—must go and he
ready to go anywhere and everywhere as the exi
in sixty days. A board of directors was in an able review of the work, says: “This
genres of the service may demand.
They must
often leave highways of travel and go into uioun
elected, consisting of John C. Talbot, lady deserves great credit for treating a
tains and Territories and along horseback and
Monroe Young, liohert (Jerry, Samuel N. delicate theme in a spirit of genuine canstage lines, travelling night and day in rain, sun
shine and storm, to detect and arrest offenders. Campbell, Nelson S. Allan, E. II. Greedor and unswerving impartiality qualiNot mifrecpiently do our agents not sleep one hour
ties w hich are often professed, but which
in twenty-four. You are alike mistaken in the ley, J. N. Whitman, and L. A. Emery.
other matter. You were not appointed to organ- John C. Talbot was chosen
President, it seems impracticable fora man to evince
ize and build up an administration party in your
in political discussions.” Miss Watson’s
state or elsewhere.
You were appointed to do the and Monroe Young Vice President.
work of the Postotliee llepartmeut. You serve
friends in this city will be pleased
we think, leaves the matter in
many
This,
your party best by doing that work, and 1 shall
take great pleasure in removing an agent and revery good shape for the success of the to hear of her success, which we trust may
ducing the force when I discover that lie has time
enterprise. It seems scarcely possible for be as great in a pecuniary sense as it is in
to attend to party organization and party disci-

was

wrecked

The

millions of dollars. At this discouraging
stage of the enterprise, Col. Greene, builder

and Vice-President of tie- Tinted States wcp
••counted out," and the laeu who were not elected
were “counted
in" and seated. 1 disdain any
thought of personal wrong involved in this trail
suction. Not by any act or word of mine shall
that be dwarfed or degraded into a personal grievance which is. in truth. tb<* greatest wrong that
has stained our National annul*. To every man of
the four and a quarter millions who were detrauded of tie* fruits of their elective franchise, it is as
great a w rong a* it is to me : and no less to every
with 1he ultimate conse
man of the minority
queuccs extended. Evils in government grow by
success and by impunity
The\ do not arrest their
own progress.
They can never be limited except
by external forces. If the men m possession of
the government can :n one instance maintain
themselves in power against an adverse decision
at the elections, such an example will be imitated.
Temptation exists always. Beviecs t-» give the
color of law and false pretences on which to found
fraudulent decisions will not be wanting. 'The
wrong will grow into a practice, if once condoned.
In the world's history changes in the succession of
governments have usually been the result of fraud
It has been our faith and our pride that
or force.
we had established a mode of pci'eeful change, to
be worked out by the agency of the hallotbo.x.
The question now is. whciher our elective system,
in its substance as well a* its form, is to be main
tained. 'This is the question of questions. I Titi 1
it is finally settled there can he m> politics founded
It
on inferior questions of administrative policy.
It
involves the fundamental right of the people
involves the elective principle. It involves tie*
whole system of popular < ioverument. The peo
pie must signally condemn the great wrong which
has been done them. They must strip the ex
ample of everything that can attract imitator*
They must refuse a prosperous immunity to crime.
This is not all. 'The people will not be able to trust
tile authors or beneficiaries of tin* wrong to devise
the remedies, but when those who condemn the
wrong shall have the power they must d- vise the
measure which shall render a repetition of the
wrong forever impossible. I f my voice could reach
throughout our country and he heard in its lvmot
"Be of good cheer.
est hamlet 1 would say
The
Republic will live: the institutions of our fathers
are not to expire in shame : the sovereignty of the
people will be rescued from this peril and be re
established." .Successful wrong never appears so
triumphant as on the very eve of its fall. Seven
years ago a corrupt dynasty culminated in its
power over the million of people who live in the
city ot New York. It hud conquered or bribed, or
battered and won almost everybody into aequies
It appeared to be invincible.
*ence.
A year or
two later its members wen* in the penitentiaries or
in exile. History abounds in similar examples.
We must believe in the light, and in the future a
great and noble nation will not sever its political
from its moral life.

was

scribers to the stock.

ganized by the choice of Hon. John C.
Talbot as chairman. Tt was reported that
$488,000 had been subscribed to the stock,
nearly all by the towns on the route, and
that only a partial survey had been made.
But it is apparent that the sum subscribed
The following are authorized agents for the is
very far from warranting even a beginJournal:
S. R. Xil.es, No. fi, Tremont St.. Boston.
ning for 1-15 miles of road, that must cost
S. M. Pkttkngill, & Co., G State St.. Boston,
upon the old plan of railroads, over two
and 37 Park Row, X. Y.

New Vokk, June IT 'flic reception
Subscribers are requested to take notice of theGov. Hendricks this evening by the dal e on the colored slips attached to the paper. It
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
Manhattan Club was the occasion of a I
May 7S, means that the subscription is paid to
large gathering of the best known Dem- that date. When a new payment is made, the
date
ocrats of the city.
The rooms were bril- will be changed to correspond, and SCBSCR1B
ERS ARE REQUESTED TO SEE THAT THEIR
outa
brass
band
liantly lighted,
placed
DATES ARE CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears
side, and a large crowd assembled out- are requested to forward the sums due.
side the club-house in Fifth avenue.
Shortly after !> o’clock a cheering and
clapping of hands ushered in the arrival An Excellent Letter from Postmaster Cion.
of (iov. Tilden and Gov. Hendricks. A.
Key.
.1. Vanderpoel, Chairman, said: “It is
It must lie confessed that the adminismy agreeable duty on behalf of the club,
to tend a welcome to those candidates of tration, in some of its departments, is
our great party who received a majority of doing excellent work towards a purfficathe constitutional electoral vote [cheers] tion ol the civil service. A
conspicuous
for the otliees of President and Vice-Presinstance of this is the decided letter writident of the Cnited States, and to those
who are not only de jure but de facto ex- ten by the l'ostmaster General to a speecutive oftieers of our great State.
[Ap- cial agent of his department, recently applause.]
pointed in a southern state. The official
The Chairman then introduced Gov.
that he had been ordered to
complained
Tilden. who was received with warm aphard and disagreeable work, when he supplause. He said
Everybody knows that after the recent election posed his duties were to he conlined to his
lie* men who were elected by the people President
own state, and to aid in building up an

train

at Cherrvfield of the sub-

meeting

PROPRIETOR.

given

A

Gen.

a

Subscription Terms. In advance, $2.00a year;
within the year, $2.50; at the expiration of the
year, $3.00.
Advertising Terms. For one square, (one inch
of length in column.) $1.00 for one week, and 25
cents for each subsequent insertion.
A fraction of
a square charged as a full one.

Democratic Be-union. Speeches By Tilden
and Hendricks.

Wednesday night, by

Railroad.

BELFAST. THURSDAY, JUNE 21, 1877.

W ILLI A M

of

Line

railroad from Bucksproject
port eastward has once more been brought
prominently before the public by the re-

Constantinople telegraphs

that the. true account of the affair which took
place near Kars reached the Turkish Ministry, but
was
suppressed. Muhktar had established a portion of his forces near the river Phases, between
Kars and Erzerounu with the object of covering
communications with the latter city. This force
had erected earthworks and considered themselves
safe from sudden attack by the Russians. Thursday last the Russians unexpectedly began an attack. The Turks offered a vigorous resistance, iv
pulsing the attacking columns several times, and
only gave wav when driven from their positions
bv superior numbers. The battle continued till
nightfall, the advantage resting with the Russians.
Several redoubts were captured and held. At daybreak the battle was renewed and continued during the day with great obsti nancy.
Notwithstanding the valor of the Turks they
were driven from all positions.
The heavy losses
sustained by the Turks hear witness to the obsti
nancy of their defence. The loss of this position
is very serious for Mukhtar Pasha's army as the
Russian force now directly threatens couinumieu
tioua with Erzeroum.
It shows also that the
Russians are preparing to deal vigorously with the
Turkish held army in Asia.

Shore

The

The

\twood, of \Y interport. has performed the

S. .1

feat of photographing a wild partridge while sit
ting on her eggs in tin* woods, and sent to us a
stereoscopic picture thereof. There is lio doubt
that he has done it. as the stub tail of the bird
can be seen prot Hiding from behind the tree wlnen
conceals the nest but a fuller view would have
been more satisfactory

of

Howes' Loudon Circus will present a very iiu
.trrival
tins city
It

posing spectacle on
travels entirely In rai

j

t:u*
e-.mpauy owning the
rolling stock, except tie* locomotives. There ate
used in transporting the company's menagerie and
elicits, three trains, in all forty two ears
The\
will arrive in this city between three and tom

o'clock.

i

Friday morning,

the

\**th.

On Saturday afternoon policeman Bowen and
others of the force, made a raid upon the unlieens
«*d dogs about the streets.
k large covered box
was placed upon tin* team where the
unlucky curs
when captured.
Kleveu were
time, and nine of them were
taken out of town and shot. 'Pile ownerspf tin
were

deposited

picked lip ill

a

short

other two claimed their pups and agreed to take
licenses.

out

Tin* luudhuh of ;i hoarding house in this citv
recently awakened at early morning by a

was

noise, and discovered two male boarders secreth
taking their clothing from the house to the steam
boat w harf. They w ere owing a large board bill,
and it dawned upon the lady that they intended t<*
give her the slip. \\ hen the men settled with
their employer tiny found that the amount of their
board had been stopped. They indulged in some
loud talk, but the woman lingered her greenbacks
and smiled.
Tin* regulations of the postortice do not |>ermit
facilities to be used to aid cheat and frauds.
Some weeks ago, a foolish man in this city seut a
postal order for several dollars to Bussell, Hopper
its

ing A Ho.. Biverside, N. J., to pay for jewelry, the
order being drawn on the office at Burlington
The postmaster at the latter office, holding the
concern to be fraudulent, refused to
pay them the
money, and sent the order to Washington. Last
week Postmaster Thurlow had orders to pay the
money back to the sender, who

w as

glad

to

get it

Look out for your

dog.

The store owned and lately occupied by M. F.
Carter has been moved to what is known as the
Miller lot on Pearl street. It will be converted
into a double tenement dwelling house.

Oh. the dust, the terrible dust.
«»ood hay is worth from sld.dO

Bathing

*lf».uO per ton.

to

the beach below Sanford wharf is

on

Waldo, minor heira of Alinou M Gordon, late of
Thorndike.
Warrant of Insolvency Issu ed on Copartnership Estate of—C. £>. & O. Fletcher, late oi'
Stockton.
Change ok Name Granted—Charlotte W. Gray
to Charlotte Wescott Kelley.
Allowance Granted to Widow of—Henry
S. Clement, late of Winterport.

MEJKT’iS

New Saloon! Fine Goat Ties

Great London Show.
This establishment,
which comes heralded with a brilliant reputation,
Tit'- city gardener is now picking ripe strawList of Claims Returned on Estates of—
will give two grand performances here on Friday
Mary Rotter, late of Troy, John Knight, late of
berries from his lot.
.June J'dth.
Of its many excellent features the Searsinont.
would give notice that 1 have leased the SALOON
Wh«»n he fails to appear, on these hot days, the Boston
in PIERCE’S BLOCK, and having refitted it
Gaily Post of June 6th, says—
thoroughly, in an attractive manner, shall keep conman is not a nice man.
An entertainment of any kind which gives more
All wlu» suller from Dropsy and Kidney Dis- stantly on hand
than is promised is a rarity, but when that enterIt appears as though we were to have a quiet
eases can be eared
tainment is a travelling circus the novelty is esby using Hr NT’s Remedy, the
L urth of July in this city.
pecially surprising. Perhaps the most novel thing great Kidney Medicine. Hi nt's Remedy is purepresented was the business of the performing ele- ly vegetable, and used daily by our best Physicians
I.’-'V
Mr. Ross is to take a vacation of live
phants. Five of these mammoths, of uniformly
in their practice. All Diseases of the Kidneys,
weeks, commencing to-day.
large size, display almost human intelligence iii
the ring, and tin* "living pyramid" they lmild Bladder and Urinary Organs, are cured by Hi nt's
BERRIES
The nobby youth now comes out with a button
themselves into is all tin* colored posters' on tile Remedy.
01'all kinds in their season.
;."le bouquet adorning his coat.
dead walls represent it to be. It seems odd. indeed to see such huge beasts disporting themClarke's Tooth Ache Drops cure
OYSTERS
instantly.
Biggs, the baker, furnishes the circus people selves after the
manner of tin* professional
Served to Order in all Styles.
gym
v; 1 ik bread while
they are in Belfast.
mists. The entire menagerie is good : in fact,
There is no Hotel in Boston that offers liner acmany
>t the animals are
i!i-* country strawberry is now in market—not
exceptionally line specimens. commodations at such reasonable rates as the old Ice Creams, Cake, Lemonade, Pop
The cage of Bengal tigers contains four as blood- "American." It
and Spruce Beers.
occupies a line location and on
big as its city cousin, but tim-ly flavored.
thirsty-looking felines as ever coursed a jungle in account of eligible situation and most perfect venIndia: yet Prof. Still boldly placed himself in the tilation ii is one of the most desirable and decid
Also, THE BEST LINE t)l
I be small boy now waudereth about in search
den with them and put them through a variety of
: ild iron, bom-- Ac
edly tin* coolest Hotel in tin* city.
The circus is coming.
exercises very much as one would
perform with
l’lio>e who atfoni teain< tak* delicious rides d»>gs. The experiment was not entirely devoid of
Business at Jhe Revere and Treinout Houses,
danger, though, for one treacherous fellow, while Boston, continues excellent, and Messrs.
tig the Bar lb ad in the cool of'the evening
to be found in the city.
Chapin
sneaking in the most distant comers, seemed ready Gurney a Co. have reason to feel
gratified at the
TL» potato bug I;.1 arrived in tins city.
They i«»r any mischief, and when the professor slipped ever increasing success and
of their espopularity
out ilu* door, after having tiled a
1 shall make a specialty of
found I u—da;, at the farm of Isaac K. Hill
v
couple of revolver tablishments, so deservedly celebrated throughout
■'•hots, this striped butcher made a spring for him the I nited
States, since their opening, full thirtv
iir*- engine has lii-eii thoughly overhauled
winch caused a thrill of apprehension to pass
years ago.
goo«t condition at thistle’s .machine shop, through the audience. The equestrian perform
dp
A full line of each constantly on hand.
ances are
exceedingly skillful. Mile. Lliza Gockrill
Typhoid Fever. Sore Throat, and Chapped Hands
i h Bdtast Miiitan company have accepted an
and Mr. K. 11. Gorknll displaying a surprising
the dull times, I shall endeavor to
Remembering
are better treated
of nerve and strength in the several acts
externally with Cocoa Butter make my prices such, that all mav b>- able to pur.f Jion to ^o to Hainpil.-iiou the Fourth of
July. amount
-all on bareback horses.
The lady is one of the than with Glycerine, and a! much less cost. Walter chase.
Baker A Co. prepare this article, which may he
I shall bi* at mv SALOON myself, ami shall he
Hay is cotniii;- into market in large quantities, tinest riders ever seen here, and her address in had
of druggists everywhere.
pleased to see my friends and the public at all tino-s.
managim: four horses at once, while standing as
f.trim-rs
obnm to dear their barns for tile
best she may on one or more of their irregularly
w
bobbing backs, when at full speed, wins loud up
Pills, I'otions and Pungencies.
It* i- .idit .111 lhti! hall at iIn* corner of Main
plause. The riding of both is of that certain, eon
1M;.
'Hi-.nc’k’s 1’ri.music Sviil 1-, Ska \Vkki>
Belfast, June‘jo, ls>77.
11r
tident
kind
which
the
at
ease
and
puts
spectator
1 11.rili ao-et.s was taken down Wednesday
gives a sense of satisfaction to every beholder, To.Nh.ANh M.WhUAKK IMkI.S. These medicines
flu management hold that their
eorps'of tmnblers have undoubtedly performed more cures of < ,»n
JB O Y
S
•nul leapers is unequalled in the
profession. In
hr. hnii' has .'"t mot 1 j.• e tame crow
two of
than any other remedy known to Unsome respects this
be true.
may
Certainly a more sumption
!act
li'• intends t..
them food Ell:
tremendous spring than O'Brien made, w hen throw
American public.
The\ are compounded of vegeii'a a double somersault over the live
.-!i edih ati<ms
table ingredient' and contain nothing which can
elephants
wus never made in
here
It
like
was
bound
public
al*e injurious to the human constitution.
lumber 1
a
iarrv l.arn. l**i tlx Boston
Other
nig ever three freight cars and whirling like a cart
"heel while doing it.
ck 1 arm. has !-.•
landed .il Patterson’s point.
l’lie clowns arc three in remedies advertised as cures for Consumption,
j:*.t Critchett & Francisnumber and 4 hey smroeil in making a great deal
tlx- east side.
probably contain opium, which is a somewhat
"t fun
particularly for the younger portion of the dangerous drug in all cases, and if taken
freely
by
A trio of Shetland colts has lately been
tii■ Journal e>». r- t
press too early to make any audience
added to the menagerie department, and they are consumptive patients, it. must do great injury; for
t.ee
the race at tlie* jiark of the Belfast Trot
a great
curiosity in their way. The youngest is it- tendency is to coniine the morbid matter in the
am Association
but three days "Id and it is just such a steed as
system, which, of eotirs< must make a cure im
either
Gen.
Mite or .Miss Zarate would select. Visi
\ new concrete walk from Chase’s corner to the
tor» should not fail to see these mere dabs of horse
possible. Sehcnck’s Pulmonic Syrup is warranted
.'t otliee. ii heimr laid anveably to a vote of the
Ucsh.
n«»t to contain a particle of opium: It is
composed
in order.
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Great Show that Will
Visit Maine this Summer.
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the Fourth of

The matter

free.

w

ill

meeting this evening.

at

Kiilunoiid will afford people on
City
a;,
opportunity for splendid and cheap
e" "U tin- Fourth of
July. She will leave
"U Tuesday afternoon.
July dd. touching
i-r usual landings and selling
special tickets

mm-;

mti-nuial celebration on the Fourtli
inastoi. and that of the Fourth at Portland.
I tickets will lie furnished at low rates to
‘‘‘■and and Portland, of which notice will here
I’he Uiehuioinl will leave Portland
_ra..d

tv.-rtisi-d

.•

tini" "ii

N\

i-duesday evening.

Belfast Public
Well* held last Week tor tile
purpose oj
ia>>.■
This w 1*1-kthe public exhibitions

j

rvaniiiiations at tin-

aii
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Tln*\ commenced Monday
at the North
Primary school and will
Fii'la-.
'cuing when tin- High School will
:
"mmem-i-nn-nt exercises at the Congrega
m

ist

1

1

progress.

a day has been allotted
each school. The committee
their iiildresses to the scholars have

reh.

exhibition
•Met.ts m
■

d

One half

at

the progress made
seh<N»] year just closed. Now conies
isummer v.n-atioii so dear to the school
In-art. aud probably t" tin-school marm's also.
satisfaction

with

■

s

called

the notice of H. H. Join:
v
...
This lirm will 1
found reliable, and
>t"iners can do as well there as elsewhere
"it «1 Frain is make another
display of hoots
-in*cs
This lirm has established an excellent

Attention is

to be

looking

for

work,

was

of-

Tornado

in

Massachusetts.

NimTiiAMi-'i'os. Mass., June 14, Hampshire enuntv seems doomed to disasters,
of wind and lined. It is three years since
Mill River swept through a part of that
town, causing large loss of life and property. The disaster to-day. while infinitely less territic in its results, is none the
less appalling. To-night the highways in
every direction are tilled with teams,
hearing loads of people to the river, both
bank of which are crowded with an excited throng. The bridge that was swept
a way, the fourth that met the same fate
at this spot, was fil l feet in length and
4- feet in width.
It was built upon eight
piers and was considered one of the
It was built in
strongest on the river.
It, anil was a toll bridge until IH7H,
when it was made free. An ey e-witness
describes tin scene as follows:
The
Hampshire Superior Court had just adjourned. and there were many teams on
the road leading to Hadley and Amherst.
Suddenly, and scarcely at a moment's
warning, it began to bjow the most violent gale ever known in the county, the
heavens at the same time sending a copious shower of hail, w hich caused much
damage to the tobacco crop in the vicinThe people near the bridge ran and
ity
drov e upon the bridge for shelter from the
storm until a company of fifteen persons
were beneath the roof.
At just I minutes
ol d o'clock the heavy timber began to
creak, and in a second the heavy struc
Hire was lifted bodily in the air and
hurled, with a deafening crash, into the
river
It was completely demolished by
the fall.
John Hubbard of this place,
with a gang of men. immediately went to
the rescue. The fust body removed was
that of Mrs. Sullivan of Hadley, which
was bruised and smashed beyond recognition.
Sherilt Cook of Hadley was very
severely bruised, and died at III o'clock
this evening, (ieorge 15. Smith of Hadley and \Y. \Y. Smith of Amherst received
bruises, but will recover. The others were
taken out alive and uninjured. The path
of the wind seemed to be about ten miles
in length and one in width, and was in a
northwesterly direction. Had the river
been higher the loss of life would undoubtedly have been greater. The bridge
was owned jointly by the towns of Hadley Northampton and Amherst. It was
valued at sga.llt 10 and is a total loss.
A touching incident is related concerning the death of Mrs. Sullivan. Her son
John had left her upon the bridge, and
was about driv ing home when the
bridge
began to give way. lie rushed after his
mother, but was too late. The mother
perished and the son barely escaped with
his life. The whirlw ind also carried awav
two or three spans of the Massachusetts
Central Railroad bridge, a lew rods north
of the highway bridge.
At Hatfield several huge elms were uprooted, but no
serious damage was done. At Hadley the
storm passed over only the lower part of
the village. Fifteen or twenty of its great
elms, for which it is justly noted, were
uprooted, while smaller trees, two feet in
diameter were broken oil' like reeds. The
damage consisted childly in overturned
barns, and will probably not amount to
ov er slotM).
Among those destroyed was
one belonging to Thomas
Reynolds, in
"hieli several men, with four horses,
sought shelter from the storm. The whole
party narrowly escaped death. One of
the party says:
"The wind seemed to
lift both ends of the barn and dump them
into the middle."
The entire loss cannot
be estimated until the loss to the
crop in
the vicinity is computed. There is now
no bridge across the river from
Holyoke
to Turner's Falls, and the stream must
be crossed loi the present at Hoekanum
Ferry, about two miles below the scene
of ruin.

fid Transcript.
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They claimed

l"

Probato
Philo

Court.

Hkrsey, Judge.—B.

P.

Field, Register.
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liability, aud they sell goods
.u k.ddy "w
Mfln* Belfast Foundry has a word
sa\ to l.trnn-rs and others requiring
jobs in their
-Organs and >.-wing machines for sale by M.
Jackson. Freedom
Seethe regular time table
steam-i Ma\ t^ueen.
(icorge A (Juinibr is in
at of good vcmI makers
See notice of Hawaiian
Marrh remedy. h\ J J IVavey, Washington. Me.
Marion tbr

\

its

ri

slew factory hand by the name of Lincoln, who
from Massachusetts, had a rather rough ex
m
ni
in getting married recently.
He became

juaiul".! with and engaged
He

ii.*
was

went

married

to

a

girl belonging in

thither with a Belfast team,
Shortly alter wards, the livery

|w-"plc. Mi8|a*etiug something wrong,

sent

a

their horse and carnage. Find
-r tii<ouple riding •ut. enjoying the beauties of
Mur.- they were turned out. and the team taken
»• k
Then there followed a s|>eeial writ to arrest
t"r ?iis Iwiard
bill, on which, however, he
n.:

there

to

get

led arrest,

and tied.

\nd

now

there iH

in

tie*, oj

Massachusetts
Jift.

Such

arc

|

a re

industriously circulated, that Lincoln has

srminine

f(»r

Mach

Pulmonary Consumption.
bottle of this invaluable medicine is accompanied
by full directions. Dr. Schmick is professionally
at his principal otlico. corner Sixth and Arch
cure

Philadelphia, every Monday, where all let
for advice must be addressed.

Street.
ters

IIow

It is Done.
The lirst object in life with tin* American people
is to "get rich": the second, how to
regain good
health. The lirst can be obtained by energy, lion
esty and saving; the second, (good’health) by us
iiig tini'.kn's At (it'sT Fi.owki:. Should you lie a
despondent sufferer from any of tin* effects of Dys
pepsia. Liver Complaint.. Indigestion. Ac., such'as
Sick Headache. Palpitation of the Heart. Sour
Stomach. Habitual Costive ness. Dizziness of the
Head. Nervous Prostration. Low Spirits. Ac., you
need not stiller another day. Two doses ot Ar
-.I sr Fi.owki; will relieve
you at once. Sample
Unities 10 cents. Regular size 7b cents. Posi
lively sold by all lirst class Druggists in the l S.
Sold by R. 11. Moody. Belfast ; Kittridge. Rock
land. Fletcher. Camden; Smith A Sous. Sears
port: Robinson. Thomaston; also to be found in
Wabloboro and Bueksport.
lyroewlO
Think

She also
late uimiher of the Port
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did not recognize the article when it
fered.
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thus alfordiu^ a charming
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was

occasion, however.Hoad Surveyors
and heerow deserve the thanks of the iron
• •ral
public for the admirable manner in which

leduiv
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No eider
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il the Baptist church, by
>uixluy •■veiiin*? at 7.1- o’clock.
jiastor.
fiie Cre huitials of Christ."
yci

1

called in ami refreshed.

wer

powerful hut harmless limbs which act on the
Innas, liver, stomach and Mood, and thus correct
all morbid secretions, and expel all tin* diseased
matter from the body.
These are the oulv means
by which Consumption can he cured, and as
Schenrk's Pulmonic Syrup. Sea Weed Tonic, and
Mandrake Pills arc the only medicines which
operate in this way. it is obvious they are the only
of

a

the uncertain

|

The following business was transacted at the .June
Terra of said Court—
Administration Granted on Estates of—
Celia Johnson, late of Liberty, Moses M. .Johnson,
Administrator; Nancy N. Staples, late of Stockton,
Levi Staples, Administrator; Abiather Knowles,
late of W interport, Morton L. Knowles, Administrator with the will annexed; Simon Black, late of
Belmont, Jane Black, Administratrix; Jeremiah
Sweetzer, late of Searsport, Albert B. Ferguson, Administrator.
guardians Appointed—Joseph IE Trussell, of
Belfast, over his minor son; Eliza A. Greeley over
minor heirs oi Philip II.
Greeley, late of Swanvilie;
Geo. A. Beckett, ol Belfast, over his minor
daugh
ter ; Susan L. Sweetzer over minor heirs of Jeremiah Sweetser, late of Searsport.
License Granted to Sell Real Estate on
Estates of—Alden Robbins, late of
Lincolnville;
.John C. Robbins, late of Northport; minor heir of
Augusta Chandler, late of Knox.
Inventories Filed on Estates of—Jacob L.
Havner, late of Belfast; Nathaniel Seavey, late of
Troy; Mary S. Frederick, late of Belfast; David S.
Lincoln, late of Belfast; Eli Vickery, late of Unity
William Frederick, late of Belfast; Green Carter’
late of Montville; Charles Messervey, late of Morrill; Benjamin Kingsbury, late of Belfast.
Warrant of Dower Returned on Estates
ok
.Joel Prescott, late of Northport, William
Moody, late of Lincolnville.
Accounts Allowed on Estates of—Cyrene
Kingsbury, late of Waldo; Alfred Prescott, late of
Liberty; Rebecca Fisk, late of Belfast; minor heir
of John Vickery, late of Unity; minor heir of Levi
Wood, late of Unity; minor heirs of-Clapp,
late of Unity; minor heir of John Merriam, late of

for

Yourself.

'I'ln * 11 sands lead miserable lives, s title ring from
dyspepsia, a disordered stomach and liver, producing biliousness, heartburn, eostiveness, weakness,
irregular appetite, low spirits, raising food after
eating and often ending in fatal attacks of fever.
Tm-:\ know tifkv .\i:i;sn k. y -t get little
sympathy.
The unfailing remedy, which is
yearly restoring

thousands, is DaCosta's Radical Cure sold bv W. o.
Poor A Son. sole agents for Belfast.
A. .1 .Iordan,
agent for Bueksport.
'.’b
A
cent bottle will convince you of its merits.
Don't delay another hour after reading this, but go
and get a bottle, and your relief is a> certain as \ on
live. \\ ill you do it. or will you continue to suf
ler ! Think for course'. f.
Prolessor Parker's Pleasant \\ orm Svrtip is per
feetly safe and extremely palatable. No pfiysic re
11 PC
({Hired. Costs *_>b cents." Try it.
BOSTON

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
< 'orrecteil Weekly for the Journal
Hy<\ li. Sakcjknt.No 8 M:iinSlri>.-l.
I1 lour
$'.*.50aH*.OG Corned Beef
0a00

Corn
Corn Meal
Kve Meal
live

70a72> MuCon
OaO
72 Lund)
15a00
1.50 Turk, y
Ha la
1.25 Chicken
OOaOO
85 Fowl
10a 15
55 Ceese
OOaOO
$2.25u.:kjo L>uck
OOaOO
75a00 Hay
$10.00a 15.00
OOaOO Straw
$f».00a7.00
C*a7 Washed Wool
HialK Unwashed
2ti
15al7 Hides
4a5
14 Calfskins
lo
7 Lamb
-jo
l:t Hard Wood
$4.50a5.50
Ha 15 Soft
$-i.00a:t.50
8a 10 Shorts per cl
$1.50
r»a7 Id me
05
5afi Butter Salt
25
!u4 Piaster
$t.0o

Harley
(>ats
Beans

Potatoes,
Apples
Dried Apples
Butter

Cheese

Kggs

Hound Hog
Pork Hacks
Card
Beef
Veal
Dry Cod
Pollock

MARRIED.
Iii

Jackson, May 13th, by Rev. II. Small, Andrew
B. Fogg and Miss Josepheiie 1. Boody, both of J.
In Brooks, June 17th, bv Rev. II. Small, Mr. Nelson

K

R.

Cilley

of Waldo ami Miss

uo\.

Mary

Ross, both of Rockland.
In Union, June 5th, Mr. Herbert A. Hawes, of
Union, and Miss Frinina A. Husliee, of Thomaston.
In Union, June Jnd, Cyrus Taylor, of Hope, am!
Mrs. Margaret llemenway, of Union.
In North Wuldoboro, June !*iid, Kdward C. Wil
liams, of Warren, and Currie M. Fyler, of Union.
In Rockport, June loth, Mr. Frank A. Maguneand
Miss Mollie T. lRaisdell, both of Rockport.

DIED.
Obit aar ft notices,be/ond trie Dot e, Name and
must be paid for. J

Aye

In this city, June Pith, Josiali N. White, aged 70
years, 4 months. Kennebec papers please copy.
In Warren, June Mill, Reuben Mink, aged 54
yrs.,
0 months and 14 days.
At Seal Harbor, June 0th, Sarah, daughter of Nelson and Nellie Morse, aged 3 years and 1 month.
In South Hope, June 3d, Arthur I*., aged 4 mos.,
June 4th, Kugene M., aged
years, only children of
Bella and Fan no L. St. Clair.
In Washington, June f.tli, Knima M.,
daughter of
Hilbert B. Luce, aged 3 years and 11 months.
in Wuldoboro. June f.tli, Laura A. Vanner,
aged
7 weeks and 3 days.
In l’elham, N.'H., May 1st, Mrs. Helen L.. aged
•J7 years, 4 months, wife of Martin Jones, and
\oung
est daughter of Orris 1L and Fannie N. Ulmer, o*
Rockland.
In Rockland, June tith, Almira F., wife of John
W. Kuowlton, aged 53 years and 13 days.

SHIP NEWS.
PORT

SAILED.
June 14tl», schr. James Holmes, Ryder, Ellsworth
to load lor New York.
June 10th, schrs. Orion, .Patterson, Ellsworth to
load for New York.
June 17th, schrs. Lillian, Rvan, Boston; Flora
Condon, French, seeking; Banner, Pattershall, Sa.
lein; Sarah B., Lambert, Machias.
June 20th, schrs. Elizabeth,
Perkins, Boston, l'uragon, Shute, Charleston, S. C.

of the

above standard

instruments will be
sold at prices that defy competition. Old inAN\
struments taken in
lor

exchange
WrEvery instrument is fully

years.

new.

warranted for live

Machines.

Any of the above first class machines will he sold
for $•■'8.00.
Wanted, a few reliable agents.
Call on or address,
10w.il
31. A. JACKSON, Freedom, Me.

to sell ti»e‘\siioo

screen

sell; cheap

lar

or

35 cents

2w51

good profits.
for sample by mail

stamp

circu-

to
POMEROY & SHELDON,
371 Main St., Springfield, Mass.

e\

large

\ml

LINEN,

For
<

only
AT

'all and see us, if you dou’
show goods.
Don't

Ferguson

Excursions.

Steamer MAY QUEEN leaves
Sanford Wharf fora trip across the
every aionciav r. .M. at 2..50, and Fridav A. M.,
at
o'clock, returning the same dav, thus i<ir<irdiiig
a delightlhl sail.
\V. It. SWAN, Agent.
Belfast, June 20, hs??.
f>ltf
,

■

;b o y

Russett
At

?

s

Slippers

Critchett & Francis.

BEST
For

Breaking

or

Will

being tough and pliable like rubber.
material known for

beat

ROOFS OF BUILDINGS
to prevent leaking. All work warranted.

laying oat grounds, grading and tuning done in
workmanlike manner. Apply to
THOMAS A 1,1.1 N,
Belfast, June 2o, Is??.
!w'*l

Everything

Sanger’s English Menagerie. Dockrill’s Parisian Circus Troupe,

Boot & Shoe Line
At

Critchett & Francis.

Belfast, Castiiie, Brooksville & Islcsboro.
A’KW STKAMKlt

MAY

QUEEN

Capt. Fit K1) A. (il KMOItK,
Will run until further notice, as follow«
Leave
Brooksville for Belfast on Monday and Thursday at
7 o’clock A. M.,('ustine ; .Ijand Islesboroat s o'clock
;
also Monday at 4 :f»0 1’. M
Castine at .* I’. M.
Mondays the Steamer will make a round trip, leaving Brooks i 1 It.* at 7 o’clock A. M., and B-llast at J :;o
1*. M., touching at Castine and Islesboro each
way.

RETURNING,

Belfast, Sanford Wharf, for Brooksville on
Monday at ‘-1 :‘H> 1*. M. Wednesday, Fridav and Sat
\J A. M., touching at ( astine and’lslesboro.
at
urday
Fridays the Steamer will make a round trip, leavBelfast
at 9 A. M., returning the same
ing
day.
Passengers connect with Boston Boats going West
nud
Monday
Thursday, going Last Wednesday, Fri
day and Saturday.
Steamer leaves Sanford Wharf
Wednesday, Friday and and Saturday at 9 A. M., ma\ lav over until
lu A. M., or lute arrival of Boats or Fvcursions.
tfol
WM. B. SWAN, Agent.
Leave

5 The

Only

Critchett & Francis.

H. H. Johnson & Co.
We

are

Headquarters

tin-

DRY

for

GOODS!
-\ Nl> TH K

Lowest

Prices!

have the I.AIttiKST and Bert
Selected Stoek in the city, and have Iteduced
our Brices to meet the present hard
times, and are
prepared to oiler anything in our Stuck

RKMICMHIvlt—we

for Oaslu!

Buy Your

Boots & Shoes
I'ntil yon have Called

FRANCIS,

For they are Selling the Best
Goods ever offered, and at

Lowest_Prices!
New.

At

M

pivsont t i. i- da'

'Ve

hue

a

tot

1)1.ACK

of

\\

Kvincing almost human sagacity, of e.|iial .-i/e, amt
aggregating nearly -lO.ooo pounds oftlesh. ;S.,o,0(.h) is
ottered to any manager who can produce (heir e mal
anywhere on the faee of the earth, and a like
amount is wagered that they perform the Pvramid
as represented in tin* cuts and Pills.

5 Lair of Five

imimdiatr

'aslmieres

Ml (t'iia!it

| jLMXF
(

yard,

attention

•the

that no competitor can exhibit half as
performing Tigers in the country, and the
London alone make-a successful
specialty of these
rare features.

6 Educated

j

| |hlli|l
1I

I J.M.ACK

no animal
can

Prices.

>rtuiri11 <>t 1’ \ IS
oprii this day the Kim-M \
I -1^ A SHAWLS Mr liavr ever had on e \ h L-i
lion,
i iiese are bargains of great import
anee and about
p. r rent 1*»\N Kll
than eoiild be obtained si\.

change.

that

can

|

■

25 Cents Per Yard.
:

Very Large Size Damask Towels.

ladies. Low uv can -.-11 N’ee.c I’ies.
oil.its. llamhurgs. Hosiery. Ildteh-.
Kid (ilov.-s, Sli.K Dringes. A <
so on KA D. hnt
the tael
remains undisputed

Only

show

on

earth that owns ami
wheel railroad cars.

m*

run-

eight

HOST OF CIRCUS CELEBRITIES,
Headed

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and lor
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
Juno, A. 1). 1*77.
J. SEAYEY, widow of Nathaniel Seavev,
late of l'ro\, in said County of Waldo, deoea’sed, having presented a petition for an allowance
from the personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said Mary J. give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks
successively in the Republican Journal printed at Belfast, that tliev may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday
of July next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, it anv they have, why the prayer
of said petition should not be granted.
Pill l.o MERSEY, Judge.
Atruecopy, Attest:— B. P. FiKi.h, Register.

by

the Famous

1

Kngaged at a salary of £l,(.oo per week in gold.
Kndisputed ‘’Kmpress of the Arena,” whose horse
Hurdle and Principal riding has
the admiration of the whole world, s lo.uuo will he cheerfully given any manager who will name her equal.
She appears at every performance with her stud of
SKYKN Turko-Servian horse*, m tandem teams and
incredible evolutions.
dust added at a salary of £'Jtio weekly, the great
Celtic Humorist and l.rin'- Sparkling Mounts, trout
the Dublin Amphitheatre,
M01.
STARTLING A< ’TOF SPK! \t,.p,( tAUD LI]APS,
led by the California wonder, I'lKIlltO'llltB K
whose double somersault over live Klephants is
equal to the distance of
horses, placed neck and
neck.
The noted rider. .TI«*I\ ill**: till** Victoria**,
Litliignlone Btrofli* r.*». Acrobats and \ «,1 i.
gears; ftat«li**ior and .UcCartv, Champion
Leapers; 1T»** \ i« tond I is uii«l l.avi r«*nr**
M»*i*»r»». Aerial A rtist s ; and a Gala w of V) Annie
Stars, and 7 popular Clowns.

challenged

200 BEAUTIFUL HORSES. 200
The Gorgeous Street Pageant
Is a Saturnalia of splendor, equal to the glories of
t >riental processions, in which are
mingled the mo\
ing Gilded Chariots and dens, the the thoroughbred
and
of
Potties,
Kquines
long array
Zoological Wonders, hundreds of I uidies and Gentlemen in costumes,
the Avalanche of Klephant l lesh, l eant of Harnessed Zebras trout Barbury, ami the sensational and
Grotesque Madri-Gras Carnival.

Because of the overwhelming proportions
of the GREAT LONDON, and the great outlay attending its transportation and daily
exhibition, it will only pause in the larger
towns orcities, where the population is fully adequate to insure its expenses. But excursions and regular trains will be arranged for, upon all lints centering at the place
of exhibition, at gr eatly reduced rates of
fare, and cupon tickets issued at all Railroad Stations, which will entitle the purchaser to admission into all the pavilions.
It is hoped this will obviate all difficulty
and give all an opportunity to attend these
stupendous exhibitions.

Full Cornet Bands
of Music.

same.

this 12th

t

Hawaiian

Meadow King Mower.

our N KW nisi 00M I’l.KTK
Stoek of

to

MILLINERY!

"i.iprisiug everything NKW and DKSl
entireh

Some

new

Style

Per Yard

Cents

NO PHI N'I’s

j y j

20

Cents,

vmdi:

i;i:u\vn

sum inu.

5 Cts. Per Yard,

Open

One Hour Previous.

Admission, 50 Cents.

Children

under 9 Years, 25 Cents.
Reserved Cushion Chairs 25 Cents extra.
Comfortable Seats for 7,000 people.
In order to avoid the crowding at the box office
on the grounds, tickets will he sold at the usual
slight advance at MOODY’S Drug Store, corner of
Main and High Streets, on the day of exhibition.
Will Kxhibit at Rockland, Monday, June ”5, Bath,
Tuesday, June ”0, Augusta, Wednesday. June J7,
Waterville, Thursday, June J8. Belfast, Friday, June
29. Dexter, Saturday, June .’to.
j

viri: qi
> INC,

\i.m

10 Cents.

and

\

a

lull

KI!Y large line of very nice

FLOWERS!
\ll

1 ■

I

V.

i,;

!l

sell

We

<7//' l/'

as

as

the times

will allow
In

the

Dl!

s' rut k

ur

Is Complete.

in

shapes

stkii’KD siiiht

Fancy Goods

I! A HI.K,

CHIPS!

FRENCH

oF

l.u'l

German

Corsets,

Only 25 Cts.
The Charm Corsets Only 42c.
FILL

KsSM \ k I\ (! department. Mis. Kieh
a nie.- ha of N K\Y
RATTKRNS

UNI'

ur

aid- ha-

l.’D H ARDS

M ISS soi

l'll

WORTH

KID

KSTTRIDCE

IScst. (Quality Ivll* OLoVFS.
r\ I'm
warranted, we aiv x llina al >1 i>.">
Funner I’rice, s-.uio.

Spool Thread

1

Ct!

PINS. Full Papers, only ONE Cent

Dry Goods!

SiJk & Worsted

Fringes, Hamburgs. Handkerchiefs,
Hosery, Gloves,&e.,

Day, Monday, May 28th,

This

CLOVES,

Only 50 Cts.

MILLINERY!

To tie- Store formerly occupied by <1. \V. Burk' ti ill
lluyford Black, and invites till of his forme- patrons
am! friends t«> give him a call. My Brices will be as

L O W !
can be purchased elsewhere.
1 hankful for past
lavors and would still solicit patronage.
I’leuse call
ami take a look at the old Place so well known.

We are selling al :u LOW I’HK I >
Don't hesitate tu eunie and see us u 11<■ 111>
yen are ready tu hut ur nui.

as

1

am

also

H. H. JOHNSON & CO.
FOR

Agent for the

HAMPTON TEA COMPANY.
And will continue to -ell for Thirty Pays longer
I’KAS at former prices, being cargo prices, viz
Best Japan Teas, to and JO cents; a good .Japan Tea,
: pounds for #1.00, or ha cents
single pound, only h
pounds to one person; a very good Japun Tea, 4
pounds for #!.(«», onh 1 pounds to one person Knglish Break fa.-1 Teas, 40, ;'»0 and •'••• cents per pound,
only 1 pound at one sale; Best Quality noloug Tea,
for ha cents, former price 40 and >o cents.
«*rThc above Teas all warranted good. No Teas
sold at wholesale.
tf4s

Great

Bargains
GK>

To

R. KITTRIDGE.

Again

in tlie Field !

Arnold
V

to inform his friends and the public generally
that lie has returned and re-opened the store
▼

No. 78 Main Street,
With

an

A. 1). MATHEWS'
/. )■

a /•: n

i ir 'n:n

Harris,

WITH many thanks for past favors, begs leave

entire New Stock of

CLOTHS!
Mons’ and Boy’s Clothing

hats,

_

caps,

-A N l>-

FURNITURE
STORE,
70

Granite

BELFAST,

Block,
MAINE-

•mi-

FurnishingGoods MILLINERY!
SUMMER

Also,

Two Grand Performances at 2
and 7:30 o'clock. P. M.
Doors

PHI NT. t'huiee

uL't:

lias removed his stock of

ABIATHER KNOWLES, late of Winterport,
in tin* County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore
requests all persons
who art* indebted to said deceased’s estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to him.
MORTON L. KNOWLES.

appointment

mion

ait.

R.

upon himself the trust of Administrator, witli
the will annexed, of the estate of

rruil'. undersigned having been appointed by the
Hon. Judge of Probate for tlie County of Waldo,
on the second
Tuesday of June, A. I). 1877, Commissioners to receive and examine the claims of creditors against the copartnership estate of C. S. and
O. Fletcher of Stockton, in said County of Waldo,
represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six
months from the date of said
are allowed to said creditors in which to present and
their
be
and
that
will
in
session
prove
claims,
they
Ht the store of ,1. (1. Lambert in Stockton, in said
County, on the first Mondays of October and December, A. D. 1877,

id nKi n.

REMOVAL!

Two

Commissioner's Notice.

W.

SUMMER
1

Equestrienne,

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that he has been duly appointed and
THE
taken

JEREMIAH SWEETSER, late of Searsport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; In* therefore
requests all persons
who are indebted to said deceased’* estate to make
immediate payment, and those who have anyth*
mantis thereon, to exhibit tin* same for settlement
to him.
GKOROE B. FEROLISON.

eali

■

I_I

1M.

the estate of

\\

j

MRS

MARY

5

Only

MILLINERY!

Birds and \

So famous in l»ihlh*al lli-lor,
A World ot Lilliputian 1 qiiim <, (ip'D -pn Mardi
(iras I’aruival and more valuable and rare features
than any four show- t*n ilii- nie o| tin* Atlantic
combined.
i In* culminating trim: ph ot tin -tupen
■Ions xhibition i- tin*

MOTICES.

\ l.l I A

Cents Per Yard.

Only

nip

4 /etna Team in Bliirnemit. ti.lermalem
IBmdicv Teainx,

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS.

THE

<*««.

tin* amount paid by any other .-how for pretended
chariots, atui that no manager, no matter how ;
tn Irnild or exhibit their
wealth) or intluential,
equal in on** year.

French Kid Boots

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
concerned that In* has been duly appointed and
taken upon himself tin* trust of Administrator of

MAINE.

I noils delivered 111 all parts nf till*
oils j»r«nnptl\ and fr»*i* of cliurgv. ^

Stupendous Chariots Deftly Gilded. 6
$50,000 that these golden cars cost four time-

CHILDREN’S

ordered, That the said Administrator give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order
to be published three weeks successively in tin* Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that thev may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday
of July next, at ten of the clock before noon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the saint*
should not be allowed.
PHILO 11 ERSE Y, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Fiki.p, Register.

PHI N IS. lil'ST (.X

1AA !'l Kt'KS

pul

'<

6

'!

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesduv o!
June, A. !>., 1877.
PARTRI1K.E, Administrator of tin* Ks
-J* fate of C. S. Fletcher, late of Stockton, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented the
lirst and final account of administration for allow-

massive Laic e l>ms and
ulated by expert

Beasts,
Keptiles. 50.

Verv

l.oT ut'

no

50 Dens of Wild

repre-

1 AKUK

a

Selling at 12 1-2 Cents
WARRANTED ALL LiNEN.

City Block.

BELFAST,

I

duplicate

manager in Kurope or America
approach this great attraction.

con titled in

25 Cents.

CRASH, only 5c Per Yard

8 Full-Maned Ferocious Lions, 8.
All

I,-

rmm.K i.inf.n.

Only

The i-uiistant demand tor i'll! PKTS A IT KT A l N S
at the present LO II /*///<'A.’.s'.
eompels us to
keep nr assortment large. Do not fail to
7
><
(’
Kamine our < '■<

G Trained American Panthers,6
$50,000

,

75 Cents

Only

asm.

Hyenas.

exhibition in tin* l nit
this feature

II

ri'UKKKV i; i: i > r viti.i: dam am..
i VV arranted Fast Colors,

Shawls!

83 Main St.
$50,000 that

1 ’(11 ■!. 1 N> i:,

25 Cents Per Yard.

Only

?S!

KKMKMKKI, Tli !•' STUl.’K

<•<1 States

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, w it hill and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
June, A. I>. 1*77.
PA EYE IDLE, Administrator of the estate
J* ot C. S. Fletcher, lute of Stockton, in said
County of Waldo, deceased, having presented the
final account, of sa d Fletcher as Executor of the
estate of Jeremiah drawn, late of said Stockton, deceased.
Ordered, That, tae said Partridge give notice
to all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be publish* d three weeks successively in the
Republican .Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of July next, and shew’ cause if any they
have, why tin* same should not be allowed.
PHI l.o MERSEY, Judge.
Atruecopy. Attest—B. P. Fti:u>, Register.

37 1-2 Cents.

SPLKMHl) LINK 01'

by e\ery steamer, ai.d the many attraetiw
m\ >terv
I’aigam-' eann.it he quote i. It is

999 Horse Nay (wakes, fompkius County Sulky.
741 Hollingsworth Hakes, h* (or more) vd Hand
Hakes (taken in exchange.)
1000 Dozen Hand Hay Hakes.
100 Sulky Plows— hn! ha! Hide and Plow
917 Plows, from
upward, Cultivators, Horst
Hoes, «Xe., an\ thing from a HPVPI to D) car
loads ot‘ any kind of Farm Implements.
N. B. -These goods will he sold at FA1H PHKT.S

PROBATE

mtll.I.IAN liNli.

\reive

ex

VI. 1’ VtV V.

«►

FANCY GOODS t ||K\IVT
4

wanted.)

SPP

I'd. \i K

25 Cents Per Yard.

<•

•

41 -J Hand Mowers, of various styles, taken in

l’l. \1D Dittos

K M

10 and 12 1-2c Per Yard.

-.1

yard,

«(

Carpetings & Curtains! Huckabuck & Damask Towels

5.

$50,000

1 1 We Horst 1 arm Wagon, Western build, extension, finely ironed and painted.
J Concord Coach, four Passenger.
1 Cow, Six years old, good.
DO & -I MEADOW KING Flowers, .more if

as

full

VSlIMF.lii:,

r

KNHivKKI'.iH'KKK
|s,

«►

Patterns,

U.ITIKS

III

A Is.

Button

S

Wool,

50 Cents Per Yard.

yard

i*--

months

Performing Ben-

gal Tigers,

I.. BFAMAN.

Warranted

sell them.

we can

t’ASHMi:i:K, all

-O width.

a

foi

75c per

Attrarlivr

SALE!

and oil l.lBF.UAi. TKK.MS.
sented.

you will
the

Assortment

for whieh

*0 totality *0 it* uidr

Paisley

At Critcliott & Francis.

Dated
catarrh remedy, cures c«
lurrli or Cold in tile Head. 116 cents
per Box.
Agents wanted in all parts of the country. Address
for circular J. .1. l'EAVEY,
Me.
Washington,
:im61*
W. O. POOR & SON, Ats„ Belfast.

l*KK th
year.

to all

on

(Uuyford Block,)

01

a

ide

u

SI I’iiU 1«

&

many

ance.

FRENCH KID WALKING SHOES

yard.

S'

Original Five
Performing Elephants, 5

Street.

IM.

I-i A i) 1 KS'

$1 25 per

FRESH NOVELTIES IN

FOR

see

LowPrices

and Madri-Gras Carnival.

FARMERS !

ITewport

as

and tlm remarkable

Ladies Linen and Cambric

a

in the

yard

;

At

(iAUDMNINd,

yard.

shall also upon this day

A

4'Jtf

by

Fine

I We Open this Day
^Kl.INt.ToN

No trouble
jiurcha
lbrget the place.

Bakery, Cross

Aiv ready to welcome \oii
welcome them when you

Only

Bread !!

red store foot of Main street
JwJO

support

It is the

$1.00 per

bargains ami <'ll K A
in Belfast for many a

Hose !

FRED ATWOOD, Wintcrport, Mo,

Cracking,

at

-•

HPH 1. undersigned begs leave to inform the riti/.en.s
JL of Belfast that on and after Monday, June Ith,
1 sliall commence making white bread
every afternoon, >unda\s excepted. Team will run as usual.
T bankful for past favors, would still solicit
paA. F. HIGGS,
tronage.

!

till* I

are

KNOWN

.sidewalks and .Street Crossing*.

heavy teams
Without

yard.

87 l-2c and $1.00 per

til'K

New Horse Lakes of \ AHloi
LOW.
"
ALL COMP. AND

Improve! (oimnr.

.-n

s.

ollVriim

arr

15 coats.

perorations,

Bay

ran*

.•

|«ubli.*

KING MoWHK and Meadow King
repair pieces lor sale at a reduced price at the

For small exhibitions we offer boxes of 4»Nort«‘>«l
Horku from $1.00 to $100.00 in value.
Special terms to Commit?- es and Clubs. Solid for
catalogue and pricelist. Address 1*. Fr WELLN,
lb Huwle ,V. cor, of.Ylilh bt„ IIimIoii.
lw',1

.i

75c per

at

tonality

The Lashmeiv

M i s s i; s

Bread !

NEW GOODS

pie*,

at

at 50c per

& Littlefield.

FI R E
ATTENTION
Meadow
WORKS.
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
DISPLAYS.

Silk>

We

Sireet.

Belfast, June (>, 1S77.

liitnferiiN. Tor|M>«lo*»«,
Illiimiiiitiiny
is most extensive and complete for

ti

have b«eu

Cents.

22

•2:2 Hitrh

CRITCHETT & FRANCIS

Fire Work Laboratory, (,’. L.
Mastkn, Pyrotechnist, Itoston Highlands, announce
that their stock tor July 4th, In:?, in Fire Works,

ade

('

L

all

I'll*

lot ol

Balbriggan.

FineGoatSlippers
England

l'i:n*r

;!

St

line Blaek Silk

a

case.

«*r>

At Clilit'tll-'.TT il- J'lt A y t IS.

w

| in it

Ol'K

From 62c to $1.25 Per Yard.

MEN’S

the

most
Fly,”
Everywhere
perfect
arrangement known; easily to
and
Send
for

W

Trimmings.
in

AND

ill otter .he coming week, the nm.-t lvunuk
able bargains of the season.

w

We

Croquet Slippers

Something

WANTED AGENTS,

—

The\

I liblvnAKEIIb can obtain work
at good prices at my store.
<«EO. A. tjFIMHY.
51tf
lielfast, June JO, 1"??.

White, Singer and Domestic

Sewing

in

satisfaction

LOOK

II

CRITCHETT &

Also, Special Agent for the

All

receiving large quantities of VESTS,
I and quantities
ol large vests, which 1 wish to
have made as speedilv as possible.

I he N«

com

!

Right Along

WE EXPECT YOU!

Lyons Black Silks,

•

now

Do Not
Estoy & Co., Mason & Hamlin,
N ew England, Goo. Woods & Co.

CIRCUS

Millinery,

Styles

guarantee

e

Lome

Low and Medium Priced

Should attruet tin.*

to

Oluesip
J.

TIES

the public that, having just
e.t a heavy purchase of

to

mi'.mice

STORE.

Another

V E S T © !

At

OF BELFAST.

ARRIVED.
-lime 14th, schrs. Liberator, Collins, (iloucester,
Mass.; Janies Holmes, Ryder, Portland; Henry,
Elwell, Boston; sloop Actress, Wallace, Portland.
June 17th, schrs. <». B. Ferguson, Ferguson, Ellsworth for New York; Win. F. Washington, Towle,
Provincetown; Elizabeth, Perkins, Boston.
June loth, a British schooner, name unknown,
with plaster rock from Windsor, N. S.

W

particular.

W. Webb of

Rockland, June f»th, K. A. I.ynde and Sarah K.

in

Latest

your attention to the
are ottering you hat
gains which cannot lie obtained elsewhere. We can convince everybody that
we say what we mean, and mean what
we say.
But the best way to test our
assertion is to call and examine our Stock
and i’rices always remembering that
we
DK 1'Y (’(i.Ml’KTn'IO.N in every

At

A

We have .'ecured the services of Miss sTK\
K\S,
late from Tilton’s e,*l< brated IJoii<e, Winter St, I’.
ton,: who is ever ready to show our customers the

we

1*00

either Continent.

Bonnets and Round Hats,
Flowers, always
to be found at the

call
WKfactwould
that

am

on

wi-di to call tli attention of tin* Ladies of lielfast and vicinity to oar NEW and
elegant
stock ol

NEW

Lower Prices than Kver

6.W. Burkett (LCo

dust purchased ill lids ioN
hy Miss Littlefield, and
selected with great care.
The LATEST
styles of

Notice.

MARKET.

Monday, June Is.
ID l’TKit—We quote choice lots of New York ami
\ eriuont sit •J<*a,Jlc; good do at lsalUc; and fair and
medium at Haloc; invoices of choice Western dairv
packed sells at 10c, and lower grades, including mill
butter, at Hahic per lb.
('m;i:sK—We quote the best factory lots at lie;
good do at lbalu l-i>c, and common and medium lots
at 7a0c i'ier lb.
The market is linn, with sales of Pastern
at hialTc; Northern and P P. 1 at 10a hi
l.-jc, and
Western at Ital ic per dozen.
ID;an>
Tlie market is dull sit $•_’ loa\! so per bush
for common to choice mediums,
r.Oad no for pea
bean-, and $ J 4.r»a>' .'»(* per bush for yellow eyes.
P«n atoms—Old Potatoes are quoted :it $1 luul i_*o
per bush for good lots of Jackson Whites.
II 'v \nd Stkanv—We <|Uote prime coarse hay at
$‘-'o oua.il ou per ton; medium do at $10 00; line at
$ Is no, and Straw at $‘J1 OOaltf 00 per ton.

e

Summer

H. H. Johnson & Co.
Special

Trains!

MILLINERY.
\\

<

/overnuient.

Special

I&es|»ec-tahility «8f Character

SUMMER"

FRED. W.POTE.

H.HJohnson&Co

CASHMERES!

At Critchett & Francis.

1

■

29.

The Great London

BOY’ S

SCOTCH

more

than any Allow

~

1

—0 K—

A. 1ST D

Overwhelming Magni-

in Three

Coming

At Short Notice and Reasonable Rates.

Foundry
.'iw51

th.e Old Stand

tude to Overshadow and Swallow up
any Six Shows on the road.

REPAIRED
Belfast

in its

SLACK SILKS

Friday,

IIIWISB HitHIE! JUNE

Nuts, Raisins and Figs.

Inducements

YET MADE ON
Best Show in New England for
a Dozen Years!

FARMERS ATTENTION!

Fruits, Foreign & Domestic,

SPECIAL

Lowest Prices

a

line ami elegant line of choice
well-nnown makes of

patterns, and

MRS. R

CARPETINGS !
Consisting

of

OIL CLOTHS & STRAW MATTINGS.
1 have bought my goods for CASH at a very LOW
figure, and will be enabled to give my customers
better bargains than heretofore.
A saving of from TEN to FI FT KEN per cent can
be made by buying your good at the NEW STOKE.
I promise nothing in this paper, but what I can
fulfill at my store at

47tf

Belfast,

0

:C-

SHELDON

just returned from BOS TON where sin- has
selected a NEW and FASHIONABLE lot of

Brussells and Tapestries, Extra
Super and Super. Also

No. 78 Main St..

-C:

Me.

HAS
Summer

Millinery,

Including everything

in the

business.

invited to call and examine our Stock
w Irish cannot fail to give satisfaction.
We sell as CIIKAI*. if not CHFAl'KR, than am
Milliner in the city.
Ladies

are

**-Remeinber and Give Us

a

Call.-*'*

Mrs. R. Sheldon & Co.
Belfast, June 14, 1877.

Meadow

60tf

King; Mower!

Society Upon the Stanislaus.
I

If

re

TaMf Mountain, and

at

ful James;
not up to small
deceits,

! am
A 1 I'll

tell

in

the row
That broke up
But first

I

mv name

A widow iu Baltimore put crape on her
door. The crape remained there about
a week before the landlord made hold
to interrupt her grief, and when he entered he found nothing there hut the house.
Her grief was so intense that she had inadvertently removed all the furniture.
The debt of nature which laid been paid
was supposititious.
The debt for rent
remains utu uncoiled. And yet they say
women are not calculated for business.
[Rochester Democrat.

is Truth-

any sinful games :
I know about

or

simple language what
our

society upon the Stainslow.

would remark, that it is not

a

plan

proper

any scientific gent to whale a fellow-man,
\ndii a man don't agree with his peculiar whim.
To lay tor that same member for to
put a head"
on him.
For

\ \\
1 ban

nothing could he finer or more beautiful
the

six

t; :>!

society.

to

see

of Jones.

i&toertismnils.
►oil

i .Brown he read a
paper, and he reconstructed
there.
from those same bones, an animal that was ex
tremelv rare:
\ ..l Jones then asked the (’hair for a
suspension
of the rules,
1he could prove that those same bones was one
of his lost mules.

(not

used

.30; cost $050.
i*.
Great bar■l stops, $15, 5

r stops, $00; o
to $75. Rare
opportunities. Kew organs at wholesale. Beware ol
imitations. Best otter ever made, r****!. Sent on 5
to 15 days’ test trial.
Money refunded and freight
paid both wavs if unsatisfactory. Kst. 1*50. Agent*
H antetl. Discounts to Teachers, Ministers, &e.
Address l»A STIEL F. BKATT1. Wanhing
ton. A>w Jersey,

1 hen

Brown he smiled a bitter smile, and said he
was at fault.
It seemed he had been
trespassing on Jones’family
vault:
H
" i> a must sarcastic
man. this quiet Mr. Brown.
\;.do;: several occasions he had cleaned out the
town.
\uu

hold it

I

not decent fora scientific gent
say another is an ass—at least to all intent;
Not -himid the individual who
to be meant
!:«•. .y by heaving rocks ut him to
any great extent.
1

JAMAICA GINGER

is

••

happens

FRENCH BRANDY.
preparation

Instantly Relieves

It

CHOLERA MORBUS,

DIARRHCEA,
DYSENTERY,
CRAMPS & PAINS,
SEA SICKNESS,
COLDS & CHILLS,
CHILLS & FEVER,

smiled a kind of sickly smile, and curled
up oil the lloor,
A:; i the subsequent
proceedings interested him no

CATARRHAL
To national Invalid*.—In sickness every
portion of the body sympathizes with tile sent of the
disorder. When tin* stomach fails to perform its
functions, the liver, bowels, nerves, muscles, veins,
arteries, &c., are all more or less all* cted. These
delinquents require a medicine, combining the properties of a stomachic, ar. alterative, a purgativ* a
tonic, and sedative to bring them back to their duty;
and all these elements, in their purest and most effective forms, are united in

more.

1

less

time than I write it.

cverv

member did

.•ngage
warfare

with the remnant of a pabezoie age :
A el tlie wav they heaved those fossiifc iu tlieir
was
a sin.
anger
’m- skull ot an old mammoth
i.
caved the head
of Thompson in.
;■

T

this

1

all 1 have Jo

;>

sav

these

of

games.
*

1
1

Table Mountain, and my

at

1'

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,
the great Saline Remedy for Indigestion, and its
concomitant consequences. Sold by all druggists.

improper
name

Drunkard

is

Truthful James ;
1
'y told in simple

language what 1 know
about the row
up our society upon tlie Stainslow.
Bret II arte.

C. C. BEERS- M- D. t(formerly of Boston
has a harmless cure for INTEM PER A
NCE,
which can he given without the knowledge of the
patient. Also one for the

bruke

|F

That

OPIUM

Waltz.

Permanent
tor evidence.

H"'' dn-ary existence is
getting;
W li.ii
desert
bachelor room!

my
when 1 dream of that evening.
seems a fragrance and bloom
i le-ii Jaiiey detects the sweet rustle
fid tremor of silk and of lace;
\:y >o strongly the feeling comes on me.
That 1 even imagine her lace.

Mieii a :’onn! Ob' the sweet satisfaction
<M
lasping ii once : to adore
If airy and soft undulations
A- we glided and swept o’er the lloor.
Hut. better than all, to be certain
Her heart was as good as her face,
I 11;tt her mind. I could set*, fullv
equalled
Her form in its every grace

guaranteed in both. Send
Ask druggists for it. Address

F\lra
jmd* J lO cts.,
New York.

stamp

PXJT) AATTP

Ilinea-beN cured. New
f
1 \ j paths marked out by that
plainest ol all ,books
Plain Home talk and Medical Common Sense,"
20<t
nearly l,00u pages,
illustrations, by Dr. F. B.
of 120 Lexington Ave., N. Y. Purchasers of
this book are at liberty to consult its author in
person or mail free. Price by mail, post age prepaid, $.‘{.2.j for the Standard edition, or $1.50 for
the K*o]»ular edition, waich contains all the same
matter and illustrations.
( outents tables free.
nanteil. MURRAY HI 1,1. PI B FIS 11
I NO CO., 120 Fast SMth Street, N. Y.

*111 flit

I ij

>

voice! ah. there's the distraction'
>■* tender, so mellow and
clear;
Sine.- 1 heard it the sweetest of music
Jars the liieinorv it left in
my car
\nd her

liallucination.

1

hey tel 1 me't is
H"ru of llow ers. and music, and light.
And the madness and intoxication
That lie in the waltz and the night.
1 he madness is. not to behold her
To live in this pleasure and
pain ;
I
watch for and wonder if ever
I shall meet mv fair waitzor again

lady, do you also cherish
A hope your old
partner to see !
had almost called you my darling:
W ell
so
are
grow iiig. to llle.
you

and

ROOFING SLATE!

A. WILUI It tV CO., Mlafe Wliarveb.
520 Commercial »t,, Itowion. Sole Agent
for Merrill’s Celebrated Brownville Unfading Slate.
Strongest and best made; less repairs than others;
received the highest Centennial award, a medal and
diploma. Sold by the square <»r cargo a.l Bangor or
Boston. Also all other kinds of slate and rooting
materials. Address A. \V. &. Co
Poston, or II. A
Mkukipi., Bangor, Me.

Look! Look!! Look!!!

SYMPTOMS,
DYSPEPSIA,
INDIGESTION,
FLATULENCY,

Jewels of

Thought

GINGER

HATS,

WATER

ICE

Thy

}

••

N

ice

lul

but

i>

nurse

of

conscience is

ltra modesty is

a

verv

nearly allied to extreme

height.

1 be line of
and desire

a

path tothelofti

life is ragged diagonal between dill v

M i'1, men are afraid
t!Ieir i»1lsciences.

of a bad

name,

hut few tear

^ .line tic-

in

■

friendship of him who stands bv you
"t«n iii
> warms of insects will
surround von
tie- sunshine.
l*":ttii opens the gate of tame, ami shuts the gate
*itt«-r it : it unlooses the chain of the
cap
and puts tin* bondsman's task into another
au's hands.
| Sterne.
1

things

agreeable to self love than
elfeetuallv restrains
•u revenge as self love.
And this paradox
suggcNis
another;
that
tin* strength of
itur.illy
•■••muiuniiy is not unfremiently built upon the
w* aktiesses of those
individuals who compose it.
|< idtou.
«

ami

V"ug".

are more

yet

no cause so

••

" b"ii

to rail and examine hi

Stoek helore liny-

IS GOOD

FOR ALL AGES.

I

am

believe in truth as I believe in nature,
be anxious uboiit heresies and heretics.
la
'• '-"t
at rail] t! it sceptics or deists shall over
"W1
I if-i not run to the window in tin*
.ge'u
»r: ifig
see whether
anybody has carried oil'
un’ain
opposite. or run awav with the river
K.
ci.irke.
j.l
1

Fleetro Hnlvanic Battery, combined with the
celebrated Medicated Porous Plaster,
forming
the grandest curative agent in the world of
and utterly surpassing all other Plasters heretofore
ill use.
| hey accomplish more in one week than the
old Plasters in a w hole
I hey do not palliate,
year.
tilev
Hi;.

AN

medicine]

COLLINS’

heart that needs to he wanned.
much love of self there, too little
•-bit: iuess and love for others.
It is just
that we need to warm and heat ourselves
thinking oi tin* life of Christ, to remember
'*••:' b:
first an 1 greatest law was "to love one's
'•igblcr a> one's sell.' ( L. 1*. Hale.
ls

,,|*r

O F

Goods!

Millinery

Comprising everythin”- adapted to tintrade, and amou.Lt wliicli may he
found

some

Choice

very

Novelties !

M.n-P.maM lias well said that to "endow
human being who works as Hod works, is bet
H'.'iu to endow a hundred
with their
•rirc

Price‘Jo cents. Sold by all Druggists. Mailed on
cents for one, $1.‘*5 for six, or
receipt of price,
tor twelve, carefully
wrapped and warranted, !
by WLLkS & PO ITLIi, Proprietors, Boston, Mass,

Special Bargains

Ladies please call and examine

25

this

At

4

il was not far wrong when he said
that -the most common of all human
complaints
***
parents groaning under the vices of their ohil
dreu
ices. too. which have grown
up under the
vcr\ eyes of these parents, hut which
they lacked
limitless to repress in time!
"(iood laws." said
Baxter, "will not reform us, it- reformation begin
mu at home
'Phis is the cause of all our misdeeds
.11 <'hurch and State, even the want of s.
cdu
.item "t children."
"No greater harm is done to
* hiiStcndom." writes
"than
lo
the
Luther,
neglect
«

*t

heaven,
upon
bird whom perfumes have intoxicated,
dowers:
a
in
blossomed
so
that
it
tree,
sleeping
speaks in
ns sleep with a note so soft that sound and
sleep
strive together, and neither conquer, but the sound
rock* itself upon the bosom of sleep, each charming the other: a brook that brings down the greet
..I tin* mountains to the meadows, and sings a
serenade all tin* way
the faces that watch them
•*'«dves in its brightness, these, ami a hundred like
figures, the imagination brings to liken thereunto
ibe charms ol a tongue which love
plays upon.
veil its silence is beautiful.
Under a green tree
u‘‘
the stream so clear that nothing is hidden
to its bottom.
We cast in round, white
pebbles
t<» hear them
splash, and to see the crystal eyed
t.sb run in. and sail out again.
So there are some
whose speakuig is like the full of
jasper stones
upon the silent river, and whose stillness follows
a*
silent
tisb
that
move
like
dreams be
speech,
Jicath tin* untroubled water! [Beecher.
Probably there are not half a dozen
hired girls in the 1 nited States who don’t
know which are their nights “out;” the
man isn’t horn yet who can point to one
who can explain how the nose of the water
pitcher got cracked. [Fulton Times.
There is no disguising the fact that people like fast boats. Old Thomas Powell
of Newburgh once said that if two boats
were lying at the same
pier, one bound to
heaven and the other to hell, the faster
boat would get the most passengers.
A naturalist claims to have discovered
that crows, when in Hocks, have regularly
organized courts, in which they sit around
and try offenders—a sort of a crow bar,
so to speak.
[X. V. Com. Adv.

Per Suit.

Suit.

Tiii* Suit sold splendidly at $11.00 all the
season,
and in consequence we find tin* sizes somewhat
broken thus early. We have therefore concluded to
clos.- them at the above LOW PRICK to make room
lor N E\\ <i< >ODS daily arriving.

Another

Bargain

We d* sire to call Special attention to, which consists
50 Suit s of New and Elegant designs made hy t lie
Warren Woolen Co., Warren, Me., and said to be
tin best Style produced this season, at onlv $l.‘*.0i)
!"*»* Sll‘t. These suits are very low at $li>.on prr suit.
We also invite inspection of 20 New
Styles of

TROUSERS!
Just

]>laced

on our

counters at

prices varying from
£2.00 to $5.00 Per Pair.

White Vest

Our

Department

Is now complete, and the
beauty of style, elegance
of finish, and the popular low prices which we mean
shall distinguish these goods, will make Andrews
Bros, preemiently the headquarters for White Vests
during the ensuing season. We also invite vour at
lentiou to our Stock of Woolens for men’s aiid
boys’
wear at Very Low prices.
Please call and examine
Goods and Prices.
ANDREWS BROS.,
bw-hi
20 High Street. Belfast, Me.

Has removed his Stock of

Boots
NEW

Shoes

&

RECEIVING

GOODS

The (i<mmIs will lu* sold at

Our Prices Can't be Beat !
-o-

Liul'ics' French Kid Boots, nil Unities.
I,tidies' Anterieun Kid Bools, foil Line,
l.utlies' Serge Billion ttnd Congress.
Uooil Line in Aten's Line Cut Shoes.

T O

SUIT'J

5 TIMES

W BE O LESALE !
O R

RETAIL.

II. JOHNSON (t CO.,

High Street,

BELFAST.

REMOVAL!
1

HAVE REMOVED MV STOCK OK

Stoves and Tin

Shop

To No. 9 High Streot,
The Store lately occupied by < forge F. White, where
1 will he pleased to welcome my old customers.

STOVES & TIN
Constantly

JOB
Promptly
1

on

WARE

hand.

WORE
faithfully

and
am

sob*

I

h tld nils' Shoes of all finds.

JAS. W. CLARK.

EITHER AT

H.

Jloi/s mill

attended

Prices Reduced for 1877.

Farmers, and every one says ’tis without a fault.”
Whitt more ean be said in
its favor.
Agents wanted (responsible Farmers,)
in every town not previously engaged.
No matter if you can’t sell more than one
Uake or Mower. Try it.

A. L.

DENNISON, Genl Agent,

27 Preble Street, Portland, Mo.

MAT 16th, 1877.

That

MILLINERY!

gives such universal satisfaction.

Bel last,

new

location, and examine

R. FRANK CLARK.
421 f

April 16, 1877.

Mrs. B. F. WELLS.
Just received the

Latest Styles!
and

Meadow

King

SUMMER

and

Perfumery

PLEASANT

for
Streets.

BOARD.
obtained
and Park

MRS. CAROLINE FREDERICK.
4Stf

Belfast, May do, 1877.

STOCK

the State.

Everything FRESH

and NEW.

ZMZrs. ZB. ZF\ "Wells.

•>

<

m.
L\ami:;o i*. ,u.

HOMER, M, 1).

Main Si.

Ili'siiiniee, Clmrcli Si,

MAINE-

BOARDMAN,

COUNSELLOR at LAW
AND

Notary Public,

No. 23 Main Street,
April 4, Is??.

e

FOR MT.

Fare pxii'dt r,

Combs,
tlr.

Kverjthing in fact kept in a lirst-class Drug Store
can be found at

R. H. MOODY’S.

A FLU, LINK OF

PURE SPICES!
Warranted Strictly Pure and to give entire satis-

4Ctl*

Main

Maine Central Railroad.

St., Belfast, Me.

All business intrusted to
prompt attention.

him will receive
iinHf»*

American

Hofei.

O

i■

Ayer’s Ciierry lVrtonil,

Coaches to convey passengers to and from 1 lie cars
and boats.
Sample Booms free to guests.
Livery and Boarding Stable connected with the
House.
Belfast, Sept. u:>», Is75.~tfl3

•.

>

Reader's German Catarrh Snuff,
Remedy.
A lull Stock of Wax Flower Material. Physician’s
Prescription and Family Receipts carefully compounded.
Catarrh

PR. PP. MOODY,
High Sts.

Plows

agents for the HUSSEY PLOW of l aity,
and the HUSSEY and DOF PLOWS made at
Liberty.
Every Plow fully warranted, and satisfaction guarranteed.

the above

hand.

makes, constantly

on

large assortment of

Shovels, Hoes & Manure Forks,
Just

received,

to be sold at lowest

CASH
Call and

4m39

PRICES.

see us

of

before purchasing.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
f»Main Street, Belfast.

NEW FIRM!
rXDKUSH.XKD having formed a eo-partnership in business under the name and style

rpilK

Hazeltine & Co..
And leased the store on Main street, formerly occupied by .1. It. Wadlin, are now prepared to oiler
a well selected stock of

FAMILY

be had at any store in tin- city.
Our Stock is purchased for Cash, and by strict integrity and fair dealing we hope to merit a fair share
of patronage.
4fc:*ruive us a call.
as can

Notice of Foreclosure.
VITH KRKAS, Kzru I.. Blanchard, of Stockton, in
▼ V the County ot
Waldo, by his mortgage deed
dated May 11th, A. 1). l*7n, and recorded iu Waldo
Registry of Deeds, Book 1 •’» 1, l'age 334, conveyed to
me in inortgage a certain parcel of land situate in
said Stockton and bounded as follows, to wit
Beginning at the northeast corner of land belonging to
James L. (jritlin, on the southeast side of county
road, and running thence by land of said (■ riflin,

southeasterly to

the shore on the north side of Fort
Point Cove; thence northeasterly by said shore to
hind belonging to heirs of Rufus ilurrimun; thence
northwesterly by land of said llarriman’s heirs to
the said county road; thence southwesterly by said
county rord to lirst named bound, containing eight
acres more or less.
And whereas the condition ot
said mortgage deed has been broken, now therefore
b\ reason thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortFXRA Ii. CRII FIX.
gage.
By L. M. P.\ktiuih;k, his Attorney.
June
1*77.
3w3'.t
Stockton,
7,

District Court of the United States.
District of Maine.

TIN 11 IS is

O.

)

,n

liankrupt. i
to

«a"kru|.lc).

petition has been
this 1th day ot June,

give Notice that

a

1 presented to the Court,
1*77, bv lliram O. Aldeii of Belfast, ;i Bankrupt,
praying that tie may be decreed to have a full discharge from all his debts, provable under the Bankrupt Act, amt upon reading said Petition,
11 i" Ordered by the Court that a bearing be had
upon the same, on ttie first -Monday of September,
A. D. 1*77, before the Court in Portland, in said
District, at lo o’clock, A. M., and that notice thereof
be published in the Bangor Daily Whig & Courier
and the Republican Journal, newspapers printed in
said I Mstriet, once a week for t lin e successive weeks,
and once iu the weekly Bangor Courier, the last
publication to be thirty days at least before the da\
of hearing, and that all creditors who have proved
their debts and other persons in interest, may up
pear at said time and place, and "bow cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said Petition should
not be granted.
WM. P. PRKBLF,
3w4'.i
Clerk of District Court, lor said District

City

N. K. KF.RN.

Belfast, Dec. IE*, 1870.-1*811'

An

of

Belfast.

additional to an (»rdimince passed in
relating to the office ol Superintendent of

irdinanee
■m.o,

( eiuetery.
lie it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council of the City of Belfast, in Pity Council
assembled, as follows
Section 1. Kvery certificate of lots sold under the
provisions of section third ot the ordinance to which
this is additional, shall be countersigned by tin* City
Treasurer, and the price received for the same shaft
be paid directly into the city treasury.
Section J.
It shall be the duty of t he .Superintend
•‘lit of said Cemetery to cause an accurate plan of
said Cemetery to be forthwith made, which shall
designate the lines and bounds of all lots heretofore
sold, and also now remaining unsold, with the names
of the owners or proprietors, for which service he
shall receive a suitable compensation f rom the Cemetery fund; and he shall, annually, outlie lirst. Monday ill March, report to the City Council, a .dement of all lots sold, with tln ir number, aud the
name of the purchasers, and the amount received
for each.
Section 3.
For the purpose of securing a more
perfect list of deaths which may occur iu this city,
every sexton or person acting as sexton at the interment of any deceased person shall, on the first
Monday of March, annually, report in writing to the
City Council the name, age and sex of the deceased,
the cause and place of death, the date of death,
whether resident or stranger, and the date and
place of interment.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take effect and
he in force immediately after its final passage, and
all ordinances or parts of ordinances inconsistent
therewith are hereby repealed.
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true copy
of the ordinance as passed by the concurrent vote
ot the Pity Council, June 4, 1*77.
Attest:
L. H. MLTRC1I, City Clerk.
• irove

Meadow King Mower-

Bonnet Bleaching.
ODD morning Mrs. (Irundy.
my! where
IT did you get such lovely hat?” (loud gracious
(1
Mrs. (lay! “haven’t
heard the news?
“O

a

you
Why,
Black has a nice lot of NKW STYLUS, and tinladies are almost crazy to have their old hats made
over, he makes them over so nice and cheap, at
the sign of the Straw Works, Fast side of the river.”
S. A. BLACK.
Belfast, April ;, 1877. limit)

for Sale.

subscriber oilers
lor sale 11\K NKW
double seated (irocery

T1IK
wagons; also 11 numuir
gons. Call at my shop
posite the (las Works.
Belfast, April 19, 1S77.

Salt

01 second mind
on Washington

for

riding wastreet, opTHUS. (JANNON.
Sin-fcJ

Sale.

The undersigned oiler for sale a cargo of white
Liverpool Salt, together with Fishing Outfits, Fish

Also all kinds of Fish bought and sold
at their place at Camden Harbor, Maine.
JAMES Fit YE & SONS.
(Jw40*
Camhkn, June <», 1877.

Meadow

Eye-Sii*lit, Ere,servo it!
Dr. C. B.

.:•

iVrhajis

Oculist and Aurist,
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un

ha\

mu

I III v
,,,///•
/
/:,.///,
fhi ,,,
,,
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/ / runs )
>( ;r>n ;
;
um / r.
mill
A t / > .\ J. ) < />) '*/•/./•>/.I,
/' / nun, nnth
'hr s’A / \
Internal ami iwteiira: u-e.
I.ntna l-, Veget uhl.
Won.
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ol l.o air*■
m
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vi-ai
I’.ottl*
.*—«»I• l n. ryvdn if.
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-;i
p
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it

tiuli,

nr

n-jiu;a
mailltailinl it so

HUiy

a-

A

V l.l.

a

s

1 11

-i

i:\:\

l’i;<"r<>i:.\i.. It has been known t" tin j*nt*1 i•* ulnnn
I or tv years, h\ a lung coni i tin i ei ie< .1' mar\« 11 »u
enre-, that have won for it a • •oulidenee in if- vir-

H. i). FOWLE & CO., Montreal and Boston.

tues,

tiood New s lor the Sick.

.in.

Mansion House, Augusta,

never

equalled by any other ueiliei in-.

makes the

eil'ret it.al

mo-t

!:

till

of r,,
mad< !.. nieoi ad -kill.

cure-

('or/Kunt/ilion, that can lie
| Indeed, the t'lina; v l*i n»i:M iia really ml.In l
I those dangerous diseases of their terror-, to a great
extent, and given a feeling of immunity liom tlu ir
j fatal effects, that i- well founded it' the remedy h«
tliken in season,
l-.very family should have it in
their closet for the ready and prompt relief ef itmembers. Sickness, suffering, and e\en lile ied
by this timely protection. The prudent hi »u 1«] not
neglect, it, and the wi-r will not. Keep it lw y...;
for tin protection it affords i»y its timed n-e in -ud

used before, and if so, send one of your old lenses if
possible. Address hr. C. 15. l.hillTlIll.L, Mansion
House, Augusta, Me.
I>r. Lighthili, who is well and favorably known in
this State, for over Is years as a successful Phvsician
for the cure of 1 icafness, Blindness and ('atari'll, < :in
he consulted Oil all diseases of the L\c. Lar, Throat
and Lungs, personally, at the Man-ion House, An
-Hir
gust a, Me.

e

>

|.
\egetuhh llledicines II
-iek tor yeat s, pleax- w rite
dump lor inforinat ion to

Belfast

it..; Sold bv all 1

('l

emi-t

>ruggi-ts and l><\ Tr- in A!. In in.a |
!>:<*•

King- Mower.

3w4‘J

M

§?**URES$

HUMPHREYS'
HOMEOPATHIC SPECIFICS
Milpi

jie<t wim?
ime, iniunw
sickness ami suncrinar." SAery sm?h'
specific the well fried j:.v.-.cr«pf ion of
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STEAMER MASSACHUSETTS.
papular

and t lie well-known and
is iikkkiiv <,i\i \ i.- n>.- sin.-k
* M<.. '"I I »k. II lil
Imlilirs in I InBoad < '(»inpaiiv, tint tlic.iMiiii.il meeting «\ ill I• held
on \\
at t In* Court House in I»i 11:i
dne-dav, .I ul\
■till. Is;7, :if lo o’clock in tin* forenoon, to act upon
tin- following matter^, iz
Kik-t.
I'o hear tin- IBporf of'the Idea surer ami
I lirecti r- ol -aid corporation.
Si-.i ii.M> t o elect nitu
l>iiectoi
for the hmi
mg ear.
lo transact anv other Business t hat mav
'Ill 11:11.
properly conn* Before -aid meeting.
I Vr order of |Mrectors,
d« ‘N N H. ol
IMBY, Clerk.
Ballast, .time 11, is;;.
Iw.du

N’nrirr,

■

Patent Vulcanized

»

to redeem tin* same when the same was attached on
the original writ to redeem the following described
real estate, to wit: A certain parcel of real estate
situated in said Belfast, and the same that said Furbush mortgaged to F. VV. Berry, by his mortgage deed
dated Dec. 17, 1874, the sum of live hundred and lift v
dollars, and the same land conveyed by the said F.
\V. Berry to said Furhush by his deed of the same
date iof the above mentioned mortgage. Reference
to sa d deed recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds
for a particular description of said premises.
F. S. WALLS, Sheriff.
Belfast, June 1, !877.-3w4i>

i.:

j

TK.Vn.MOMAl.S.

execution in favor ol

fwr Car.-ui.tr

vt

......

“I regard Mr. F.ddy as one of the most cn/>ahii amt
snrce.ssi'nl practitioners with whom 1 have had otli
cial intercourse.
(’HAS. MASON,
Commissioner of Patents.”
“Imentors cannot employ a person more trustworthy or more capable of securing for them an « arly
and favorable consideration at the Patent office.
FILMU N 1 > Bl Iv’k K, late ( om. of Patent s.”
Boston, October lb, 1S7<*.
B. II. LI>1>Y, Ls<>.- Hear sir: you procured for
Since then you have
me, in 1M0, my first patent.
acted for and udvised me in hundreds of cases, :md
procured many patents, reissues and extensions. I
have occasionally employed the best agencies in New
York, Philadelphia ami Washington, but I bill give
in your line,
you almost the whole of my husineand advise others to employ you.
Yours truly,
(; F,oB(. F. 1>BA PF.B.
Boston, .Jan’y !, 1^77 lvr”7.

Milton F. Carter, and against Charles Fur
bush, and will be sold at public auction to the highest bidder oil tile seventh day of July next, at
two of the clock in the afternoon, at the office of
.1. B. Murch, in the city of Belfast, all the ight in
equity which Charles Furhush, of said Belfast, had

W-*
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MEADOW KING MOWER Meadow
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Secures Patents in the United States; also in (Heat
Britain, France and other foreign countries. (\>pie>
of the claims ot any Patent furnished by remitting
one dollar.
Assignments recorded at Washington.
A
.li/i’ni'i/ in tin l ’nitv'il Sfairs jiitssissrs sn/nrior
j'uri/ilirs for ohtiiinini/ /‘aft nts or nsi-i rtn i ni iii/ th,
]niti nt ahil it // of i limit ions.
IL II. KhhY, Solicitor of Patents.

on

yy

CentNog.
Cures.
J1. Fevers, Congestion. Iiiilnnim.irions,
2. Worms, We nil f'< ur, Worm C«
3. € 's*y iiis^—Foiit, or Ti«
4. Diarrhoea, of Children oi A nits,
f>. Dysentery, Uripim. I'.ili
die,
ti. Cholera-ilorlms Vomith;
7. Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis.;
5. Xflll'aiU'iU, Toolbar! e. f :. u< If,
\
Headaches, su k II ad
10. Dyspepsia, Biiioi.- st.•
11. Suppressed. or Painful Periods
12. Al idles. ♦•»*» 1
13. Croup. Cough, Difficult Bivathii
I niptions.
25
11. salt (Bietuti, Fry-,-•
15. Rheumatism, Kheumatii Bains.
it;. Fever and Amir. < hi 1 i
.Agues,
17. Piles, h Iiud or bleeding.
IS. Oplitiialniy, and Son or W<
5u
l!i. I'iltarrSi. anite or clironn-. liilhn ii/.i,
:>e
go. AYlioopinui-roiigli, violent roughs,
D
21. As!lima, oppressed Breathing,
d
i
22. line Ill-charges, impaired tn arin r,
!•>
23. Scrofula, enlarged glands. Swelling-.
i
f>0
21. kenrral Debility, Physical Wrakne.-s,
25. Dropsy ami scanty Secretion-.'■>
.v
20. Sra-Siekness, sickne-- from ri■:.r..
27. Iiidney-Hiseas;*. tiuivd,.\
‘js. Am ous llehilif > \ i:al W« uk nr--, 1 h.
20. Son* .lionI h, Cank- r.5ii
30. | riuary Weakness, wetting tin* bed. r.o
:,o
31. Painf ul Periods, on\ ii h spa-ms,
oo
32 Uiseasr of lleari, pal|-itati.'i,-, eo
1 no
3.3. Fpilepscy, Spa-nw. S' Vit i-' Dance,
.'■ •
34. Iliphfheria, ulcerated sore throat,
35. Chronic Cultures! ions and Jo upl ions, 5n
FAMILY ( ASKS.
1 a rgr \. a Is and
Case, Morocco, w it h abo\
Manual of directions,.£10.00
ials and Book,
(LOO
i
I’aseM orocco. of 2o lar
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medicine- Known.

ly-'S
ST, NK\V YI.IKK,
For Saloin Belfast by W. O. Poor & Sou
and R, H. Moody.

THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL CO.,
II Ann St., New York; Post Otlice Box, I.Ysti.

kanow i:h

n«.u>ow

yycnerai its* for { u ent y years.
Fvery where proves! the insist s.U'K,

UK* H1.T1I.N

dust puhlisht-il, a n«\\ edition id Or.
ruli«trai«*ir<t OlclM-ali'il §■:%nay <>n llie rait'nutlcun wit houl m«*«li
ei»«j) ofSi’Kii.M ATouitiiH a «uS«minal
Weakness, involuntary .seminal Losses, ! mron \
< y. Mental ami
Physical Incapacity, Impediments
to Marriage, etc.; also. Con.si motion, Kru
im
ami Ft rs, induced by self-indulgence or sexual ex
travaganee, &e.
#/) Pri<v, in a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Fssav,
ideally demonstrates, from a tliirty years' successful
practice, that the alarming consequences of self,
abuse may be radically cured without the dangerous
use of internal inedicdne or the application ol the
knife; pointing out a mode of cure at once simple,
certain, and etlectual, by means of which every suf
ferer, no matter what liis condition may be, may
cure himself cheaply, privately, and rath'i'til/if.
«*-This Lecture sliould be in t lie hands olevery
youth and every mail in th«‘ land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any ad
dross, pout-paiit, on receipt of six cents or two pot
age stamps.
Address the Publishers,

v

Keen in

lt-coipt of price. Address HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY,

WALDO

THE MILD POWER
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being eon united on .me, tin- hr t .Wo in lav
and I >e,-e:ul•>•).
!>*-.-*. |-- received ,laiIv,
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to 1 |*. M
Sat nrd.-t- Hank olo->
at Id, noon.
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to make the fa, t known.
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ing t tidied ami praet ie« d with : In- origuator of t In
remedy. In- known tlie-.• are facts. Nothing hut
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Price of Fine Spectacle or Eye-glass $2.50
Will bo sent on receipt of price to am address by
mail, and a perfect lit guaranteed for tiv’t* years. Iii
ordering state age, and whether glasses'had been

Manhood: How Lost, How Restored!

,w

>

lim taken tin* Agency for Maine of the celebrated
I. PLUS 1' I. f BA” (Hasses, the best artificial ;ii.l
for failing, weak, or otherwise defective Lye-Sight.

No. 76 State St., opposite
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undersigned, who has been duly appointed
a. Receiver of the Hucksport Savings Hank of
Hucksport, Maine, hereby gives public notice that
John Criflin, late of Stockton, in the county of Waldo, on the 1 Ith day ol October, A. 1). 1871, by his
deed ol that date, duly recorded, mortgaged to said
Hank (the mortgage deed rum ing to C. W. Her
belt, 'freasurer. his homestead farm, situate in said
Stockton; bounded—beginning on the north line ol
tin* county road leading from Searsport towards
Hucksport Ferry and at the south-west corner of
Oliver Treat’s home lot; thence northerly, by laud
ol said 1 real and C’apt. li. ilichborn, about *.'00 rods,
weak e\
Vital weakness or depression :
to land of I). N. Berry; thence
westerly, by said
Berry’s land, lo rods to south-west corner of said hausted feeling, no energy or courage ; the result ot
Berry’s land; thence northerly .by -aid Berry’s land, mental over-work, Indescrelions or exces::s rods; thence
westerly is rodsj to land of W. W.
some drain upon the system, i- always cur
Clilford; thence southerly, by Clitford’s land, to the ses,
ed by HUMPHREYS’ HOMEOPA i HIO SPECroad
before
county
named, thence easterly, by said
road, about Jo rods, to liv-t bounds', containing all IFIC No. 28. It tones up and invigorates the systhe land within said bounds, and being 00acres, with
tem, dispels the gloom and drspondeuev, imparts
the buildings thereon. The condition of said mortstrength and energy,—stops Hie drain and rejuve
gage having been and -till being broken, the undersigned, in be‘halt ol said Bank and in his said capac- nates the entire man. Been used twenty years with
claims
to
foreclose
tin*
ity,
same, anil gives this noperfect success by thousands. Sold by dealers.
tice for that purpose.
TlIKo. (’. WOODMAN,
Price, $1.00 per single vial, or $5.00 per package of
Receiver Hucksport Savings Hank.
dwl'J
Bi:<’Ivsi*okt, June f», 1877.
live vials and $,’.oo vial of powder. Sent bv mail on

In the matter of III RAM

BKN IIAZKI/nXK.

Foreclosure.

for

E. J. Morison &Co.,
Also

A

being

1m

\

NERVOUS

Plows! Plows!
of all

To Abner K. (.ray, of Prospect in the County of
Waldo, and to whom it may concern.
rl'tlll'. undersigned who lias been duly appointed
JL. Receiver ol* the Hucksport Savings Hank hereby givi s public notice that on the L’Stb day of April,
A. I)., Is? 1, the said Abner K.
Cray by his deed of
that date duly recorded, mortgaged to said Hank
( mortgage deed riming to its freasurer a certain lot
ol land with the Imildings thereon, situated in said
Prospect, and bounded beginning at the northwest
corner of the east pier of the Marsh
bridge and riming thence easterly by the Marsh bridge and the
centre <d the town way to the southeast corner ol
the Cole lot, so called; thence north go deg. east to
a stone marked lN.Oj:; thence
westerly by land ot
H- T. Cummings to Win. R. Reagan to the Marsh
; thence soulherly In the Marsh Cm k to the
lirst named bound, containing JJ acres, more or less,
the same premises on tin* same day conveyed
to said Cray by Ceo. W. Herbert as Treasurer of said
Hank. The condition of said mortgage having been
and still being broken, the undersigned in behalf of
said Itank and in liis said capacity, claims to foreclose
the same and gives this notice for that purpose.
THRU. C. WOODMAN,
Receiver Hucksport Savings Hank.
Hucksport, .June 1, In??.—.Iw-h*

4115/V1MIW lli \L 41044 15It
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DESERT & MACHIAS.
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Main Street, Belfast, Mo.
J. D. TUCKER, Propriotor.
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rilH F, celebrated FRYE
JL Sale by

of Richmond,

Fifty

NT. B.— Particular attention given to Sttrt/rri/ and
Female /Jiseasea of long standing.
if/} die may lie found in his olliei
very Tuesdav,
Thursday and Saturday of each week, other days
devoted to Surgical operations and visiting patients
residing in the country, etc.
Iy;;i

Notice of Foreclosure.

Too!/)

1>S\S

LIN K

Prescriptions
diseases,

Belfast, Mo.

BELFAST,

'NH

great variety of

llarrels, Ac.

Kntire satisfaction given in every instance. (Jive
us a call before you
purchase.

LOMBARD,
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rooms with board can be
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New Iron Mower,

buying.
TAYLOH’S HORSE RAKE.
Twenty-live hundred in use by .Maine

D. LANiAgent
Belfast, .1 une It, \>77.
medical work entitled the "M'lKWK ok i.li i.;
or, iSFLF-PItLsFH V AT It »N.” Ii treats upon M w
> K
SI
iiiMtl*, how lost, how regained uud pel pet uated,
cause and cure of Fxhau.-ted Vitality, Imputentcv,
! rn i ,vr. /■: n/: mi/:/ / ii/vr; i:\.\coh
Premature Decline in Man. >permatorrli.i-:i..>,
m
inal Losses (nocturnal and diurnal
Nervuu- and !
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
1877.
1877.
ii
<
I'*.r*
hod
Physical Debility, vpochonilria, doomy
ings, Mental Depression, I«»i em rgy, Haggard j
Lolland,
Cur!-mouth,
Bangor,
Salem,
Lynn
Confusion
of
Mind
and
Losof
Countenance,
.MemI '.'i ll, Lawrence, Haverhill. Boston \ New York.
ory, Impure State of the Mood, ami all dis*a-es
clo-e connections with both the Kastem
-making
lrom
the
.»i
Fkuui:
Ym
h or In- imli-ei.
urising
Maine Builroads. and arriving in
and Boston
t ions or excesses of mature y ears.
o’clock 1*. .M
Boston at d
in 'M.«on to connr
It tells you all about the Morale ol* iieiierative
the Shore lam L'ailroad for New York, win.1
witli
Physiology, tin- Physiology «>t Marriage, of Wed- leave- Boston a? !0 o’clock C. M.
lock and Offspring. PhysicnD ’oiitr: -i.-, The Moralic
in and alter Mi >.\ It A Y. June 11th,
Hmpirici.-m, Perversion ol Marriage. Conjugal Pre
c«‘pt and Friendly Counsel, Physical lnlirmi’v. Its
s 1 1 A M * B
**•+*>&sfcsac a,
Causes ami Cure, Helation- lb-tween the
x• -s,
Proofs of the Fxputision of \'iee, I lie Mi.-eries ol
Imprudence, Ancient Ignorance and Frrors, Mi..css
t. KILBY
M vstkk.
oh < ritr., Cure of l!odv and Mind.
fi;t i. Pinv
Will leave Bangor
l'l.t s OK Tkkatm !• NT, Address to l’atieiit-aml Inr\ Monday, Wednesday am
\
;o
!•
at
o'clock
valid Header-, The Author's Principh
rida\ mornings
; touching at all tm
'1‘lte price
of this hook is only £1 00.
usual Landings on the Hiver and Hay, arriv ing i•
Portland at about ! :;oo’clock I*. .'I.. connecting w nI
This Bool*, also contains More Ilian
hoth t!<
Pastern and Boston \ .Maine Uuilr>alP. M and arri in.
for the above named arid which leave P<>U 1 I. A.\ P a!
in BOSTON ahoiii p :n P. M
in -eu-on tocoum-t1
other
each one worth.more than v. ith the shore Pin. K.dim'd. which leave- B
at !>• o’clock P. M tor \ * W P'llK.
the price of the bo, k.
Passenger* Tieketi .1 through To Boston and .New
York.
another
v.i
liable
Also,
medical w«>rk to a n:
H
road Wharf, toot ..i Mat*
Heturning l.e,
clurdvely on MFNTAL AND NKHYol'S !*I I A>Street, Portland. >a no- n ni eg, at l'1 i.'dnrk, nr m.
I'.S ; more than emu royal octavo page-, tweni v
arrival ot Pxpress drain over tie lio-ton \ Maim
gant engravings, hound in sub-taut ial rnu-liu. Price
Uuilroad, which leave- Boston at six o'clock P. M
only ;?EM>o. Hardy enough to j.av for printing.
I lie Look tor young ami iniddle aged men to
4iTPassengers ran take an> ut’tin earlier 11.
lrotn
Bostoi over either of tin* ahove ltnilroudis
In*
Science
of
>.
readjust now,
If | ■reserLife, nr
vation.
1 he author has returm-d from
.n
GOING WEST.
Furope
excel!,HI health, aid is again the (Kiel 1 (■n-ult ing
•<
N. it.
ity of Kichiuonil” also counts ? with th
Plivsician of the Peahi>d\ Medical Instituti Nti. t
Portland .N Boston steamers, whii h
r.
p.*rtla;
Hullinch Street, Ho.-ton/Ma-.’' lb-publican Jourat s,.v•• ii o’clock P. M. Passenger- lickn.-d throng
nul.
1 are. s 1.(«» less than I
Boat and H o
1 he Science ol Fite is heyolnl all
< YU1 S
comparison the
PA 11 LUMLN. Am ut tor I*,, it
most extraordinary work on Ph\-ioI..*'\
\ ,*r nub
B-Hast, dune II. 1 v
lislied.”—Poston ll'eiald.
“Hope iie-tled iuthe bottom of Pandora's hex,
;iml hope illume- her wings anew, since lie i- un
of these valuable work-, puhlishi d i.y the r,*;ll.,>d\
Medical Institute, which are teaching tluut-amD
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
how to avoid the maladies that •apt!,, uitad. I**i
life.’’ Philadelphia |.m|iiiier.
“It should he r< ad 1 y the young, the middle aged
and even tlie old.”---\v York Tribune.
I he first and only Medal ever conferred upon anv
Medical Man in t lie country, as a r< cognii ion ot -kill
and professional services,’was presented to tlie auI lie Stea nu£.■•.'
B H K O .A,
< .» pt,
i»
thor ot these works, March :;i-t, i-;v.
will leave Uuilroad Wharf, < v<a
fhe j.la men|'u.-d.i amili
tation was noticed at the time of its occurrence by •day I.\ euing- :,i t; o'clock, or on :lm arriv al <d t S
the S'.oston Press, and the leading journals through
r.nn o’clock Pullman Train tor Boston «»\er tL•
out the country.
i a-tern Hail Hoad t'oi Uo<-klatid, « a-tin.-. p.
This magnificent Medal is of -olid
I
gold, set with more than one hundred India dia- Sedgwii-k, Southwest and Bar 11 aria rs Mt. p« 11
monds of rare brilliancy
.1
and
M
>r
;.
Milihridgi
ol.eSJior!
achia-|
IB turning l.eu\.■ Muchiu-port e\ er\ M"iida
n
“Altogether, in it- execution ami the richnes- ot
its materials, and si/e, this o decidedly the most
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DENTIST.

c/>

GROCERIES !
WALTER A. WOODS
Corn, Flourand Meal,
Pork, Beef,
Kerosene Oil,
Lard, Hams,
Tea, Coffee,
Possesses morn points of mil excellence
Tobacco,
and Spices,
limn any oilier on the market.
Farmers
and all goods usually kept in a lirst class <irocery
will do well to investigate this statement
Store, at wholesale and retail, at as reasonable rates
before

FOLLKTT,

>0 Main Street.

Hay for il Block.

best and most durable

The

accompanied by Bills ol' Lad
freight bills must be paid on

must be
All

iug in duplicate.

IN

EAMES, D.D.S.,

EMERY

King

large Stock

DR. R. MOODY’S
the market.

3.65
tliruugh 6.50

.-*

G. W. STODDARD, D.D.S.

In tin* market.

Hair

freight

All

I87G.

cliickiU

JUST

(Wnee ,./* CA-.v// tf Sr, n„f S/,-.. IiFLFAST.
ntf'

SlicmlcLer Braces

Every day of the LATEST STYLES, and BEST
All we ask is to call and see us.
t^CAEI f \

by

a

only $5.00

WE ARK

children.*'

A heart that is full of goodness, that loves ;:ud
pities that yearns to invest the richest of its uicr
how sweet a
«'V in the souls of those that need it
tongue hath such a heart ! A tlute sounded in a
wihmI. in the stillness of evening, and rising up
among leaves that are not stirred
the moonlight
above, or by those murmuring sounds beneath ; a
« lock,
that sighs at half hours, and at the lull
h Mils beats its silver bell so gently, that we know
not whence
the sound comes, unless it falls
through the air from heaven, with sounds as
-weet as dew drops make, in
falling

SUITS, I

To No. 3 Phenix Row.

«

holy

the

Only £9.00 Per

societies,

ni.u-hiiM'ry." 'Pin* bestpaying investment
1 hi* world i* tin* culture, broad,
practical and
"
-"t u timdy gifted human
being. The most
t«-;trt111 wastes in society is the
crushing of much
■i
lo st material beneath the wheels of
povert v.
Vi.ything that will, with careful diseriniination.
tb»* culture to those who will
truly protit by
i> *i beiielit to our common
humanity.
Kiehard

BROS.,

PLAID

onr

STOCK!

5

lleneiit to the Con

Sponges,

!

31st,

Lowell,
New York,,Fuggage

publish***! by till- l'l.AKilLi'l MKUKAL
INS l'I IT I K, a uew edition oi the celebrated

I3EKTTIST

and Chemicals !

and

Jas. W. Clark

own

loo

is

Pains, Lameness, Soreness, Weakness,
Numbness, and Inflammation of the Lungs, Liver,
Kidneys, Spleen, Bowels, Bladder, Heart, and Mu
ch s, are c.pml f,‘ nn army of doctors, and acres of
plants and shrubs.

March

‘‘

■>

G.

TRUSSES!

VOLTAIC
PLASTERS.

by the
“National Medical Association,"

4-tf

Genuine Patent Medicines

1'he

MlliiETilAMh JILEild CONE'S LIE

DENTIST,

42tf

April 19,1877.

A

\\ ill leave Bellas: lor Boston every .Monday. \\
o’clock 1*. M
neolay. Thursday and Saturday, at
Keturuin^, will leave Boston every Monday, Tut
o'clock I*. M.
day, Thursday and Friday at
Fare to Boston,
S2.50

Gold Medal Awarded to the Author

Emery HI'!;, Elm SI., JlI’('A'SI’OH7.1/

HAZELTINE & CO.,
Wadlin Block, Main Street.

Of all kinds.

KATAHDlN.
Capt. Wm. R. Roix,

<■

For Sale in Belfast

Drugs

F. A.
41f

CAMBRIDGE.
Capt. J. P. Johnson.

>

good

a

House.)

Or, SELF-PRESERVATION.

has shown it to be

use

We claim for it the Greatest
sumer from the smallest outlay.

Pure

(Opposite

it called tor at once.

bargain

CEO. F.

OF THE VERY HIGHEST QUALITY.
PRICE
MODERATE.
V /i /. / r v a- sr.\ ad. i i:i> <: r. 11/.\ a teed

Meadow

beam,

f>

Belfast, April IS, 1877-

IS

faction.

Spring Opening

great

PROMPT, ACTIVE, & RELIABLE
years’ successful

No. 4 Buifinch St., Boston,

offer for sale the very deon which I
now
pleasantly sit
uated, contains thirty acres, is under
good cultivation and is well fenced
and watered, and in all respects eonvement.
It lias upon it first-class buildings in thorough repair, and an engrafted orchard of bearing
fruit trees. Call at office 2:5, Main Street, or on tinpremises at the intersection of tche Lincoluville and
Little River roads in the south part of this citv.
1. M. HOAR DM AN.
Belfast. April 12, 1877.
lltf

long,

FERTILIZER.

Tkn

FOUR TRIPS PUR WUUK.

boat and a fast sailer.
I'our berths
I, in cabin, sails and rigging, ail in good
^condition. I shall sell the same at a

COLLINS’
MO
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS. DRUG STORE!

Hcllast. April 25, Is77.

••

1

be tested once by those in
need of a family medicine
before
allowing themselves to be induced, by
misrepresentation, to buy
others. Insist upon having what you call for—
S A NfORIi's Ja m aha
Gin<;eu.

the Route.

on

It. (i. DYKIi.

hereby
small farm
I sirable
live. It is most

A No. 1

IT

Two Steamers

For Sale.
Little Hogue,"
A sloop-rig, centre board,
ft.
YACHT
11 ft.
inch
able

F. WELLS.

_B.

day
following Special bargains j
myself, at No- 54 ! ^
JUST RECEIVED
New and Seasonable Suits.
Don’t you forget it.

king

c«’

at this office.

LOWELL.

AND

for the Season of 1877.

Arrangements

Farm for Bale.

Jjo

I

Mown1.

.‘imW

BOSTON

his

Belfast, April 2*. 1877.—4Stf

C'lALL

vi W \ KKWAltl) will be paid lor a bottle of
9•r^#**
\f11.11-' ot*u‘r Kxtract or Kssenceof .Jamai
cu Dinger if found to
equal it in fine llavor, purity
and prompt medical effect. Sold
by all Wholesale
ami Retail Druggists, Grocers, and dealers in niedicnm.
Price :,o cents. Samples free. Dealers should
purchase original packages of one dozen to obtain
tin- trial bottles for free distribution. WKKKS &
1 1 K K, General Agents and Wholesale
Druggists,

here

Meadow

SAWYKR.

sale

dwelling house and 1-s acre of land
Bay View Street. The house is three
years old, two stories high, and finished
throughout, is suitable for two small
•families. The location, commanding a
view 01 tno harbor ana buy cannot be surpassed in
the city.
In the summer season pts close proximity
to the salt water, renders it cool and comfortable.
The lot attached is suitable lor a city garden
Ap-

1

ANDREWS

C. W. HANEY

WM, B.
Successors to A. S. Nichols.

lor

CO.

-FOR-

on

SPECIAL.

w

in^ elsewhere.

reason.

the lowest step there is

rum

tliic kind will lind it for their advantage

CLIFFORD.

J

Tlm.se wishing to puivliiiM* £>‘nn<ls of

continual Christinas.

vanity.
1st

Prices that Can’t be Beat!

Main St.

agonies.

Ihood is tile sleep of

A -.1
I

a

Wliicli lie oilers lor Sale at

II. 8.

offers

subscriber

rpHE
X

ply

Orders left at C. H. Sargent’s
Store, No. 8 Main St-, and at
Laundry, Beaver St.

The Si bstiti tion 01
Brandy for Alcohol, i
Unsettled bills at S. A. Wetherbee’s after the noth
the use of the True Jumaiinst., will be left with an Attorney.
ca Ginger, of their own
selection and importation, j
All persons having unsettled accounts with J. B.
its combination with
choice aromatic*, as de- I Wadlin are requested to call and settle immediately.
tf4(i
vised and originated bv |
Dr. Sanford, placed this
in
actual
merpreparation
it so far ahead of anything
before compounded that
notwith.-tanding the most
bitter opposition from tIntrude, its sales in New AAA DOZ. Gents Hemmed Linen HandkerjimJ\
chiefs, subject to slight imperfections,
England now exeeed that from
10 cts. to the finest quality, less by the dozen.
of all others combined.
Considered by every one to be very cheap.
The second year of its
manufacture its sale exDOZ. Ladies Linen Handkerchiefs, -1 for
ceeded the previous year
25 cents.
by over fifty-five thousand iJM
bottles, it. is manufactured on a scale simply enor
mous. Two thousand gallons are always kept made
DOZ* HOSIERY, Gents 7, 10, 15c.
long in advadce of con'w and up. Also, Ladies and Misses at very
sumption, by which it ac- TlV
low
prices.
«pi ires a delicious flavor
and brilliant transparen
Cotton Edging, only 2 cents
cy. Every improvement
in labor saving apparatus
is adopted, so as to perand see that we have no ordinary Stock to
mit the use of costly maJ oiler our customers.
terials and yet retain a
profit. The bottling machine is alone able to fill
two thousand four hundred bottles per hour.
From this brief statement
it will be seen that Messrs.
Weeks & Potter have
entered upon the manufacture of Sanford’s Jamaica Ginger in a manner
that must in time secure
for them the enormous
trade in this article. Its

For Local

FurnishingGoods

by

Experienced Workmen.

S. A. WETHERBEE.
No. 5 Phenix Row.

elegant flavor, great merit, and low price should

HARMLESS,

O APS

vs.

I Im* holiest of all holithn s
Are those kept by ourselves,
lu silence and apart—
secret anniversaries of the heart.
" hen the full river of
feeling overilows.
happy days unclouded to their close,
1Il,,sr "tidden ]..ys that out of darkness
start,
llowers from ashes, swift desires to ■'art,
1. 1. -inging swallows down each wintl that Mows
" hiie as the
gleam of a receding sail.
" bite as a cloud that lloats and Hits
in air.
" bite a> the whitest
lily on a stream.
These tender memories are
A fairy tale of some enchanted land,
u
l,;ii"f where, hut beautiful
As a dream within a dream
(Henry \\ f.ongfellow.

TEA,

MAKES

0. W. IIANEY
A N 1)

110 LI U A

FOOD,
MAKES

Has just received liis Spriu.o .Stuck of

and Devotion.

^^'1‘rices warranted

kitchen.
TIMES.

in the

use

to suit the

executed

SOLUBLE
PACIFIC GUANO.

RISING
OF

My
I

and all articles suitable for

Goods called for every day.
All classes of work neatly and

2000 »

RHEUMATIC

Fine Tlixml Carilb, with name,
post-paid. L. Jt >NFS it CO., Nassau,

b) ^

j

NEURALGIC

HABIT,

cures

BEERS & CO., Birmingham, Conn.

u hen all

*ueh a face! fan 1 ever describe it !
Ah! no; 't is a painter's despair.
Kimiigh. that it lay on my shoulder.
'1 hat I lelt the sweet thrill of her hair.
1 drank in the delicate
perfume
>he breathed as I bore her
along
h. ’he whirl and return of the measure.
Through the weh and whirl of the throng.

Stop!

customers with

new

LAUNDRY!
promptly

SANFORD STEAMSHIP

House for Sale.

]

SYMPTOMS,

\ .d he

all my old and

Crockery. Iron, Wood, and Glass Ware.
Lamps, Chimneys, Cutlery,

and medicin-

for the relief of and cure of diseases and ailments incidental to the Summer and Winter seasons, and to
sudden changes of temperature.

SYMPTOMS,

Aimer

:i

ply

previous pieparations of crude ginger and household remedies

FEVERISH

abdomen,

■

so elegantly flavored
as to utterly surpass all

Dean <»1 Algols raised a point of order
—when
A chunk • *1 old red sandstone struck him in the
:

Wetherbee’s.
Having added to my stock the house furnishing
goods of ,1. B. WAD LIN, 1 shall be pleased to sup-

AROMATICS AND

ally HiVctive

and

a

The papers at this time are so filled with price-lists,
it is impossible to obtain even a column; so I will
invite the public to read tin* low-priced goods advertised, remembering that BETTER goods at the same
LOW RATES can be found for CASH at S. A. 11.

THE QUINTESSENCE OF JAMAICA GINGER. CHOICE

A

lot of fossil hones
near the tenement
a

just
large
well selected stock of
HAS
Dry & Fancy Goods.
returned from Boston with

months’proceedings of that same

Til! Brown of I'alaveras brought
That he found within a tunnel

BELFAST

S. A. H. Wetherbee

SANFORD’S

Rubber Coated Pipe.
is

rjTlIlS

a

perfectly

pure ami

WATER
By using

By rust

by

this

or

piping

poisonitrg

healthy article for

PIPES.

all risks of s toppage of supply
By lead is remoued. l-'or sale

Belfast, April .‘5, 1S77.

A. D. FRENCH.
-lotf

!

STEAMER RHODE ISLAND.

I

:»i

r> A. M.
«1«* I i ir 1111111 sail

I In-

riving in .New \ ork at

line all’ordiug
UitiiM-ll
\o

a

IS.n

int«‘riii4‘4li.tf «*

l*i'4M iileiiee

is

the onl\
\air,i-

l*> daylight.
ami

l.nnliuk1*

1e«

Itelweeii

1 orL.

tickets and State Rooms can he secured at < 'out
otlii e, *11 Washington, cor. State street, and
Rosionand I’rmideuce Railroad Station.

|*ai»\'
at

,!. W lilt’ll ARhStt.N. Agent. Rost oil.
A. A.

"JP......

AT OX

ITU.SoM, Sup’t It. .N I’. R. li.
Q*

iOJcAAO

?
»

M"

<

Fall

imd'J

"u'1 1 °l* ihiggy.
No.
IMu nix

at

Row.

Reltast, .lime 0, !>?.\

dl»lI

Babbitt Metal,
For

Machinery.

Friction .Metal, made
Uahhitt,
o! the best Type Metal, and lor sale in tjuanti
C1IKHFI.
lit to suit
Millmen and'Others
or

Anti

Machinists,

s

tt

At the .JOURNAL

OFFICK, liKl.FASl

Meadow King Mower! MEADOW Klmi MOWER

